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A commercial farm problem in the U. S. was first brought to the 
attention of decision makers by dissatisfied farmers in the early 1920's 
follmving drastic decreases in farm prices after World War I. The symp-
toms of the commercial farm problem included: chronic over-production, 
depressed prices for agricultural outputs and low rates of return for 
the factors of production. These symptoms of the farm problem have per-
sisted over most of the last half century. 
Several factors have been identified as contributing to the commer-
cial farm problem; these are: 1) rapid technological advancements that 
increase agricultural productivity faster than the growth in demand for 
food, 2) the competitive nature of agriculture that essentially requires 
farmers to adopt new technology to remain in the industry, 3) resource 
immobility or fixity in agriculture, 4) the price inelasticity of short-
run supply of agricultural products and the inelastic demand for food 
with respect to both price and income (Heady, 1962; Tweeten, 1970; 
Brandow, 1977). Many viable recommendations for solving the farm problem 
have stressed overcoming the underlying causes of the farm problem. 
Primarily the recommendations have been centered around problems asso-
ciated with labor and land. The long run policy recommendation for 
improving the situation of excess labor in agriculture has included 
1 
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improved educational and skill training programs for the farm youth, 
creation of industrial relocation programs with subsidies for migration 
and improved national employment service to make the farm labor resource 
more mobile (Heady, 1962; Tweeten, 1970). Policy recommendations for 
reducing the supply of land in agriculture have included long-term land 
retirement, acreage allotments, and marketing quotas that restrict the 
amount of production in the agricultural sector (Heady, 1962; Tweeten, 
1970). All of these recommendations are designed to bring the rate of 
return for farm labor in line with that in the non-agricultural sector. 
Recommendations such as Heady's and Tweeten's are directed toward a long-
run solution to the farm problem but in the short-run the symptoms of 
the problem have been amelorated by federal farm programs. 
Farm programs in the past have involved three general types of 
policies~ direct payments to farmers, price support actions, and supply 
control. Reviews of the success and failures of particular farm programs 
can be found in Chapter 10 of Tweeten (1970) and the review of 1945-70 
agricultural policy by Brandow (1977). Mandatory supply control programs 
have proven the most efficient in raising farm income but they have been 
associated with high social costs and were not acceptable to farmers as 
a whole. Programs that relied upon direct payments developed large 
treasury costs in an effort to raise farm income and usually did little 
to reduce over-production. Price support programs have often resulted 
in large stock piles of commodities and, from the standpoint of cost 
effectiveness, were the least effective in raising farm income. Despite 
the disadvantages of the farm programs, they have made it possible to 
reduce some of the excess capacity in agriculture without greatly reducing 
farm income in aggregate. 
The primary interest groups involved in developing farm programs 
have been farmers, consumers and taxpayers. Farmers want high incomes 
with minimal governmental interference, consumers want a stable supply 
of food at low prices, and taxpayers want low treasury costs. Since 
these interests are conflicting and since the political powers of the 
groups have changed over time, farm programs have developed in a piece-
meal fashion (Tweeten, 1970). These forces also have come into play in 
setting the values for farm policy variables such as support prices, 
allotments, acreage set-aside levels and target prices. 
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Farm programs have been used to deal with the symptoms of the farm 
problem in the past and as long as the farm problem exists, there is a 
need for economists to analyze the alternative farm programs and to make 
recommendations to the decision makers involved in making farm policy. 
However, with the added interest in government costs and the growing 
political powers of consumer groups, farm policy analysts are in need 
of a more precise performance measure than has been used in the past. 
Objectives 
The general objective of the thesis was to demonstrate the use of 
an optimal control technique for analyzing farm policy. Specific objec-
tives were to: 
1. Demonstrate the benefits from using optimal control techniques 
in conjunction with a simulation model over using only the latter. 
2. Develop a conceptual performance measure for evaluating farm 
policies, given the goals of the three interest groups involved in 
policy decisions. 
3. Indicate the type of results one can obtain from using control 
theory techniques to select values for farm policy variables, such as, 
loan rates, target prices, and acreage set-aside levels. 
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The objectives of the thesis were accomplished by adapting a control 
theory procedure to a national agricultural policy simulation model. The 
model selected was the National Agricultural Policy Simulator (POLYSIM), 
a computerized model developed by Daryll E. Ray and the author at 
Oklahoma State University (Ray and Richardson, 1978). 
The goals of farmers, consumers and taxpayers were considered in 
developing a conceptual performance measure for evaluating alternative 
farm programs. In general, the value of the performance measure is 
increased as farm incomes increase and is decreased as consumer food 
costs increase and as government expenditures to agriculture increase. 
Several different types of farm programs are analyzed with optimal con-
trol techniques to determine the optimal levels of the farm policy vari-
ables, given the conceptual performance measure. 
Organization of Remainder of Thesis 
The remainder of the thesis is organized into four chapters. A 
review of control theory and the modifications to POLYSIM to adapt Box's 
Complex Procedure for optimal control to the model are presented. in 
Chapter II. The mathematical relationships in the basic POLYSIM model 
are developed in Chapter III. Chapter IV contains the results of analyz-
ing selected farm programs with the control theory option of POLYSIM. 
The summary and conclusions are presented in Chapter V. 
CHAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY 
Optimal control theory is an applied mathematical technique developed 
to analyze systems under alternative sets of controls. In this study, 
the technique is used to determine the optimal values for agr,icultural 
farm policy variables such as: loan rates, target prices and acreage 
set-aside levels. The origin and applications of control theory are 
described in this chapter, as well as, the principles of control theory 
and how they are applied to agricultural policy analysis in this study. 
Applications of Control Theory 
The first application of control theory techniques was in the area 
of engineering in 1868, and used a single variable optimization technique. 
This work led to many other applications in the engineering area and 
during the second World War control theory was used extensively for 
studying military systems. Following the war, control theory was ex-
panded to handle multi-variable optimization problems and was used ex-
tensively in aerospace and industrial development problems (Jacobs, 1975). 
It was during this stage that ·applied mathematicians contributed to the 
technique and numerous application oriented algorithms were developed 
(Box, 1965; Goldfeld, et al., 1966; Kendrick and Taylor, 1970; Swann, 
1974; Fair, 1974; Chow, 1976). Recent contributions in the area of 




stochastic and adaptive controls (Kirk, 1970; Schweppe, 1973; Cooper and 
Fischer, 1974; Rausser and Freebairn, 1975). 
Control theory has been used extensively by a relatively small 
group of economists over tlte past decade. Textbooks in the area by 
Intriligator (1971), Pindyck (1973), and Chow (1975), and journal articles 
by Arrow (1968), Dorfman (1969), Tintner (1969), Kendrick and Taylor 
(1970), Livesey (1971), Pindyck and Robert (1974), Rausser and Freebairn 
(1974a), Arzac and Wilkinson (1977) and Trapp (1977) have demonstrated 
that control theory is a useful tool for analyzing economic systems. 
Particular economic applications range from controlling the macro level 
growth indicators, such as: the unemployment rate, the general price 
level and government spending (Pindyck, 1973) to controlling beef trade 
policies (Rausser and Freebairn, 1974a). With the exception of Rausser 
and Freebairn's (1974a) work with beef import quotas, and Trapp's (1977) 
work with the peanut farm program, there have been no applications of 
control theory to macro level agricultural policy problems, reported in 
the literature. 
Principles of Control Theory 
The objective of optimal control techniques is to determine the 
levels of control variables that cause a particular system (or process) 
to satisfy a given set of boundary constraints and at the same time 
cause a given performance measure to be at a maximum (or minimum) (Jacobs, 
1975; Kirk, 1970; Sage, 1968). In application the control mechanism 
selects values for the control variables, determines their impacts on 
the system's output variables and evaluates the performance measure 
based on the values of the relevant output variables. This process is 
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repeated in an iterative fashion until any change in the control vari-
ables results in a reduction in the value of the performance measure. 
To insure that the global optimal is reached the process must be repeated 
several times. Each time a different set of initial values for the con-
trol variables are used so the procedure is forced to search a different 
set of control paths. 
Formulation of a control problem involves three steps: 1) develop-
ment of a mathematical model of the system to be controlled; 2) a state-
ment of the boundary constraints on the control variables and output 
variables; and, 3) a statement of the performance measure for the system 
(Kirk, 1970). The mathematical model should be a direct interpretation 
of the system, with particular detail given to the structure of the 
system and the linkages between the various sectors. 
In control theory the endogenous variables in the model are referred 
to as the state variables (states) and are denoted as: x1 (t), x 2 (t), •.• , 
x (t) for period t. The state variables used in the performance measure 
n 
are referred to as the output variables or y1 (t), y 2 (t), .•. , yk(t). 
Exogenous variables that can be controlled by the policy maker are 
referred to as control inputs (controls). Controls for period t are: 
u1 (t), u2 Ct), .•. , um(t); controls can be a function of time or the 
state variables. Values for the control variables over the period 
analyzed (t0 to tf) constitute the control path or history and values 
for the state variables make up the state trajectory (Kirk, 1970). When 
the controls are not a function of the state variables (U*(t) = e[x(t ), 
0 ' 
t]) the system is an open-loop con,trol problem: since once the initial 
control value (x(t )) is known, the entire control path is known. If 
0 
·controls are a function of the state variables (U*(t) = f[x(t), t]) 
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the system is in the closed-loop form or optimal feedback control. Farm 
policy is the closed-loop form since the level of policy controls is 
dependent upon the levels of output variables. 
Boundary constraints are usually imposed on the control variables, 
and can be imposed on the state variables, The constraints are used to 
bound the states and controls within acceptable limits established by 
the physical, economic and social limits of the system, This is done to 
reduce the number of alternative control paths that must be investigated 
and to reduce the computer costs of solving the problem. The model is 
only solved for admissible controls and admissible trajectories, where 
an admissible control is a control path that satisfies all constraints 
on the controls over the entire time period, and an ·admissible trajec-
tory is a state trajectory that satisfies all constraints over the entire 
time period. By specifying realistic boundary constraints on the controls 
and the state variables, the number of admissible trajectories can be 
reduced thus reducing the cost of solving the model for the optimal con-
trol path, 
A performance measure, the criterion for evaluating the admissible 
control paths, must be developed for the particular problem being investi-
gated, The performance measure is a mathematical equation that sums the 
weighted values of the output variables in the model. Values of the 
output variables are obtained by using the admissible control paths as 
input in the model, to obtain simulated values for the state variables. 
For economic applications, the performance measure could be stated tn 
terms of maximizing the sum of producer and consumer surpluses or 
following the example of Rausser and Freebairn (1974b), the performance 
measure could; be stated as a function of the relevant output variables 
in the system. 
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Rausser and Freebairn (1974b) propose a three step procedure for 
specifying and estimating the performance measure in a control theory 
problem. The steps to the procedure are: 1) select relevant state vari-
ables as the output variables, 2) determine the appropriate mathematical 
form, and 3) obtain estimates of the parameters for the output variables. 
The guide line for selecting the output variables to include in the per-
formance measure is quite obvious, select variables that are important 
to policy makers. 
The mathematical form for the performance measure should formalize 
assumptions regarding the marginal social preference of individual output 
variables and the rate of substitution between the output variables. 
In application, the functional form needs to be as simple as possible to 
assign a unique real number to each set of output variables. The second 
step in the Rausser-Freebairn approach is identify the functional form 
of the performance measure. The functional form of the performance 
measure is dependent upon the type of problem being analyzed. For ex-
ample a terminal control problem attempts to minimize the system's devia-
tions in the final year (tf) from some desired level of output or: 
J 
where tf is the final year or stage of the system and ri is the target 
value for state variable i (Kirk, 1970). Another type of performance 
measure is for tracking problems where the objective is to keep the 
state variable, x. (t), as close as possible to the desired state, r. (t), 
l l 
over the interval t 0 to tf or: 
J Hi. [x. (t.) 
J l J 
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where H .. is the weight assigned to the deviation for state variables i 
l] 
in time period j from the target level r .. (Kirk, 1970; Theil, 1965; 
lJ 
Ryan, 1974). Theil referred to this functional form as a quadratic pre-
ference function and used it for analyzing economic problems despite its 
obvious problem, that of using constant weights for under and over shoot-
ing the target level. 
The last step in the Rausser-Freebairn procedure, estimating para-
meters for the performance measure is the most difficult step in applying 
optimal control theory to economic problems. The problem of specifying 
the appropriate parameters in the performance measure (Hij 's) has been 
of little importance in the past, since the functions used by engineers 
in optimal control theory require only that the weights cause the model 
to follow a prescribed trajectory or achieve a final targeted value. 
Such weights can be found through experimentation or by studying the 
physical relationships in the system. The performance measures developed 
for economic applications of control theory are not generally of the 
tracking function form so meaningful values for the weights must be 
developed (Bray, 1974; Rausser and Freebairn, 1974a, 1974b, 1975). 
For applications of optimal control theory to economics, the weights 
in the performance measure are the marginal rates of substitution of one 
output variable for any other output variable. Given a performance mea-
sure (PM) that is a function of three output variables, X1 , X2 , x3 (PM= 
a+ b1x1 + b2x2 + b 3x3 + b4x1x2 + b5x1x3 + b 6x2x3 + b7x1x2x3) the marginal 
rate.of substitution of x1 for x2 (MRS ) is a ratio of their respec-xlx2 
tive first derivatives or: 
b2 + b4Xl + b6X3 + b7XlX3 
bl + b4X2 + b5X3 + b7X2X3 
The marginal rate of substitution of x1 for x 2 measures the quantity 
change in x2 for a one unit change in x1 , given that PM is unchanged. 
If a data series exists for PM, the function can be estimated with least 
squares and the parameter estimates obtained; however, the series usually 
can not be observed directly. A possible solution to the problem of 
estimating the parameters in PM is to reduce the complexity of the per-
formance measure and normalize on a particular variable in the function. 
The performance measure, reduced to three terms by omitting the inter-
action terms and the intercept, becomes: PM~= b1X1 + b2x 2 + b3x3 . 
(In this form, PM~ can still be used as an index for comparing different 
b3/b1 • Normalizing on x1 , making b1 = 1, the marginal rate of substitu-
tion of x1 for x2 is b 2 and x1 for x3 is b3 . So when b1 = 1 in PM~, the 
other parameters in PM~ are the marginal rates of substitution of x1 for 
xi or the ratio at which one unit of xl substitutes for xi without chang-
ing the level of PM. In a national performance measure the parameters 
(bi, i = 2, .•. , n) are the tradeoffs between x1 and Xi' at the margin, 
that are agreeable to the interest groups (and their respective political 
powers) involved in the political process. 
Numerical Solution of Control Problems 
Theoretical descriptions of optimal control theory problems generally 
utilize the state form (first order differential equations). Direct-
solution techniques are available for solving the state form by maximizing 
the Lagrangian -(Chow, 1975; Kirk, 1970). However, as Swann (1974) points 
out, direct-solution techniques may not be practical because of the 
lengthy and complicated calculations involved in solving the derivatives, 
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The problem often can be overcome with finite-difference approximations 
but this tends to introduce truncation and cancellation errors which 
can cause problems in obtaining the final solution, 
An alternative to using direct-solution techniques is to use direct-
search or numerical techniques. Numerical techniques do not require that 
the model be in the state form, and obtain the final solution without 
solving derivatives. Kirk (1970) and Swann (1974) describe several 
direct-search methods available for solving constrained optimization 
problems. Based on information in these and other sources (Kuester and 
Mize, 1973), the direct-search technique selected for this study is Box's 
Complex Procedure, 
The Complex Procedure, developed by Box (1965), is capable of solving 
for the optimal set of controls in a multi-variable model that is in the 
form of a closed-loop feedback problem, Swann (1974) indicates that the 
Complex Procedure has been used quite extensively and successfully to 
solve a wide range of constrained optimization problems. The procedure 
has the flexibility of handling non-linear inequality constraints on the 
control variables and has been shown to be reliable when compared to more 
sophisticated mathematical techniques (Box, 1965; Goldfeld, et al., 1966). 
Since Complex is a direct-search technique, the procedure can be applied 
to an existing model without reprogramming the model to the state form, 
This was a major consideration since the model selected for this study 
(POLYSIM) can not be readily expressed in state form. (A computer 
algorithm for Complex is available in Kuester and Mize (1973) and a list-
ing of the computer algorithm used for this study is presented in Appendix 
A.) 
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The objective of Box's Complex Procedure is to maximize the perfor-
mance measure (F) subject to the boundary constraints or: 
Maximize: F(y1 , y 2, .•. , yn) 
Subject to: G.<u <H., j 
J j J 
1, 2, 3, ... , m 
where y1 , .•. , yn are output variables, u1 , ••. , um are control variables, 
and G. and H. are lower and upper boundary constraints for control vari-
J J 
able j, respectively. Values for the admissible control paths are used 
as input in a simulation model to obtain predicted values for the system's 
state variables, i.e., the state trajectory. The output variables are 
used in the performance measure to obtain a unique real number to be 
associated with the control path being evaluated. 
To mathematically identify the surface of the performance measure, 
given m control variables, there must be at least m+l sets of control 
paths. The control path associated with the lowest value for the perfor-
mance measure is replaced with a path that results in a larger value for 
the performance measure and by repeating this replacement procedure, the 
maximum is eventually reached. Complex assumes convergence when the 
value of the performance measure for each of the m+l points, is within 
S units for y consecutive iterations. An iteration is the process that 
selects a new control path that does not result in repeating as the lowest 
function value. A more detailed description of the mechanics of Complex 
is available in Appendix A. 
To apply Box's Complex Procedure, a FORTRAN simulati.on model of the 
system to be controlled must be provided by the user. Also, th~ relev?nt 
boundary constraints on the controls and a performance measure for evalu-
ating the control paths must be specified according to the format des-
cribed in Kuester and Mize (1973). 
Applying Control Theory to Agricultural 
Policy Analysis 
The objective of using control theory for farm policy analysis is 
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to determine the farm policy instruments (control inputs) subject to 
boundary constraints that cause aggregate measures of the agricultural 
economy (output variables) to maximize (or minimize) a given performance 
measure. Specifically the control variables for farm policy are loan 
rates, target prices, and acreage set-aside levels for feed grains, wheat 
and cotton. The aggregate measures of the agricultural sector or output 
variables are net farm income, total government expenditures for farm 
payments, consumer expenditures for food and other aggregate variables 
in POLYSIM. Other state variables in the system are: crop acreage, 
supply, prices, domestic demands, export demands, cash receipts, ending 
year stocks, and livestock production, prices and cash receipts. 
Model Specification 
The first step in formulating a control problem for analyzing agri-
cultural policy is to develop a mathematical model of the U. S. agricul-
tural economy. The model used in this study is the National Agricultural 
Policy Simulator (POLYSIM), a disaggregated macro model of the U. S. 
agricultural economy with the following crop and livestock categortes: 
feed grains, wheat, cotton, soybeans, cattle and calves, ,hogs, sheep and 
lambs, chickens, turkeys, eggs and milk (Ray and Richardson, 1978). A 




The second step in -formulating· a control problem to analyze agricul-' 
tural policy is to establish the boundary constraints on the control 
variables. The boundary constraints developed for the control inputs 
(loan rates, target prices and acreage set-aside) are presented in Tables 
I, II, and III. The lower boundary constraints for loan rates of wheat 
and corn are set at the legal minimum specified in the Agricultural Act 
of 1977 while the upper boundary is equal to the value of target prices 
in the same Act. The boundary constraints for target prices and acreage 
set-aside levels are tied to the Act of 1977 as indicated in Tables II 
and III. Constraints for the control inputs c-_re tied to the Agricultural 
Act of 1977 in an attempt to incorporate the policy environment existing 
at the time the Act was written and passed. (Boundary constraints on 
state variables must appear in the performance measure when using Box's 
Complex Procedure.) 
Performance Measure 
The third step in formulating a control problem to analyze agricul-
tural policy is the development of an aggregate performance measure for 
evaluating the state trajectories. The Rausser and Freebairn (1974b) 
procedure for identifying the performance measure is used in this study. 
The first stage is to determine the relavant variables to include in the 
performance.measure. Tweeten (1970) has identified three broad political 
interest groups in farm policy as farm producers, consumers, and tax-
payers. Farmers want farm income to be as high as possible while tax-







UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS FOR LOAN RATES 
FOR WHEAT, CORN, AND COTTON 1978-81 
Wheat Corn 
Lower Upper Lower UEEer Lower 
$/bu. $/bu. 
2.00 3.00 1. 75 2.10 .37 
2.00 3.10 1. 75 2.21 .37 
2.00 3.34 1. 75 2.34 .37 









Source: Lower boundaries for wheat and corn 1978-81 are m1n1mum legal 
values established in the 1977 Act; the legal minimum for wheat 
and corn is about 88 percent of the 1977 loan rate, using this 
for cotton we get a minimum of about 0.37; upper boundaries 
for all crops 1978-81, are estimated target prices over the 







UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS FOR TARGET PRICES 
FOR WHEAT, CORN, AND COTTON 1978-81 
17 
Wheat Corn Cotton 
Lower U:e:eer Lower Upper Lower DJ2Eer 
$/bu. $/bu. $/1b. 
3.00 4.00 2.10 3.10 .52 .75 
3.16 4.21 2.21 3.26 .55 .79 
3.34 4.45 2.34 3.45 .58 .84 
3.52 4.69 2.47 3.64 .61 .88 
Source: Lower boundaries for 1978 are from the 1977 Act; for analysis 
purposes the upper boundaries for 1978 are at about 150 percent 
of the 1978 lower boundaries; the 1979, 1980 and 1981 values 
are the 1978 values escalated by the provisions of the 1977 Act 
(5·. 4, 5. 7, 5. 4 percent increases in 1979-81, respectively in 







UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS FOR ACREAGE SET-ASIDE 
LEVELS FOR WHEAT, FEED GRAINS, AND COTTON 1978-81 
Wheat Feed Grains Cotton 
18 
Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper 
-----------------------------m. ac.--------------------------
0 24.7 0 37.7 0 3.2 
0 24.8 0 37.7 0 3.3 
0 24.8 0 37;6 0 3.1 
0 24.8 0 37.5 0 3.2 
Source: The Agricultural Act of 1977 specifies that the maximum acreage 
set-aside for cotton is 28 percent of planted acreage in the 
previous year. For cotton, planted acreage is about equal to 
harvested acreage so the maximum set-aside for cotton is 28 
percent of harvested acreage in the previous year. For feed 
grains and wheat, planted acreage is often much larger than 
harvested acreage so the maximum set-aside is 35 percent of 
harvested acreage in the previous year. 
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administrative costs of farm programs. Consumers are interested in a 
stable and abundant supply of food at reasonable prices. Based on this 
information variables that should appear in a performance measure for 
national farm policy analysis are: farm income, government expenditures 
to farmers, the cost of food for consumers and other variables specific 
to the farm policy under consideration. 
The second stage of the Rausser-Freebairn approach is to determine 
the mathematical form of the performance measure. The mathematical form 
of a performance measure, for farm policy analysis can be linear, quad~ 
ratic, additive or multiplicative. The additive functional form appears 
satisfactory for the problem at hand since farm income, government pay-
ments to farmers, and consumer food costs can be summed (with the appro-
priate weights) to obtain a unique real number for evaluating a particular 
control path. Also, there is no reason to believe that the selected vari-
ables are related in a multiplicative fashion. A quadratic form is useful 
if the problem is to find the optimal controls that cause the output 
variables to follow a particular trajectory (Theil's quadratic preference 
function). However, using this approach for policy analysis forces one 
to a priori state the target levels for each output variable without con-
sidering information generated in the process of achieving the targeted 
values over time. 
The functional form of the performance measure developed for this 
study is a modified version of the tracking function or quadratic pre-
ference function; it allows the analysts to target output variables 
within acceptable ranges and provides a weighting procedure that dif-
ferentiates between positive and negative deviations from the acceptable 
range. These improvements make the performance measure much more useful 
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than the constant weight function originally used by Theil (1965). Also, 
tne modified functional form does not force the analyst to provide single 
valued point estimates (targets) of the complete trajectory for the out-
put variables but only upper and lower boundary limits. The performance 
measure is expressed as: 
If lower bound limit is violated -
JL. . = Hi. I Y:. . - LB .. I 
l] J lJ lJ 
If upper bound limit is violated -
JU. . = I . . I y. . - UB .. I lJ l] 1] l] 
Maximize: J ~ (NFY. + NLY. - ~ (JLi. + JUiJ.)) 
j=l J J i=3 J 
where H .. is the weight for output variable Y. violating lower boundary 
1] 1 
limit LB1. in period j; I .. is the weight for output variable Y. violating lJ 1 
upper boundary limit UB, in period j; NFY. is the level of realized net· 
1 ·. J 
farm income in period j; and NLY. is the level of net income for live-
] 
stock producers in period j. (Net income for livestock production in 
the study is the difference between total livestock cash receipts and 
variable livestock production expenses. Net income for livestock pro-
ducers [about $18 billion per year] is included in the performance mea-
sure to prevent the control mechanism from increasing net income for the 
crop sector without regard to the impacts on the livestock sector. Farm 
programs that support feed prices at high levels result in high costs of 
feed stuffs to livestock producers which immediately reduce the net 
incomes for livestock producers and cause cut-backs in livestock produc-
tion in the following year[s].) 
The performance measure indicates that farm income is to be maximized 
subject to n-2 output variables. The n-2 output variables are government 
21 
program costs, consumer food costs, and relevant variables for the parti-
The JL .. or JU .. 's are set to zero 
l] l] 
cular farm policy being analyzed. 
when the boundary level of an output variable is not violated, so the 
objective function is not penalized when the values of the output vari-
ables fall within their acceptable boundary limits. 
Theil's quadratic preference function is a special case of the per-
formance measure used here, for if LB .. = UP .. , I .. = H .. and the devia-
lJ lJ lJ lJ 
tions from the targets are squared we obtain Theil's quadratic preference 
function. Also, the performance measure avoids the problem of single 
valued target levels for the output variables. Values for the upper and 
lower boundary limits can be specified from observing prior decisions by 
decision makers and by questioning decision makers as to the acceptable 
ranges for the output variables. 
The third step in specifying the performance measure is to estimate 
the parameter weights for the output variables in the function. Bray 
(1974) suggests that the parameter weights may be determined through 
interviews with decision makers and government planners. Rausser and 
Freebairn (1974b) refer to Bray's method as the direct approach and add 
to this two other approaches. The indirect approach involves studying 
past political decisions and the arbitrary approach involves the analyst 
assigning arbitrary values for the parameter weights. 
The upper and lower boundary levels for the output variables in the 
performance measure and their respective parameter weights are presented 
in Table IV.. No boundary levels are specified for the farm income vari-
ables (net farm income and net livestock income) since the performance 
measure is designed to maximize farm income subject to the other output 
variables. The parameter weights for the farm income variables are equal 
• 
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TABLE IV 
UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDARY LEVELS AND THEIR RESPECTIVE 
WEIGHTS FOR AN AGGREGATE AGRICULTURAL PERFOID1ANCE 
MEASURE USED WITH POLYSIM 
Lower Range 
Projected Values Lower Upper • Parametet We.i£l.!.!.L_ 
bv CED Boundary Boundary Lower Upper 
Commocli t·v .\nalysts Lt•vel Ll'vCd Boundary B1lundary 
ll.tt.!" ~l-L~t-- ~ ;-~~--[~-~~:.l.t:!.!~~~_::~~-~-~~J--···-- {Ba.sel ine \/'!lues) (Lni .) (UBi.) (Hi.) (Ii.) 
l~t.'ill J Z(•d N~,_>t F;trm !ncnmt• (m.$) 
v~'lt r I tU,lS'~-o 1.0 J.O 
Yt•;tr 2 18,1;26. 0 1.0 1.0 
Yt•ttr I 17 ,tl63. 0 l.O 1.0 
~· l'lll' I, l'l, 351..0 1.0 1.0 
Nt•L l11.:nm~:• r"r t.lvt•st,,t·k 
I' t·nd u.·~~ r~t \111,$) 
\'t'/11' I 17,:112.0 1.0 1.0 
\'(!Ill' lR,Bftl, .0 1.0 1.0 
\'~.-•:tr l 19,967 .o 1.0 1.0 
y,.ill" lo 21,289.0 1.0 1.0 
l'dt\HU11LLlfS Tttt ttl l·:xp,•mli r un• 
lnr Jlnud (tn.$) 
Yl•ttr I 188,300.0 188, )00. 0 190,183.0 +2.0 -2.0 
Y<>ar 2 192.500.0 192.500.0 194,425.0 +2. 0 -2.0 
YL•nr J 202,600.0 202,600.0 204,626,0 +2.0 -2.0 
Yt'ilr 4 211,400,0 211,400,0 213,514.0 +2.0 -2.0 
'!'oral r:ov(•rnmettt P:tyments tu 
F:trmL'rH (m. $) 
YL'.tr 1 2,054.5 850.0 3, 700,0 0. 0 -1.5 
Y ... •.tr ' 3,025.8 850.0 3,700,0 o.o -1.5 
Yl':lr :1 3, 362.9 850.0 3,700.0 o.o -1.5 
Yt'.lr 4 3,654.5 850.0 3,700.0 0.0 -1.5 
'l'·•l.t! ct:c !11tvrl.'Hl .\nd Sl•Jrag(' 
(111.$) 
lt',(l I 
310.4 0.0 600.0 0.0 -1.5 
'•'.11 
452.0 o. 0 600.0 o. 0 -1.5 ·,·,·,}1 J 
]'('Ill I, 
5q8,8 o.o 600.0 0.0 -1.5 
739.2 o.o 600.0 o.o -1.5 
!:nJ ln1~ YeHr •;tocks of FoJ<'d 
(;ralnH (m. t,) 
Yenr 1 70.4 30,0 fiO,O -104.0 -82.5 
Yl•ar 82.6 30.0 60.0 -104.0 -82.5 
Yt•aJ' "j 87.5 30.0 60,0 -104.0 -82.5 
Yt•nr 4 89.3 30.0 6J.O -104.0 -82.5 
Etld Jng y.._,;lr StockR nf Wlwat 
(m, hu,) 
YL•,tr I 1,539.0 600,0 1;200.0 -3.4 -2.8 
Yt'nl' 2 1,827. 0 600.0 1,200.0 -3.4 -2.8 
Yt'/11' 
., 2,112.0 600,0 1,200.0 -3.4 -2.8 
y,.,,r '• 2,374,0 600.0 1,200.0 -3.4 -2.8 
l·:nd Ill)', Yl'nr Stuck:'! of Cut ton 
(m. h:tlt·rl) 
\',•ar I 4, 3 2,0 4.0 -284.8 -268.6 
y.._•:tr' 2 4.2 2.0 4.0 -284.8 -268.6 
\'{•ar "l 4. 5 2.0 4.0 -284.8 -268.6 
\'i':tr !, 4.1 2.0 4.0 -284.8 -268.6 
··-··"- ·--·- _______________ .. __ . _____ 
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to 1.0, indicating that the value of the performance measure is increased 
one unit for each one unit increase in farm income and vice versa (Table 
IV). The parameter weights of 1. 0 for the farm income variables are 
dictated by the decision to normalize the parameters in PM ... on the farm 
income variables. 
The cost of food to consumers in the U. S. or consumer's total ex-
penditures for food is one of the primary output variables in the perfor-
mance measure. The baseline values for consumer's total expenditures for 
food by commodity analysts in CED, USDA are presented in Table IV; these 
values are used as lower boundary levels, LB3j, in the performance mea-
sure. The upper boundary levels for total food costs, UB3j, are set at 
101 percent of the baseline values. Food costs are generally measured 
in terms of a percentage change in total per capita food costs from year 
to year. The baseline values assume a per capita increase in food costs 
of three to four percent per year over the study period. So the one 
percent increase, used to obtain the upper boundary levels, puts the 
annual increase in food costs at about four to five percent. The value 
of total food costs is free to move within the upper and lower boundary 
levels (say between $188,300 million and $190,183 million in year 1) 
without changing the performance measure. However, values outside these 
boundary levels cause the performance measure to be changed according to 
the parameter weights identified for the output variable. 
Two alternative sets of parameter weights or ranges are presented 
in Table IV for several of the output variables. The lower and upper 
boundary parameter weights, Hij and Iij' for consumer's total expendi-
tures for food are +2.0 and -2.0 for the lower range and +4.0 and -4.0 
for the upper range, respectively, Parameter weight +2.0 (H .. in the 
lJ 
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lmver range) implies that each dollar decrease in total food costs below 
the lower boundary level increases the value of the performance measure 
by two units. So if total food costs in the U. S. decreased below the 
boundary level by an average of $1 per consumer, the performance measure 
would be increased by about 440 million units. The upper boundary para-
meter weight -2.0 (I .. for the lower range) implies that each $1 increase 
~J 
in total food costs, above the upper boundary level, reduces the value of 
the performance measure by two units. 
Values for the parameter weights in the lower range were selected 
based on the assumption that a $220 million increase in consumer expendi-
tures for food ($1 per consumer) decreases the performance measure by 
about 440 million units or 1:-2 (Table IV)• The upper range parameter 
weights reflect a trade-off of 1:-4 or twice the impact as the lower 
range. The lower range parameters are used to evaluate all four farm 
programs in the study and the upper range values are used to evaluate 
one of the four programs to demonstrate the sensitivity of the optimal 
solution to changes in the performance measure. 
Government expenditures for the U. s. farm program are separated 
into two categories, direct payments to farmers and Commodity Credit 
Corporation (CCC) storage and interest costs. The annual baseline values 
for government payments and CCC costs over the study period are presented 
in Table IV. The lower boundary level for direct payments to farmers, 
LB4j, is set at the baseline estimate of government payments for miscel-
laneous farm programs. The upper boundary level for government payments, 
UB4j, is set at $3,700 million, the baseline estimate of total payments 
during the last year of the study, 1981. The lower boundary level for 
CCC storage and interest costs, LBSj' is set at zero while the upper 
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boundary level, UB5j, is set at $600 million (Table IV). The value for 
the upper boundary of CCC costs comes from the storage and interest costs 
for holding a reserve of 30 million tons of feed grains and 600 million 
bushels of wheat. (Values for the quantity of CCC reserves come from 
recommendations by Waugh [1967]~ Tweeten, Kalbfleisch and Lu [1971] and 
historical values for ending year stocks of feed grains and wheat. Waugh 
recommends a feed grain reserve of 30-40 million tons and a wheat reserve 
of 550 to 650 million bushels. Tweeten et al. recommends a wheat reserve 
of 600 million bushels.) 
Parameter weights for total government payments to farmers and CCC 
storage and interest costs are assumed to be equal for this study since 
both variables represent costs to the taxpayer for having farm programs. 
The lower and upper boundary parameter weights, Hi. and I .. , for govern-
] 1J 
ment expenditures are 0.0 and -1.5 for the lower range and 0.0 and -4.0 
for the upper range, respectively (Table IV). A zero lower boundary 
parameter weight is selected for these variables in both ranges since it 
is not possible to have government payments or CCC costs below the lower 
boundary levels established in Table IV. The upper boundary parameter 
weights -1.5 and -4.0 indicate that a dollar of government expenditures 
above the upper boundary level (LB .. ) causes the performance measure to 
1J 
be decreased by more than a dollar or $1.50 and $4, respectively. 
Weights for the upper boundary levels on government payments to farmers 
and CCC storage and interest costs indicate the marginal disutility that 
taxpayers receive for each unit of expense over the upper boundary level 
of $3,700 million and $600 million, respectively. A weight of -1.5 
implies that for each additional dollar the disutility is $1.5 or half 
again more than the actual cash outlay. 
Total ending year carryover of feed grains, wheat and cotton are 
included in the performance measure (J) to penalize the value of the 
performance measure when shortages or surpluses of these crops are 
encountered. The lower boundary levels (LB .. ) are set at 30 million 
lJ 
tons of feed grains, 600 million bushels of wheat, and 2 million bales 
of cotton (Table IV). These values are in line with optimal carryover 
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levels reported by Tweeten, Kalbfleisch and Lu (1971) and Waugh (1967). 
The upper boundary levels (UB .. ) are set at about twice the lower boundary 
' lJ 
levels for all three crops. 
Upper boundary parameter weights (I .. ), for penalizing the perfor-
lJ 
mance measure when ending year carryovers of feed grains, wheat and cotton 
exceed their respective upper bounds (UB .. ), are stated in terms of the 
lJ 
costs to society associated with a "surplus carryover". (A "surplus 
carryover" is defined as an ending year carryover in excess of the rele-
vant upper boundary level.) The costs to society of a surplus carryover 
is the sum of direct costs (interest and storage charges) and opportunity 
costs for the resources used to produce the surplus carryover. Annual 
storage costs for feed grains are about $7.20 per ton and for wheat the 
costs is about $0.22 per bushel. Annual storage cost for cotton is 
about $5.40 per bale. (Storage costs used here are based on values used 
by commodity analysts in CED, ERS, USDA to estimate total CCC storage 
costs.) Interest charges for CCC storage are-7.5 percent of the value 
of the stock, where value is based on the average loan rate. 
The opportunity cost to society for surplus carryovers is the value 
of resources used in producing the surplus stocks. Theoretically the 
opportunity cost (marginal cost of production) for producing excess 
carryovers is measured as the area under the supply curve, associated 
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with the quantity of excess production (Tweeten, 1970). It is assumed in 
this study that the average per unit marginal (variable) cost of produc-
tion for excess carryover is the particular crop's loan rate. This is a 
reasonable assumption since at high stock levels the market price is 
likely to equal the loan rate. Using the announced loan rates in the 
Agricultural Act of 1977 ($2.00/bushel for corn, $2.35/bushel for wheat 
and $0.51/lb. for cotton) the marginal (variable) cost of production for 
surplus carryovers are: $70 per ton of feed grains, $2.35 per bushel of 
wheat, and $244.80 per bale of cotton. Thus for feed grains the upper 
boundary parameter weight (I .. ) is -82.5 per ton or the sum of storage 
lJ 
costs ($7.20/ton), interest costs ($5.30/ton) and the marginal (variable) 
cost of production ($70/ton). So for every ton of feed grains in ending 
year carryover above 60 million tons, the performance measure is reduced 
82.5 units. The upper boundary parameter weight for ending year stocks 
of wheat is -2.8 or for each bushel of wheat above 1,200 million bushels 
the performance measure is reduced by 2.8 units. The parameter weight 
for ending year stocks of cotton exceeding the upper boundary is -268.6 
(Table IV). 
The lower boundary parameter weights for ending year carryovers of 
feed grains, wheat and cotton should be larger, in absolute terms, than 
the respective upper boundary parameter weights for these output vari-
ables. Higher parameter weights are justified because as ending year 
stocks get smaller the greater the possibility that they will be needed 
to meet domestic demands. The lower boundary parameter weights (H .. ) 
lJ 
for feed grain, wheat and cotton ending year carryovers are: -104.0, 
-3.4 and -284.8, respectively (Table IV). The lower boundary parameter 
weights used in the study reflect higher storage costs than the upper 
boundary weights, to account for society's increased marginal value of 
holding a reserve in the face of relatively tight supplies. 
Modifications Made to POLYSIM 
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To incorporate Box's Complex Procedure in the POLYSIM model, several 
changes were made that affect data input and the order in which model 
components are executed. The original data cards required for POLYSIM 
are described in Richardson and Ray (1975a), and coding instructions for 
additional data cards required for the Control Theory Option are pre-
sented in Appendix B. 
When the Control Theory Option is specified, the POLYSIM model calls 
the Complex Procedure which solves for a maximum value of the performance 
measure in an iterative fashion (Figure 1). The Complex Procedure selects 
admissible control paths, for the policy variables in the farm programs 
specified by the user. The user must provide the upper and lower boundary 
constraints for the policy (control) variables in subroutine CONST and 
the constraint subroutines it calls (see Appendix A). 
The admissible control paths are used as the policy changes to be 
simulated and the subroutines in the model are executed to-obtain the 
simuiated values for the state variables (Figure 1). The simulated 
values for the output variables are used in the performance measure to 
evaluate the particular control path. The performance measure is pro-
vided by the user in subroutine OBJT (see Appendix A). Also, the user 
must provide the boundary levels and parameter weights for the perfor-
mance measure (see Appendix B). 
The process of selecting control paths, executing the POLYSIM sub-
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Figure 1. Flowchart of POLYSU1 and Its Modifications 
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optimal control path is found. When the optimal control history is 
determined the program re-enters POLYSIM, executes the subroutines in 
the model and prints the results in the normal output tables (Figure 1). 
CHAPTER III 
A DESCRIPTION OF THE POLYSIM MODEL 
Overview of the Model 
POLYSIM was constructed differently from most simulation models to 
insure compatability with other policy analyses of the ERS. The model 
makes full use of forecasted dftta as a reference baseline. Included are 
the five-year baseline projections of commodity supplies, prices, and 
utilization made by ERS. Commodity specialists develop these projections 
using formal and informal forecasting models tempered with their own 
experienced judgments. The projections contain explicit assumptions 
concerning the rates of change in population, per capita incomes, con-
sumer preferences, export demand, technology (including crop yields and 
livestock gains), and other supply and demand shifters. These projec-
tions also assume a specific set of Government farm programs. In most 
policy analyses, the basic supply and demand shifters remain unchanged. 
It is the policy related shifts and indirect economic responses through 
the price mechanism that count in analyzing the impacts of alternative 
policy proposals. POLYSIM simulates the effects of policy specifications 
that differ from those assumed in the baseline while holding all other 
supply and demand shifters the same. The model thus focuses on the 
interaction of supply and demand responses that result from specified 
changes in policy variables. 
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Commodity supply and demand elasticities represent an important 
part of POLYSIM. The driving forces in the model are the initial and 
subsequent changes in commodity prices resulting from changes in policy 
conditions. The magnitude of impact is determined by direct and cross 
supply and demand elasticities. The elasticities used in the model were 
developed in· stages. Initially~ a comprehensive literature review was 
made to gather past estimates of the required elasticities. Secondly, 
many of the elasticities were reestimated, using more recent data. 
Finally, to make the model more useful to ERS, commodity specialists 
reviewed .the estimates, which had been categorized by commodity groups. 
The final revised estimates are used as default values in the model, but 
users can change any of the elasticities if they have better or more 
recent information. (Appendix A of Ray and Richardson (1978) contains 
a complete description of the elasticities used in POLYSIM.) 
Commodities included in the model are feed grains, wheat, soybeans, 
cotton, cattle and calves, hogs, sheep and lambs, chickens, turkeys, 
eggs, and milk. As indicated earlier, the model is designed to simulate 
around a set of baseline conditions. Base estimates must be available 
for all years analyzed in the simulated time frame. To date, most 
applications have been for a time horizon of three to five years. 
The user starts a simulation by changing one or more of the policy 
assumptions used in the base conditions; for example, by using a differ-
ent series of loan rates. The simulation procedure traces through the 
effects on production, price, utilization, and farm income for each of 
the eleven commodity groups and on agriculture in the aggregate. Elasti-
cities are used to calculate new values for the endogenous variables as 
deviations away from the base values. To simulate a change in an 
endogenous variable such as feed grain acreage, the percentage change 
between simulated and base estimates for the expected price variables 
is multiplied by direct and cross price elasticities. This operation 
results in a percentage change in feed grain acreage which is used to 
obtain a simulated value under the new policy assumptions. 
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The calculation procedure used by POLYSIM is similar to the hand 
calculations an analyst might use to estimate the impact of a change in 
an economic variable. Suppose a previous analysis indicated that farmers 
would plant 110 million acres of feed grains given the expected price for 
feed grains and other assumed conditions. If an analyst were asked to 
estimate a new feed grain acreage assuming a ten percent increase in 
feed grain price (ceteris paribus), he probably would use an estimate of 
the elasticity of feed grain acreage with respect to feed grain price in 
his calculations. Specifically he would determine the percentage change 
in feed grain acreage by multiplying the elasticity of feed grain acre-
age wrt feed grain price (say .1) times the percent change in price, i.e., 
ten percent X .1 one percent. To obtain the new level of feed grain 
acreage he would convert the percentage change in acreage to a decimal 
(.01), add it to 1.0 and multiply the result (1.01) times the initial 
feed grain acreage of 110. The estimated acreage would be 1.01 X 110 
111.1. 
POLYSIM uses this general calculation approach as is illustrated in 
the following example relationships for feed grain acreage and cattle and 
calf production. The percentage change in the left-hand variable calcu-
lated by the model is the sum of products of the elasticities and per-
centage changes in the right-hand variables (from their baseline values). 
The resulting percentage change in the left-hand variable is added to 
Percentage Change In Elasticity 
Feed Grain Acreage (t) .10 
-.03 
-.06 




Due to Percentage 
Change In 
Expected feed grain price (t) 
Expected wheat price (t) 
Expected soybean price (t) 
Cattle and calf price (t-1) 
Hog price (t-1) 
Sheep and lamb price (t-1) 
Feed grain price (t-1) 
Figure 2. Example Relationships for Feed Grain Acreage and Cattle and 
Calf Production 
1.0 and multiplied by its base value. Although not included in the 
example, each quantity equation has a geometrically distributed lag 
structure to allow multi-period response to price. 
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The model is described in three parts or segments. The first seg-
ment describes the livestock production and consumption activities in 
the model. The second segment details the crop production and consumption 
portion of the model. The concluding segment describes the accounting 
identities for developing aggregate income estimates. Each segment con-
tains a description of the equations used to estimate the output vari-
ables, as well as, a discussion of the farm policy provisions or vari-
ables that influence the output variables. 
Livestock Production and Consumption 
Livestock Production 
POLYSIM begins each simulation year by computing the level of pro-
duction for each of the livestock categories. Production is measured in 
millions of pounds of carcass weight for cattle and calves, hogs, and 
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sheep, and in millions of pounds of ready-to-cook weight for chickens 
and turkeys. Egg production is measured in millions of dozens and milk 
production is in terms of millions of pounds of milk equivalents. 
Following economic theory, the baseline value for each livestock 
group's production is adjusted up or down in response to changes in the 
expected price of the particular livestock group, and changes in the 
expected price of feed. Specifically, the production of cattle and 
calves responds to expected changes in own price, hog price; milk price 
and the price of feed grains. Due to the time lag in the production 
process, previous year prices are used as the expected prices in deter-
mining production response. Hog and sheep production is dependent upon 
their own price, cattle and calf price and feed grain price. Broiler, 
turkey and egg production is a function of their own price and the price 
of feed grains. Milk production is a function of expected changes in 
own price, cattle and calf price and the feed grain price. 
Livestock production values are computed by a single equation for 
each livestock category. The appropriate prices in the equation are 
related to the dependent variables (million pounds of production) through 
elasticities; the hog production equation (1) demonstrates the mechanics 






m. lbs'. t 
{
elasticity % change hog! 
+ hog prod. wrt * price from + 
hog price baseline 1 t-
{
elasticity hog 
prod. wrt cattle * 
and calf price 
% change cattle 1 {elasticity of 
and calf price + hog prod. wrt '* 
from baseline 1 feed grain price t-
(1) 
long run ) (simulated baseline) 
- adjustment * hog - hog 
factor prod. 1 prod~ 1 t- t-
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The interpretation of equation (1) is as follows. The estimated 
level of hog production is obtained by adjusting baseline hog production 
to reflect supply response from changes that may have occurred in lagged 
prices of hogs, cattle and calves and feed grains. The price changes are 
in terms of percent of baseline prices. The effect of each price change 
(say, price of hogs) on production is estimated as the product of the 
percentage change in price and the elasticity of hog production with 
respect to the price. The net first-year effect of all price changes on 
production is the sum of products of the percentage price changes and 
associated elasticity. This net first-year effect (expressed as a deci-
mal) is added to one and multiplied times baseline hog production to 
obtain a new production level that is consistent with the prices. Since 
complete response to price change is not immediate but is distributed 
over a number of time periods, a geometrically distributed lag structure 
is also included. The level of hog production in year t will be influ-
enced not only by changes in prices that occurred in t-1 but also in 
previous periods. The ratio of short-run to long-run elasticities is 
used to compute the Nerlovian adjustment coefficient for the distributed 
lag portion of the equation. 
A numerical example may be helpful in understanding what takes place 
in equation (1). 
15033.6 = 14700.0 * [1.0 + (0.30 * 0 · 39 - 0• 38 ) + 
0.38 
(-0.04 * 0.43- 0.44) + (-0.25 * 1.64- 1.75)] + 
0.44 1.75 
(1.0 - 0.5) * (1.338.0 - 13380w0) 
In the example, hog price increases by one cent per pound from the base-
line value of 38¢, cattle and calf price decreases one cent and corn 
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price decreases eleven cents per bushel. The first year impact of these 
price changes is to adjust the baseline value for hog production up by 
333.6 million pounds. If there are no price changes in the followihg 
year (t+l), the baseline production will be increased by 166.87 million 
pounds or (1.0- 0.5) ~~ (15033.6- 14700.0), due to the lagged production 
response to the change in price in t. 
The own and cross price elasticities for the livestock production 
equations are presented in Table V. Each row of the table gives the de-
fault elasticities for the respective livestock production equation which 
follows the form of equation (1). For example, the cattle and calf pro-
duction equation has an own supply elasticity of +.110, cross supply 
elasticities for hog price and sheep price of -.005 and -.001, respective~ 
ly, and a supply elasticity with respect to feed grain price of -.050. 
The production equations for the red meat groups contain cross supply 
elasticities because of the possibility of substitution across these cate-
gories. On the other hand, the default cross elasticities of supply for 
the poultry categories are zero because the facilities and management 
for producing each poultry group is relatively specialized. 
Livestock Consumption 
The quantity of livestock available for domestic consumption is 
production plus imports minus exports. Imports and exports of livestock 
are exogenous to the system and as such, are held constant at baseline 
levels (unless livestock import or export programs are being investi-
1 gated), As the quantity of beef available for domestic consumption 
1It is assumed that ending year cold storage inventories are equal 
to beginning year ~nventories, 
TABLE V 
DEFAULT ELASTICITIES FOR LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION1 
Cattle Feed 
& Calf Hog Sheep Chicken Turkey Egg Milk Grain 
Elasticity of Price t-1 






Cattle and Calf .110 -.005 -.001 -.070 
Productiont (.440) (-.020) (-.004) (-. 2 30 
Hog Production -.040 .300 -.005 -.250 t (-.080) (. 600) (-.010) (-.500) 
Sheep Productiont -.010 .025 -.040 
(-.020) (. 050) (-.080) 
Chicken Productiont .260 -.220 
(.364) (-.358) 
Turkey Productiont .250 -.200 
(. 425) (-.340) 
Egg Productiont .100 -.060 
(.150) (-.090) 
Milk Productiont .100 -.060 
(.250) (-.150) 
Source: Appendix A, Section 1 of Ray and Richardson (1978). 
w 
1 . CXl 
Long-run elasticities are in parentheses under the respective short-run elasticity. 
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increases the price received by farmers for cattle and calves decreases, 
other things constant. For a disaggregated model, such as POLYSIM, it 
is not acceptable to compute prices for each livestock category without 
considering the other livestock categories. Economic theory and emperi-
cal findings (George and King, 1971; Brandow, 1961) indicate there is a 
significant cross price relationship between the major livestock cate-
gories. The Brandow and the George and King matrices of own and cross 
farm level price flexibilities for the seven major livestock categories 
are presented in Table VI. The matrix of price flexibilities provided 
by the Commodity Economics Division, ERS, USDA is also given in Table VI. 
Livestock prices are computed using one of the price flexibility 
matrices and computed percentage changes in the quantity available for 
domestic consumption from their respective baseline values. The user 
must specify which of the farm level price flexibility matrices in 
2 
Table VI is to be used. 
In computing cattle and calf prices, the first row of the selected 
price flexibility matrix is multiplied times the percentage change in 
the quantity available for domestic consumption for the corresponding 
commodity. The seven multiplication products are summed, added to 1.0, 
and the result is multiplied times the baseline cattle and calf price. 
Equation (2) displays the computation procedure. 
2The CED matrix was developed by commodity analysts in CED, USDA· 
to reflect the influence of grass fed beef on the market. The matrix 
is a hybrid of the Brandow matrix, the George and King matrix, and new 
coefficients for the cattle price flexibility wrt cattle available and 
















THREE SETS OF DEMAND EQUATIONS FOR LIVESTOCK AND LIVESTOCK PRODUCTS AT THE FARM LEVEL, 
EXPRESSING PRICES AS A FUNCTION OF QUANTITY 
BRANDOW MATRIXl - LogarithJ;Il of Quantities of: 
Sheep 
Cattle 2 Hogs 2 
and 2 
Lambs Chickens 2 Turkeys 2 Eggs 3 
-1.5862 -.2787 -.0363 -.1458 -.0248 -.0245 
-.4180 -2.3269 -.0478 -.1929 -.0331 -.0351 
Lambs 5 -.5026 -.4460 -.4832 -.1917 -.0317 -.0212 
-.4750 ....;.4205 -.0450 -1.4907 -.1375 -.0301 
-.3112 -.2757 -.0295 -.5364 -1.1332 -.0265 
~, 
-.1018 -.0856 -.0068 -.0348 -.0087 -3.5000 
-.0506 -.1189 -.0033 -. 0172 -.0043 -.0230 
GEORGE AND KING MATRIX1 - Logarithm of Quantities of: 
Sheep 
Cattle 2 Hogs 2 
and 2 
Lambs Chickens 2 Turkeys 2 Eggs 3 
-2.3946 -.9051 -.0746 -. 2716 -.0268 -.0270 
-.7184 -4.7626 -.1231 -.2774 -.0296 -.0693 
Sheep and Lambs 5 -.5845 -.6916 -.6673 -.3299 -.0303 -.0420 
Chickens 5 -.9064 -.9825 -.0936 -1.8671 -.1011 -. 04 71 
Turkeys 
5 -.4315 -.5858 -.0416 -.5126 -.7962 -.0207 
Milk4 
-.0283 












TABLE VI (CONTINUED) 
GEORGE fu~ KING MATRIX1 - Logarithm of Quantities of: 
Sheep 
Logs of 2 2 and 2 2 2 3 Milk4 Prices of Cattle Hogs Lambs Chickens Turkeys Eggs 
Eggs 6 -.2683 -.4699 -.0262 -.0926 -.0163 -4.3350 -.4316 
Milk7 -.0884 -.1313 -.0089 -.0282 -.0060 -.1750 -3.1801 
CED LIVESTOCK MATRIXl - Logarithm of Quantities of: 
Sheep 
I Logs of 2 2 and 2 2 2 3 Milk4 Prices of Cattle Hogs Lambs Chickens Turkeys Eggs 
Cattle 5 -1.6446 -.9051 -.0746 -.2716 -.0268 -.0269 -.0271 
Hogs 5 -.7184 -2.3269 -.0478 -.1929 -.0331 -.0351 -.0407 
Sheep and Lambs 5 '-.5026 -.4460 -.4832 -.1917 -.0317 -.0212 -.0243 
Chickens 5 -. 7750 -.4205 -.0450 -1.4907 -.1375 -.0301 -.0347 
Turkeys 5 -.4612 -.2757 -.0295 -.5364 -1.1332 -.0265 -.0307 
Eggs 6 -.2684 -.4699 -.0262 -.0926 -.0164 -4.3350 -.4316 
Milk7 -.0885 -.1313 -.0089 -.0282 -.0060 -.1750 -3.1801 
TABLE VI (CONTINUED) 
1 Source: Appendix A, Section 2 of Ray and Richardson (1978). 
2Million pounds slaughtered. 
3Million dozen sold. 
4Million hundred weight sold. 
5 pound. Dollars per 
6 dozen. Dollars per 
7 hundredweight. Dollars per 
Simulated 










Qross price + flexibility 
for eggs 
-
Baseline . [1.0 cattle and 
calf price •t 
% change in ~ 
* hogs available 
from baselinet 
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fawn price % change in ) 
+ \flexibility "/~ cattle & calves 
for cattle available from 
and calves baseline 
t (2) 
(
cross price % change in ~ 
+ flexibility * sheep available 
for sheep from baseline 
t 
% change in ~ (cross price % change in ·~ 
1< chicken available + flexibility * turkey available. 
from baseline for turkey from baseline 
t t 
% change in ~ ~cross price % change in 1 
* eggs available + flexibility * milk available 
from baseline for milk from baseline 
t t 
An equation similar to (2) is used to calculate the price received by 
farmers for each of the remaining six livestock categories. The per-
centage change in quantities of all seven commodities are used for all 
price equations along with the appropriate row of the selected matrix. 
For example, if the Brandow matrix is selected (Table VI), the hog price 
equation would use -0.4180, the cross price flexibility of hog price to 
the quantity of beef available, -2.3269, the own price flexibility of 
hog price, and so on. 
Estimated livestock prices for period t are used to compute live-
stock cash receipts in period t and the livestock demand for feed grains 
in t. These t period prices are also used to estimate livestock pro-
duction in the following period (t+l). The livestock cash receipts equa-
tions are discussed in a later section. 
Indices of the Livestock Sector 
POLYSIM provides estimates of the total number of livestock produc-
tion units (grain-consuming animal units) and the index of prices received 
for livestock products as well as production and price estimates for the 
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seven major livestock categories. Livestock production units is an index 
series relating the number of livestock and poultry fed on farms during a 
given year to the feeding requirements of each major livestock category, 
in terms of different grains, high protein feeds and roughages (USDA, 
1970). Grain consuming animal units are particular interest in the POLYSIM 
model. 
The baseline level of livestock production units is modified if pro-
duction in any of the seven livestock categories is different from their 
respective baseline levels. The factors which are applied to the differ-
ence between the baseline and calculated production levels are the same 
as those used by the USDA to construct the baseline livestock production 
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sh(;Z'.ep weight in} 
* livestock pro- + 
duction units 
milk production } 
* weight in livestock 
production units 
(3) 
The index of prices received for livestock and livestock products 
is calculated in the model as an adjustment in the baseline index number 
for changes in the calculated prices received for livestock from their 
respective baseline values (4). 
Calculated index 
of rrices received 
for livestock 
t 






+ calv~s weight * 
in t1e index 
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% clange in cattle) (hogs weight 
and calves price + in the 
% change in ~ * hog price from 
(4) 
fron1 baselinet index 
(
milk prices 
+ vreight in 
the index 
% change in )~ * milk price 
from baseline 
t 
-f- • • • • 
baseline 
t 
The sum of the weighted percentage changes in livestock prices is multi-
plied by the baseline index number to get a calculated index number. The 
baseline index number implicitly contains the baseline prices received 
for each of the seven livestock categories and prices received for all 
other livestock products. By assuming that the prices of all other live-
stock products remain fixEd at their baseline levels, the calculated 
index number need only be adjLsted for relative changes in the prices of 
the seven livestock categc•ries in the model. The weights for the indi-
vidual livestock categoric:s are used in (4) to appropriately weight the 
change in prices. 
Crop I'roduction and Utilization 
Crop Production 
The crop production >:ection of POLYSIM includes equations for esti-
mating harvested acreage, yield, and variable production •~xpense per 
harvested acre for each o' the four crops in the model (fEed grains, 
wheat, !"oybeans, and cott•m). Crop production is computed as the product 
of yielcl and harvested ac-eage. Feed grain production is in terms of 
million tons, while wheat and soybeans are in terms of mi:_lion bushels. 
Cotton production is meas1red in millions of net bales. 
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Harvested Acreage 
To estimate the harvested acreage for each crop, the baseline har-
vested acreage value is adjusted for farmer response to changes in ex-
pected crop prices from their respective baseline levels. Percentage 
change in crop price and prices of the other three crops are weighted by 
the direct and cross supply elasticities to arrive at the percentage 
adjustment in the base acreage value. An example of the calculation 
approach is given by equation (5) for feed grains harvested acreage. 
Simulated feed 
grain harvested 
acreage m. acres t 
Baseline feed grain 
= harvested acreage 
m. acres t 
(
elasticity of 
+ fg acreage * 
wrt fg price 
% change fg) (elasticity of % change wheat) (ela.sticity of 
price from + fg acreage wrt * price from + fg acreage wrt * 
baseline 1 wheat price · baseline 1 soybean price t- . t- ' 
% change soybean) (elasticity of % change )~· 
price from + fg acreage wrt * cotton price + 
baseline 1 cotton price from baseline 1 t- t-
(a- long run ) (calculated adjustment * fg 





Equations similar to (5) are used to estimate harvested acreage for wheat, 
soybeans, and cotton. Lagged crop prices are used as expected price in 
the acreage equations. If the current years loan rate is greater than 
the previous year's crop price, the loan rate is used as the expected 
price in equation (5) for the calculation of harvested acreage. As will 
be seen in following sections, the loan rate also serves as the expected 
price if it is greater than lagged crop price in the yield and per: acre 
variable production expense equations. This practice has been adopted 
because if loan rates exceed the previous year crop price the loan rate 
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is the marginal value of output for planting and input use decisions. 
This feature allows the user to simulate the impacts of loan rates which 
exceed the expected market price on crop acreage, production and income. 
Including the price of other crops in the harvested acreage equation 
(5) allows substitution of one crop for another in response to changes in 
relative prices. Assuming a homogeneous acreage response function of 
degree zero, an equal increase in the expected price of all crops and 
input prices should have no effect on the mix of crops grown; while a 
change in the expected price of only one crop would, of course, affect 
the crop mix. The elasticities used in the four acreage equations (5) 
approximate homogenity of degree zero (Table VII). The own acreage 
elasticity for feed grains is .10 in the short run and .15 in the long 
run while the cross elasticities with respect to wheat, soybeans, and 
cotton prices are -.03, -.06, and -.01, respectively (Table VII). 
Acreage Set-Aside 
Adjustments to acreage levels for simulating land diversion or set-
aside are made before computing acreage response to change in relative 
crop prices. The procedure for accounting for set-aside is different 
from the normal calculation approach used by POLYSIM. If the general 
POLYSIM calculation approach were used, a mathematical formulation to 
account for changes in set-aside from the level assumed in the baseline 
would appear at the end of equation (5). However, farmer adjustment in 
acreage as a result of set-aside programs are made completely duri~g the 
crop year. There is no multi-year distributed lag in crop acreage re~ 
sponse to set-aside. Hence, if the set-aside computation were tacked 
onto equation (5) which includes a distributed lag structure, set-aside 
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announced in year t would effect acreage in year t+l even though the 
government enacted no set-aside program for year t+l. To get around 
this problem, the baseline harvested acreage is modified so as to include 
the effect of the user specified level of set-aside. This acreage value 
becomes the "new" baseline acreage which is used in equation (5) to com-
pute harvested acreage. 
The computational procedure is to first add the set-aside that was 
assumed in the original baseline to the original baseline value of har-
vested acreage and then subtract the set-aside specified by the user. 
Historically, however, not all acreage declared as set-aside would have 
been harvested even without the set-aside program, Some acreage in flood 
prone areas, on unproductive hilltops or in fallow are designated as set-
aside areas. This slippage, or lack of complete effectiveness of set-
aside in reducing harvested acreage, is taken into account in the compu-
tations. The rate of slippage, or percent slippage converted to a deci-
mal, is user controlled. Equation (6) demonstrates the procedure for 
modifying baseline feed grain harvested acreage for set-aside. Similar 
relationships are included for wheat and cotton. 
Calculated 
harvested acre-
age for fg 
t 
Baseline {baseline acre-
harvested acre- + age set-aside * 






fg)~ {user supplied * 
- acreage set-
aside for fg 
t 
Yield Per Harvested Acre 
user supplied)~ 




Yield per harvested acre is measured in tons for feed grains, bushels 
for wheat and soybeans, and pounds of lint for cotton. Each crop yield 
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is estimated by adjusting the baseline value for yield up or down, in 
response to differences in the expected crop price from the baseline 
price. If the expected price is higher than the baseline price, more 
inputs, such as fertilizer, will be applied per acre which will increase 
yield per harvested acre. The four yield equations are of the form shown 
in equation (7) for feed grain yield. Lagged crop price is used as the 
expected price. (When loan rate in t is greater than lagged crop price, 
the loan rate is used as the expected price.) The distributed lag ad-
justment coefficient is included in each equation to allow m~lti-period 









elasticity of fg 
+ yield wrt cost * 
of production 
[ (
elasticity of % change fgj 
* 1.0 + fg yield wrt * price from 
fg price baseline 1 t-
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paid for inputs 
from baseline 1 t-







The baseline is developed assuming a specific rate of increase in 
input prices. By including the input price variable in the yield equa-
tion, the crop yields can respond to modifications of the inflation rate 
for inputs from the baseline rate of inflation. The default elasticity 
of yield with r~spect to the cost of production is -.10 for all four 
crops. 
The default own yield elasticities for the crops in the model are 
in Table VII. The short run yield elasticity for feed grains is .10 and 
its long run elasticity is .20 (Table VII). For a detailed discussion 




Once harvested acreage and yield per harvested acre have been esti-
mated, the total production for the crop is simply the product of the 












The total production equation for wheat, soybeans, and cotton follow the 
same general form as equation (8). 
Supply 
The total supply of a particular crop is the sum of production, 
imports and stocks on hand at the beginning of the crop year. Total crop 
production comes from equation (8), imports are exogenous and the value 
of stocks on hand for time period t are the ending year stocks in time 
period t-1 or the carryin for period t. For feed grains the total supply 
equation is (9). 
Simulated 
fg supply 
m. tons t 
Simulated fg 
production 
m. tons t 
Exogenous Carryin 
+ fg imports + of fg (9) 
m. tons t m. tons t 
The total supply for the other three crops in the model follow the same 
form as equation (9). 
Crop Production Expense 
The final set of equations in the crop production section of the 
model calculate the variable production expense.per harvested acre. As 
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the per unit prices of inputs incre.ase, the cost of a given level of input 
useage per acre increases. Economic theory suggests that the quantity of 
inputs used per acre is inversely related to the price of the input and 
positively related to the price of the output. The variable expense per 
acre relationships allow for changes in per acre expense due to input 
response to changing crop prices as well as for the change in outlay per 
unit from changes in input price. The feed grain variable production 
expense equation (10) is typical of the equation used for all four crops 
in the model. 
Simulated fg Baseline fg 




elasticity of fg 
+ expense per acre 
wrt fg price 
% change fg) (elasticity of fg % change prices)~ 
* price from + expense per acre * paid from . 
. baseline 1 wrt prices paid baseline 1 t- . t-




* variable prod -
expense/acre 1 t-




The lagged crop prices are used as the expected prices for equation (10). 
(When loan rate t is greater than lagged crop price, the loan rate is 
used as the expected price.) A distributed lag adjustment coefficient 
is used in equation (10) to allow for multi-period adjustments to changes 
in prices. 
The own elasticities of variable per acre production expense for the 
crops in POLYSIM are presented in Table VIII. The elasticity of crop 
expense per acre with respect to the prices paid index is also presented 
in Table VIII. The sources of these elasticities are discussed in 
Appendix A, Section 3, of Ray and Richardson (1978). 
Elasticity of 
variable pro-
duct ion expenset 





ELASTICITY OF VARIABLE PRODUCTION 
EXPENSE FOR MODEL CROPSl 
Feed 
Grain Wheat Soybean 


















(0.225) (1. 50) 
Source: Appendix A, Section 3 of Ray and Richardson (1978). 
1Long-run elasticities are in parentheses under the respective 
short-run elasticity. 
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Total variable production expense for each of the model crops is 
calculated as the product of the number of harvested acres and variables 
production expense per acre. The feed grain equation for total variable 
production expense (11) is typical of the four crop equations in the 
model. 
Simulated fg Simulated 
total variable = fg harvested 
prod expenset acreaget 
Crop Prices 
Simulated fg 
* variable prod 
expense/acret 
(11) 
Following Wold (1960, 1964), POLYSIM uses a recursive interpretation 
of supply, price and demand determination for agricultural crops. As has 
been discussed in earlier sections, current year production is a function 
of previous year prices and applicable federal farm policy provisions. 
After the current year crop has been produced, supply is essentially 
perfectly inelastic. Current year price is determined by the intersec-
tion of the perfectly inelastic supply curve and the expected demand 
curve. The quantity demanded is then a function of the crop price. 
If the estimated crop supply is the same as the baseline crop sup-
ply the estimated price will be the same as the baseline price. If, on 
the other hand, estimated supply varies from the baseline supply, that 
is, there is a shift in the perfectly inelastic supply curve, the base-
line price must be adjusted to reflect the new intersection Of the supply 
and expected demand curves. The adjustment to the baseline price is com-
puted as the product of the percentage chang~ in supply from the baseline 
level and the inverse of the demand elasticity or price flexibility for 
the crop. 
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The expected demand includes, of course, export demand as well as 
various domestic demands. In POLYSIM the baseline total -demand is the 
expected demand. Given the prominance of sharp shifts in export demand 
in recent years, the price relationships are specified to allow the user 
to predetermine export demand and therefore shift the expected demand 
curve. Hence, a set of terms is included in the crop price equations 
to account for shifts in expected demand. 
The feed grain price equation (12) is typical of the price equations 
for the model crops. 
Calculated Baseline [ 










price flexi- f~~simulated 
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feed grains . supply 
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Feed grain price is in $ per ton units, wheat and soybeans are in $ per 
bushel units, and cotton is in $ per pound units. The default price 
flexibilities for the model crops are in Table IX. 
The estimated per bushel prices for the separate feed grains, corn, 
grain sorghum, barley and oats are computed from estimated feed grain 
price. Corn price is calculated by equation (13). 
Calculated Calculated l {percent of 
corn price = fg price f 35.714 * corn in 
$/bu.t $/tont feed grains 
~percent of + grain sorghum 
in feed grains 
grain sorghum ) aercent of 
'~- nutrient equiva- + . barley in 
lence to corn feed grains 
~perce~t of , oat~ nutrient)~] + oats 1n x equ1valence 
feed grains to corn 
barley nutrienJ 





OWN PRICE FLEXIBILITY SCHEDULES FOR FEED GRAINS, 
WHEAT, SOYBEANS AND COTTON 
Feed Grains Own Price Flexibility 
relative coverage1< 0.05 -6.00 
0.05 > relative coverage < 0.10 -4.00 
0.10 > relative coverage < 0.20 -3.50 
-
0.20 > relative coverage < 0.30 -2.00 
0.30 > relative coverage -1.00 
Wheat 
relative coverage < 0.10 -6.00 
0.10 > relative coverage < 0.15 -4.00 
0.15 > relative coverage < 0.20 -3.00 
-
0.20 > relative coverage < 0.30 -2.40 
0.30 > relative coverage < 0.50 -2.00 
0.50 > relative coverage < 0.60 -1.50 
-
0.60 > relative coverage -1.00 
Soybeans 
relative coverage·< 0.033 -6.00 
0.033 > relative - coverage < 0.066 -4.00 
0.066 > relative coverage < 0.100 -3.00 
0.100 > relative coverage < 0.150 -2.50 
0.150 > relative coverage < 0.200 -2.00 
0.200 > relative coverage -1.75 
Cotton 
' relative coverage < 0.15 -5.00 
0.15 > relative coverage < 0.20 -4.00 
-
0.20 > relative coverage < 0.25 -3.00 
0.25 > relative coverage < 0.35 -2.25 
0.35 > relative coverage < 0.55 -1.75 
0.55 > relative coverage -1.00 
Source: Appendix A, Section 4 of Ray and Richardson (1978). 
1Relative coverage is the expected ending year carryover expressed 
as a percent of expected total utilization. In the model, 
calculated supply - (baseline or expected demands ) 
t t 
relative coverage = --------------------------------------~--------------­baseline or expected demandst 
so as the fraction gets small the ending year carryover is small rela-
tive to demands and vice versa. 
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To obtain equation (13), the relationship used by the USDA to compute 
feed grain price based on the prices, corn nutrient equivalences, the 
mix of the four separate grains was solved in terms of corn price. The 
constant 35.714 converts bushels to tons. The same proportional relation-
ships between the baseline corn price and the baseline prices of grain 
sorghum, barley,· and oats are used to compute the estimated prices for 
each of the minor feed grains. An equation similar to the oat price 





Baseline oat price $/bu. 
t 
Baseline corn price $/bu. 
t 
Calculated 




Generally the prices differ by the feeding value of oats, barley, and 
grain sorghum relative to corn. 
Government Price Supports 
Non-recourse Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) loans and direct 
government grain purchases have been part of farm program legislation 
since the 1930's. At the user's option, POLYSIM will simulate the support 
of crop prices at levels specified by the user, (Coding the "Farm Policy 
Card" for activating price supports is described in the POLYSP1 User's 
Manual (Richardson and Ray, 1975a).) The crop price is calculated as 
usual based on the prevailing supply and demand conditions by equation 
(12). Price support action is taken only if the estimated price is less 
than the support price or loan rate. When the market price is less than 
the support price (or loan rate), the model computes the quantity of grain 
of fiber that must be diverted from the market to raise the average market 
price to the loan rate. 
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A typical equation for computing the quantity of grain that must be 
put under CCC loan or diverted from the market to raise market price to 
the new wheat price, a weighted average of the loan rate and the initial 
calculated wheat market price, is illustrated in equation (15). 
Quantity of 
wheat in CCC 
loan program 







~c New wheat price0 * 1.0 - calculate~ whea~ 
market pr1ce 
t (15) 
The formulation in the inner parentheses computes the percentage 
increase in the market price that is required to reach the support price 
or loan rate. The percent increase in price (with sign changed) is 
divided by the price flexibility of demand for crop to compute the per-
cent reduction in supply that would make the market clear at the higher 
market price. This computation is equivalent to multiplying the percent 
change in price times the overall elasticity of demand for the crop. 
Hence, the equation determines the length of movement up the demand curve 
or equivalently the leftward shift in the perfectly inelastic short run 
supply curve that would result in the market price being equal to the 
3 
loan rate. The calculated reduction in supply is the quantity of stocks 
3rhe program can be easily modified so market price is increased to 
user specified percentage of the support rate based on an assumed parti-
cipation rate. A substitute set of subroutines are also available that 
estimates quantities in CCC loan, quantities redeemed and quantities 
added to government stock, Variable length of CCC loans are allowed 
with this approach. An application of this set of computations can be 
found in (Ericksen, Ray, and Richardson, 1976). 
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that must be diverted from the market. The market price is set equal to 
the support price and the model proceeds to the crop demands section. 
Tlte CCC has always had some provision for releasing accumulated 
stocks in the market when the average market price exceeded the loan 
rate by a certain percentage. In the model, CCC loans are released to 
the market when the average market price, calculated by equation (12), 
is 50 percent greater than the loan rate. Stocks owned by the CCC are 
released to the market when market price exceeds loan rates by 75 percent. 
(Other release policies have been programmed by user specified options 
and are described in the POLYSIM User's Manual (Richardson and Ray, 
1975a).) The quantity of stocks released by the CCC are calculated by 
equation (16). 
Quantity of wheat 
stocks to release 
from CCC stockst 







wheat release pricet~ 
calculated wheat ) 
market pricet , 
(16) 
Equation (16) calculates the amount of stocks that the CCC can.release 
without lowering the average market price below the release price. The 
average market price for the crop is set equal to the release price and 
the quantity of stocks held by the CCC in loan or owned are reduced by 
the amount of the stock release. The model then proceeds to the domes-
tic demand equations with the revised market price for the particular 
crop. 
The costs to the Commodity Credit Corporation for holding stocks 
of grains and cotton are calculated by the model. The total costs for 
holding government owned stocks include the interest charge for the 
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average value of stocks held, the in and out charge for entering the 
market, the storage cost for physical storage of a commodity, and the 
net profit or loss from the release of stocks. The total costs to the 
government for holding CCC loans is zero since the farmer who owns the 
commodity pays the storage costs, the in and out charge, the interest 
and stands to make a profit or loss. 
Crop Demands 
As indicated earlier the structure of agricultural crop supply, price 
and demand tend to be recursive in nature. Ceteris paribus, supply is a 
function of previous year price, price is determined by the level of 
supply relative to expected demand and actual quantity demanded is a 
function of price (and other variables). Hence a simplified causation 










In general, the domestic and export crop demand equations use changes 
in current year price from the baseline price and elasticities of demand 
to compute new quantities demanded. In the equations that follow this 
approach, it is assumed that demand shifters (population, per capita 
incomes, etc.) are unchanged from those implicit in the baseline demand 
quantities. 
However, in the case of livestock feed demands, the price of live-
stock, substitute feed prices and other demand shifters determined within 
the agricultur~l economy do not necessarily remain at levels implicit in 
the baseline. Hence, the various livestock feed demand relationships 
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are structured to include the impact of changes in demand shifters as well 
as the feed's own price. These relationships for estimating livestock 
feed demands are presented first. The domestic and export demand rela-
tionships which assume no changes in the demand shifters from the base-
line follow the subsections on feed demand. 
Feed Grain Feed Demands 
The domestic demand for feed grains and by-products (protein) as 
livestock feed are calculated as a derived demand based on livestock 
production, livestock prices and the price of feed grains and soybean 
meal. The procedure is a multi-step method that is repeated for each of 
the seven livestock categories in the model and results in values for 
feed grains demanded by each livestock group. The equations follow the 
structure reported by Richardson and Ray (1977). 
The five equations used to estimate feed grain demand for hogs are 
presented here to illustrate the procedure. The first step is to calcu-
late the concentrate feed conversion rate, defined as the pounds of con-
centrates fed per pound of liveweight production. 4 The baseline concen-
trate feed conversion rate (equation 17) is adjusted up or down depending upon 
4concentrates fed to livestock and poultry includes corn, sorghum, 
barley, oats, wheat, rye, oilseed meal, animal protein feeds, and other 
by-product f~eds. For POLYSIM, wheat has been subtracted out of concen-
trates feed and is treated as a separate domestic demand for wheat. 
changes in the own livestock price and the price of feed grains and 
5 soybean meal. 
Calculated concen- Baseline feed 
trate feed conver- conversion 
sian rate for hogs rate for hogs 
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t t 
% change hog) (elasticity of feed 
* price from · + conversion rate 
~ elasticity of feed * 1.0 + conversion rate 
wrt hog price 
(17) 
% change f g)~ 
* price from 
baselinet wrt fg price baselinet 
If the simulated price of hogs is higher than the baseline value, the 
concentrate feed conversion rate will increase whereas if the feed grain 
or soybean meal prices are higher than their baseline value the feed 
conversion rate will decrease. The price elasticities of feed conver-
sian rates for the livestock categories (17) in POLYSIM are presented 
in Table X. 
The second step is to compute the quantity of concentrates demanded 
that is consistent with the calculated feed conversion rates and the cal-
culated livestock production. Multiplying the concentrate feed conver-
sian rate (pounds of feed per pou~d of production) by the calculated 
livestock production (millions of pounds) results in the total concen-
trates demanded by each livestock category. The total concentrates 
5 
Soybean meal price 'is estimated in the model by the following 
equation: 
PSM -27.5326 + 5.9245 PSB + t t 0.6597 PCM + 0.5484 LSPUt t 
Student t 2.00 4.12 3.46 
Elasticity 0.208 0.617 0.473 
F = 250.8 R2 = 0.98 S.E. = 5.83 D = 2.17 y = 80.4 
where: PSM is price of soybean meal ($/ton), PSB is price of soy-
beans ($/bu.), PCM is price of cottonseed meal ($/ton) and LSPU is num-
ber of livestock production units (millions), for years 1950-1974, less 
1972. 
TABLE X 
ELASTICITY OF CONCENTRATE FEED CONVERSION RATE AND ELASTICITY 
OF PERCENT OF FEED GRAINS IN CONCENTRATES FED FOR 
EACH OF THE LIVESTOCK CATEGORIES IN THE MODEL 
Elasticity of feed 
Conversion Ratiot for: 
Cattle and Calves wrt 
Hogs wrt 





Elasticity of Percent of Feed 
Grains in Concentrates Fedt 
for: 
Cattle and Calves wrt 
Hogs wrt 





























































equation for hogs (lH) is typical for the other meat animal categories 
and differs from the milk and egg equations in that meat production is 
in carcass weight and must be converted to a live\veight basis. 
Calculated total ~tCalculated hog 
concentrates fed = production m. 
to hogs m. tons lbs. carcass wt. 
Factor to convert) 











The total concentrates demanded in (18) is a function of own and cross 
livestock prices lagged one period in the production equations, current 
own livestock prices in the feed conversion rate, as well as, the cur-
rent prices of feed grains and soybean meal. Hence, the underlying rela-
tionships cause total concentrates demanded to be a derived demand of the 
livestock industry. 
The third step is to estimate the percent of feed grains in the con-
centrates fed for each of the livestock groups. This set of seven equa-
tions is typified by equation (19) for hogs. 
Calculated percent of 
fg in concentrates 
fed to hogs 
t 
4lasticity of % fg concentrates fed to 
hogs wrt hog price 
t 
Baseline percent of [ 
= fg in concentrates * 1.0 + 
fed to hogst 
% change ho' 
·k price from 
baseline 
t 
Qlasticity of % fg + in concentrates fed to 
hogs wrt fg pricet 
(19) 
The amount of feed grains in concentrates fed, as a percentage, increases 
as the own livestock price increases but decreases when the feed grain 
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price increases. The default elasticities used in equation (19) for the 
separate livestock categories are presented in Table X. 
The final step is to separate total concentrates demanded by each 
livestock category into feed grains and by-product feeds (high protein). 
This is handled by equations similar to (20) and (21) for each of the 
livestock categories. Equation (20) computes the derived demand for feed 
grains by hogs by multiplying the calculated total concentrates fed to 
hogs by the percent of feed grains in concentrates fed to hogs. 
Calculated fg 
demanded by hogs 
m. tonst 
Calculated total Calculated percent of 
concentrates fed * fg in concentrates 
to hogs m. tonst fed to hogst 
(20) 
Feed grain demand is estimated for each livestock category in the same 
manner. Total feed grain feed demand is computed as the sum of the 
calculated feed grain demands in equation (19) over the seven livestock 
categories. The resulting feed grain demand is a derived demand for feed 
grains based on the livestock production and the simulated livestock and 
feed prices. 
By-Product Feed Demands 
The total by-product demand for each livestock category is calculated 
by equation (21); it is simply the difference between total concentrates 
6 demanded and feed grains demanded. Since the equation is similar for all 
livestock categories the equation for hogs is presented here. 
6By-product feeds include high protein feeds, animal proteins, 
grain protein feeds, and other by-product feeds. High protein feeds 
are oilseed meal, such as soybean meal and cottonseed meal. Animal 
proteins are meat, fish, and milk by-products and grain protein feeds 
are by-product of millers and distillers. 
Calculated by-
product demand 
by hogs m. tons 
t 
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Calculated total ( Calculated % of fj 
= concentrates fed * 1.0 - in concentrates 
to hogs m. tonst fed to hogst (2l) 
The total by-product demand is the sum of the individual livestock cate-
gories' demand, computed by equation (21). 
Domestic Demands for bthe:r: Model Crops 
Wheat, soybeans, and cotton domestic demands consist of the follow-
ing: wheat food demand, wheat feed demand, soybean mill demand and 
cotton mill demand. Other domestic demand for each of the four crops 
(seed demand, residual, etc.) are considered exogenous. 
The domestic food demand of wheat is a function of wheat price and 
demand shifters, such as the level and distribution of disposable income 
and population. The influence of the demand shifter variables are em-
bodied in the baseline domestic wheat food demand level, Changes in 
domestic farm policy will not significantly effect the level of popu-
lation or values of other demand shifter variables. Hence, only the 
impact of a change in the price of wheat resulting from a change in 
policy or different yield and export projections are of importance. The 
domestic wheat food demand (22) is estimated as a deviation away from 
the baseline value resulting from changes in wheat price from its base-
line. 
Calculated domestic 
wheat food demand 
m. bu. t 
% change of j 
* \vheat price · 
from baselinet 
Baseline domestic 
wheat food demand 
m. bu. ' t 
+ (, .0 - !~~~s~~~n~ 
\ factor } 
[ (
elasticity of 
* 1.0 + wheat. food.demand 
wrt own prlce 
. (22) 
Calculated baseline ~ -. wheat food - wheat food 
demand 1 demand 1 t- t-
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The distributed lag adjustment coefficient is included in (22) to allow 
domestic wheat food demand to have a multi-period adjustment to changes 
in wheat price. The default elasticities of wheat food demand with 
respect to own price are -.10 in the short run and -0.20 in the long 
run (Table XI). 
Wheat Feed Demand. The domestic demand for wheat as livestock feed 
is a function of wheat price and feed grain price. Hhen the price of 
wheat gets close to the price of corn wheat will be substituted for 
corn at the margin. Wheat feed demand is estimated with equation (23). 
Calculated wheat Baseline wheat ~ 
feed demand = feed demand * 1.0 
m. bu.t · m. bu.t 
(
elas.ticity of 
+ wheat feed demand 
wrt own price 
% change in ) (elasticity of 
* wheat price + wheat feed demand * ;gc~;~~= ~~o~ 
baselinet '/J from baselinet wrt fg price 
long run j 
- adjustment 
factor 
Calculated * wheat feed 
emand 1 t-
baseline ~ 
- ,wheat feed 
demand 1 t-
(23) 
A downward adjustment in feed grains fed to livestock, based on wheat's 
feeding equivalent relative to corn, is made whenever the wheat price 
gets within 12 percent of corn price. (On a corn equivalent feed unit 
basis wheat is 12 percent more valuable as a livestock feed than corn.) 
Soybean Mill Demand. Soybean domestic mill demand is a function of 
the price of soybeans, the number of grain consuming livestock production 
units, mill capacities, prices of substitute protein sources and vege-
table oils, population, and disposable incomes. All of these factors 
influencing demand are embodied in the baseline value for soybean mill 
demand. In a farm policy analysis where the demand shifters such as 
TABLE XI 
DOMESTIC AND EXPORT DEMAND ELASTICITIES 
FOR THE MODEL CROPS! 
Wheat Domestic 
Food Demand wrt 
t 
Feed Demandt wrt 
Soybean Domestic 
Mill Dernandt wrt 
Cotton Domestic 
Mill Demandt wrt 
Feed grain export demand wrt 
t 
Wheat export demandt wrt 
Soybean export demandt wrt 

































income, population, and mill capacity are not altered, changes in mill 
demand for soybeans from its base value are largely dependent on soybean 
price and the level of livestock production. The soybean mill demand 
equation in POLYSIM allows the baseline soybean mill demand, as specified 




demand m. bu.t 
Baseline 
soybean mill 
demand m. bu.t 
% change in ·) ~lasticity 
* soybean price + demand wrt 
from baseline reduction 
t 
% change in no. of )~ 
livestock production 
units from baselinet 
baseline ) 
- soybean mill 
demand m. bu.t-l 
[ (
elasticity of 
* 1.0 + soybean mill demand 
wrt own price 
of soybean mill 
no. of livestock * 
units 
(24) 
long run ~ 
- adj u.s tmen t 
factor 
Galculated * soybean mill 
demand m, bu,t-l 
The distributed lag adjustment factor is included in (24) to allow the 
domestic soybean mill demand to have a multi-period adjustment to changes 
in soybean price. The demand elasticities for (24) are presented in 
Table XI. 
Cotton Mill Demand. Cotton domestic demand is made up entirely of 
mill demand. Mill demand for cotton is a function of cotton price, dis-
posable incomes, population and the price of synthetic fibers. The base-
line value for mill demand embodies all of these factors and, since farm 
policy only influences cotton price to any great degree, changes in mill 
demand from its baseline value are largely a function of cotton price. 
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The cotton mill demand equJtion (25) adjustH the baseline cotton mill 
demand up or down as cotton price varies its baseline value. 
Calculated cotton 
mill demand 
m. net halest 
Baseline cotton ~ (elasticity of cotton 
mill demand * 1.0 + mill demand wrt 
m. net bales own price 
t (25) 
% change in j 
* cotton price 
from baselinet 
( 
long run v (calculated baseline ~ 
+ .1.0- adjustment * cotton mill- c.otton mill 
factor demand 1 demand 1 t- t-
The distributed lag factor in (25) allows the cotton mill demand to have 
multi-period adjustments to changes in cotton price, The default elas'-
ticity of demand for cotton at the mill wrt own price is -0.10 (Table XI). 
Total domestic demands are calculated for each of the model crops 
(feed grains, wheat, soybeans, and cotton) as the sum of the endogenous 
demands and an exogenous other demand component. Total feed grain domes-
tic demand is the sum of domestic feed demand and feed grains used for 
other than feed uses (food, seed and industrial). Wheat domestic demand-
is the sum of domestic food and feed demand and the exogenous component 
of seed and industrial uses. Soybean total domestic utilization is the 
sum of mill demand for crushing and the exogenous demand for seed. 
Cotton total domestic demand consists only of domestic mill consumption. 
Export Dema~ds 
Foreign demands for feed grains, wheat, soybeans, and cotton are 
dependent upon the domestic price, the foreign supply, population and 
income of importing countries and other variables. The baseline values 
for crop exports are developed with specific assumptions pertaining to 
these variables. When a farm policy is analyzed which changes only the 
domestic prices, it can be modeled by adjusting the baseline export 
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value for changes in the price from the baseline. However, if the base 
assumptions pertaining to foreign supply are changed, the analyst can 
provide a new export value that has been determined outside the system. 
The prespecified export value is used as the calculated value from exports 
and the model computes the crop's price, taking into account the shift 
in the demand curve. 
TI1e feed grain export equation (26) typifies the export equations 






fg export i~ 1. 0 
m. tonst 
(
elasticity of % change fg)~ 
+ fg export wrt * price from 
own price baseline . t 
~ long run ) Qalcula ted baseline ) + 1.0 - adjustment * fg - fg 
factor export 1 export 1 ' t- t-
(26) 
The distributed lag adjustment coefficient in (26) allows crop exports 
to have a multi-year response to changes in price. The export price 
elasticities for feed grains are reported in Table XI along with the 
export elasticities for wheat, soybeans, and cotton. 
Total Utilization and Carryovers 
For each crop the model calculates the total utilization for each 
time period as the sum of total domestic demands and export demands, 
Total carryover or ending year stocks is the difference between total 
supply and total utilization plus government stocks. 
Accounting Identities 
Crop andlivestock cash receipts and the expenses for producing crops 
and livestock are simulated with a series of identity relationships. 
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Also, identities are used to compute totals for production expenses, 
government payments and aggregate farm income. 
Crop Cash Receipts 
Simulated cash receipts for each crop and livestock category are 
computed by adjusting the baseline cash receipts for the commodity for 
changes in price and production. Cash receipts are not generally equal 
to price times production (value of production). Farmers do not market 
all of the annual production of grain. Crop and livestock farmers feed 
part or all of their home-grown to their livestock. Changes in farmer 
stored grain also influence the amount of grain sold for cash. In esti-
mating cash receipts, the proportion of production sold for cash is impli-
citly assumed to be.the same as in the baseline. The feed grain cash 
receipts equation (27) is typical of the equations used for the four crops 




=U(simulated fg pricet ~'( _s_i_m_u_l_a_t_e_d_f_g_p_r_o_d_u_c_t_i_o_n..=..t 
baseline fg price baseline fg production 
t t 
baseline ) 
* fg cash * 
receiptst 
0.35 + t } U(
simulated fg price _1 
baseline fg price 1 t-
simulated fg production 1 * t-
baseline fg production 1 t-
baseline ) } * fg cash * 0.65 
receipts 1 t-
(27) 
The parameters 0.35 and 0,65 in (27) are weights to convert crop year 
cash receipts for feed grains to a calendar year basis. The default 
parameters for converting to wheat cash receipts to a calendar year are 
0.65 and 0.35. The parameters for soybeans are 0.35 and 0.65 and 0.55 
and 0.45 for cotton. The parameter values were suggested by the Farm 
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Income Group, NEAD, USDA, and can be changed by the user in the UPDATE 
program (Richardson and Ray, 1975b). As can be seen in equation (27), 
the baseline cash receipts are adjusted by the ratio of the simulated 
and baseline prices and the ratio of the simulated and baseline produc-
tion levels. If there are no changes in price or production, the ratios 
reduce to ones and cash receipts are unchanged from the baseline. 
Total cash receipts for all crops is computed as the sum of simu-
lated cash receipts for the four major crops (feed grains, wheat, soy-
beans, and cotton), plus cash receipts for nort-model crops. Since cash 
receipts for non-model crops are exogenous in the model, the baseline 
value is used in all analyses unless side calculations have indicated 
the new level for the variable, then it is read in as data. 
Livestock Cash Receipts 
Cash receipts for each of the seven livestock categories are esti-
mated by adjusting the baseline cash receipts for proportional changes 
in the estimated price and production relative to their respective base-
line values. The cash receipts for each livestock category are estimated 








Simulated hog productiont 
Baseline hog productiont 
Simulated hog price 
* --------------------~t ·* Baseline hog pricet 
(28) 
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Livestock production and price levels are simulated on a calendar year 
basis so no marketing year to calendar conversion is required for live-
stock cash receipts. 
Cash receipts for livestock other than the seven major categories 
are exogenous. Total cash receipts for all livestock is the sum of the 
estimated cash receipts for the seven livestock categories plus the 
exogenous cash receipts for other livestock. 
Total cash receipts for crops and livestock is the sum of cash re-
ceipts for all crops and all livestock. Total cash receipts are on a 
calendar year basis and reflect the changes in prices and production of 
the endogenous crops and livestock categories from their baseline values. 
To simulate total realized gross farm income, values are needed for the 
value of non-money income and government payments. 
Realized Non-Money Income 
The baseline value of home consumption of each livestock category 
is adjusted for changes in the price of the commodity. The equation for 
the value of home consumption of hogs (29) is similar to those used for 
the other livestock categories. 
Simulated value of 
home consumption 
for hogst 
Baseline value of 
= home consumption 
for hogst 
Simulated hog price 
* --------------------~t (29) Baseline hog pricet 
It is assumed that the quantity of each type of livestock consumed on the 
farm is constant and only its value changes with a change in price. In 
reality, some change in quantity consumed would also occur with a price 
change. Since the demand for livestock products consumed on the farm is 
probably highly inelastic, the assumption is not very restrictive. 
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Perquisites other than livestock consumed on the farm (rental value 
of dwellings, crops, firewood, and other income) is exogenous. Total 
realized non-money income is the sum of the value of home consumption 
for each of the major livestock categories plus the value of other farm 
perquisites. 
Government Payments 
Payments for acreage set-aside and deficiency payments, when appli-
cable, are computed separately for each of the model crops. Set-aside 
payments are calculated for feed grains, wheat, and cotton with relation-








fg m. ac.t 
Set-aside payment 
* per acre for fg 
$/a~.t 
(30) 
The set-aside levels and payment rates default to baseiine levels unless 
specified by the user. Per acre payment rates may be zero, if set-aside 
is required for eligibility for other provisions in farm legislation. 
Deficiency payments are income support payments paid to farmers and 
originated with the Agricultural Consumer Protection Act of 1973 and are 
provided for in the Food and Agricultural Act of 1977. Payments are made 
only when the average crop price (for the first five months of the mar-
keting year) is less than the target price. Deficiency payments are 
calculated by the model for corn, grain sorghum, barley, wheat and 
cotton. 
The procedure for determining the deficiency payment for each of the 
five crops is similar and is presented here for the case of corn. The 
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first step is to determine the deficiency payment rate. By law, the pay-
ment rate is the lesser value of 1) the difference between target price 
and average market price, and, 2) the difference between target price and 




The Lesser Of 
Corn target pricet - Corn average market pricet 
OR 
(31) 
Corn target pricet - Corn loan ratet 
The total deficiency payment is the product of the deficiency payment 
rate, the program acreage, the farm program yield, and the fraction of 















* corn farmers 
in program 
t(32) 
The baseline values for target price, loan rate, program acreage, farm 
program yield, and fraction of farmers in the program are used in (32) to 
determine deficiency payments unless the user provides alternative values. 
Deficiency payments for corn, grain sorghum, barley, wheat and cotton are 
summed to obtain total government deficiency payments paid to farmers. 
To accurately simulate the deficiency payment provision in the Food 
and Agricultural Act of 1977, the model explicitly considers the speci-
fied target prices for corn, grain sorghum, barley, wheat, and cotton for 
1978 and a procedure for adjusting these values over time, based on 
changes in the variable cost of production (or total production costs 
excluding land and general overhead costs). The procedure is the same 
for all crops in the model and is demonstrated here for corn (33). 
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As indicated by equation (33), the target price is increased over 
the previous years level if there is an increase in the variable. cost of 
production. 
Aggregate Production Expenses 
Total variable production expense for the individual model crops 
(feed grains, wheat, soybeans, and cotton) is calculated by equation 
(11), which was presented earlier. Total variable production expense 
for the model crops is the sum of the expense levels for the four crops. 
The total variable production expense for producing livestock is 
calculated as the sum of feed and non-feed variable costs. Feed costs 
are disaggregated into the following feed types: protein feed grains, 
wheat, and roughage. Protein feed costs are calculated in equation (34) 
based on by-product feeds fed to all livestock which was computed earlier 











In assigning a cost to the livestock sector for protein feed, all by-
product feeds (soybean meal, cottonseed meal, animal proteins, grain 
protein feeds and other by-product feeds) are costed out using the price 
of soybean meal. 
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Feed grain feed cost for producing all livestock is the cost of 
feed grains fed to livestock on the farm where it is grown plus the cost 
of feed grains purchased and fed to livestock (35). 
Fg feed {calculated fraction price of} {calculated 
costs to = fg fed to * of fg * feed + fg fed to 
livestockt livestockt soldt grainst livestockt 
~ ) } 
(35) 
fraction fg variable cost of productiont . 
* 1.0 - of fg * ------------~------------------= 
soldt fg yield per acret 
The portion of feed grains fed to livestock on the farm where it is raised 
is valued at its variable production cost per bushel while the portion 
that is purchased and then fed to livestock is valued at the average 
market price. The user may reprogram to value home-grown grain to include 
a portion of fixed costs by increasing variable cost by a specified per-
centage, say 25 percent. 
The cost of wheat fed to all livestock categories is the market 





wheat fed to ,., average 
livestockt wheat pricet 
(36) 
It is assumed that all wheat fed to livestock is purchased in the market. 
Hence, the wheat feed costs are not separated into two costing components. 
Total roughage cost for all livestock production is computed as the 
sum of the cost of roughage fed to livestock on the farm where it is 
grown and the cost of roughage purchased and fed to livestock (37). 
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Roughage feed {roughage fraction of price} 
costs for fed to ,., roughage * of 
livestock livestockt purchasedt hayt t 
(37) 
* ~.0 - fraction of) {roughage variable production} + fed to roughage * cost of 
livestoc:kt purchasedt roughaget 
The portion of roughage that is purchased is costed out to the livestock 
sector at the market price for hay. The portion fed to livestock on the 
farm where it is grown is valued at the variable cost of producing hay. 
Non-feed variable production expenses for livestock include salt, 
mineral supplements, and veterinarian expenses. As the price of live-
stock increases and the marginal value product of livestock output in-
creases, farmers are willing to spend more for non-feed costs. The non-
feed cost in terms of dollar per unit is computed for each livestock 
category by relationships similar to equation (38), which is demonstrated 
here for hogs. 
Simulated non-
feed cost of 
hog productiont 
Baseline non-
feed cost of 
hog productiont 
[ (
elasticity of non-feed 
* 1.0 + cost f~r hogs wrt 
own pr1.ce 
(38) 
The baseline non-feed cost ($/unit of production) is adjusted slightly 
upward for increases in the own livestock price from its baseline level 
and slightly downward when the own live~tock price is less then the 
baseline. The default non-feed expense per unit elasticities are 
presented in Table XII. Total non-feed costs for livestock production 
(39) is the sum of the seven livestock production levels times their 
respective non-feed costs per unit of production. 
TABLE XII 
ELASTICITY OF NON-FEED COSTS FOR LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION 
IN THE MODEL 
Elasticity of 
Non-Feed Cost For 
Cattle and Calves wrt . t 
Hogst wrt 
















Source: Appendix A, Section 5 of Ray and Richardson (1978). 
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Total non-feed (c.attle and non-feed costs) Ghog 
costs for = calf pro- * of cattle and + pro-
livestock duction calves . duction 
t t t t 
* costs for + p~oduc- * costs of + pro-. 
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Total variable production expenses for livestock prod~ction is the 
sum of feed grains feed costs, protein costs, roughage costs, and non-
feed variable production costs. 
Total variable production costs for model crops and livestock is 
the sum of total variable production costs for the.four crops and the 
seven livestock categories, less double accounting of feed grains, 
soybeans, and wheat. "Double accounting" equations computE) the portion 
of crop production expenses that was counted as feed expense for live-
stock. In the case of feed grains, the double counting adjustment is 
computed as the product of the variable p~oduction expense for producing 
a ton of feed grains and the tonnage of feed grains fed to livestock 
(equation (40)). 
Fg double · 
accounting 
adjustmentt 
Fg variable production 
expense per acret 







The double accounting adjustment is calculated similarly for- the other 
grain crops. 
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Total farm production expenses is the sum of variable production 
expenses for all model crops and livestock (adjusted for double account-
ing), the production costs of other livestock and crops not included in 
the model and total fixed costs of production. The total fixed costs 
and production expenses for other livestock and crops are exogenous to 
the model. 
Aggregate Net Farm Income 
Several measures of aggregate farm income and government payments 
are computed by the model. Total market and government receipts is the 
sum of total cash receipts for all crops and livestock and total govern-
ment payments. Total government payments to farmers is the sum of set-
aside payments for all crops, total deficiency payments for all model 
crops, and other direct government payments to farmers (woor growers, 
bee keepers, disaster payments, sugar program, etc.). Realized gross 
• 
farm income is the sum of total market and government receipts and total 
realized non-money income. Realized net farm income is the difference 
between realized gross farm income and total farm production expenses. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF USING CONTROL THEORY TO ANALYZE 
SELECTED FARH PROGRAM:S 
Farm Programs Selected for Analysis 
Four farm programs are analyzed using the Control Theory Option in 
} 
POLYSIM, to demonstrate the use of the technique for selecting values of 
particular farm policy variables. The farm programs analyzed are the 
following: No. 1 a price and income support program, No. 2 a price and 
income support program with voluntary acreage set-aside, No. 3 a price 
support and acreage set-aside program with a grain reserve provision, and 
No. 4 a price and income support program with voluntary acreage set~ 
aside and increased export demands for feed grains, wheat and cotton 
during the first year simulated. Each farm program is analyzed for the 
four year period of 1978-1981. A four year horizon is used because farm 
programs are usually written for a four year period. And the additional 
computer costs associated with adding more years to the problem become 
restrictive. 
Farm program No. 1, a price and income support program, guarantees 
feed grain, wheat a!)d cotton farmers a minimum price they will receive 
for their products and a minimum income they will receive for their 
elegible producti~n. The loan rate is the mechanism used to establish 
the minimum price participating farll\ers will receive. If production is 
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sufficiently large to cause average prices to fall below the loan rate 
the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) is authorized to make loans to 
farmers, using their crops, valued at the loan rate, as collateral. In 
the event that prices continue to be low, the farmer can turn the collat-
eral over to the CCC and the loan is considered paid. The income support 
is a direct payment to farmers, in the form of a deficiency payment, to 
make up the difference between the price participating farmers get for 
their crops in the market and the target price established in the farm 
program. The deficiency payment is paid according to the formula des-
cribed in Chapter III. For program No. 1, the control mechanism selects ,. 
values for the loan rates and target prices of feed grains, wheat and 
cotton that maximize the performance measure in Table IV. The loan rates 
and target prices must be contained within the upper and lower boundary 
constraints for t.hese controls (Tables I and II). 
Farm programs No. 2 and 4 have the price and income support provi-
sions found in program No. 1 and in addition have an acreage set-aside 
provision. Acreage set-aside programs usually require that participating 
farmers divert a percent of their land to soil conserving uses. Farmers 
complying with the voluntary acreage set-aside requirements are then 
eligible for price and income supports, as well as, a payment for divert-
ing the land. A non-zero payment rate for acreage set-aside is used to 
insure participation in the programs. The control mechanism selects 
acreage set-aside levels and loan rates for feed grains, wheat and cotton 
that maximize the performance measure in Table IV. The loan rates and 
acreage set-aside levels must be within the upper and lower boundary 
constraints for these control variables (Tables I and III). Target price 
levels approved for the 1977 Agricultural Act are used as the target 
prices in programs No. 2 and No. 4, for the income support provision. 
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Based on the projections of commodity analysts in the USDA, the 
ending year carryovers of feed grains, wheat and cotton are expected to 
increase annually over the next four years from their relatively high 
levels in 1976 and 1977. Given this prospect, the acreage set-aside 
control variables for farm program No. 2 will most likely be set by the 
control mechaism at relatively high levels in an attempt to reduce ending 
year carryovers for feed grains, wheat and cotton to the upper boundary 
levels specified in the performan.ce measure (Table IV). The situation 
is made slightly more complicated.for program No. 4 by assuring higher 
1978 exports then is assumed in running No. 2 and thereby:reducing the 
excess supply in the first year simulated. The control mechanism can 
determine the acreage set-aside levels for feed grains, wheat and cotton 
that maintain ending year carryovers of these crops within the desired 
levels, rather than determining set-aside levels that would reduce the 
ending year carryovers to the maximum allowable levels. 
A grain reserve program, No. 3, is analyzed to demonstrate how con-
trol theory can be used to select loan rates and acreage set-aside levels 
for feed grains, wheat and cotton that cause the CCC to maintain a fixed 
reserve of grains. A grain reserve of 20 million tons of feed grains and 
500 million bushels of wheat is assumed to be established in 1977 by the 
CCC and the performance measure is modified slightly to encourage the 
CCC to hold the stocks over the four year period simulated, 1978-1981. 
The control variables, loan rates and set-aside levels for the three 
crops, are constrained to the upper and lower boundary constraints for 
these variables (Tables I and III). 
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Data Requirements 
The POLYSIM model requires a reference baseline of forecasted data. 
The baseline must include projections of commodity supplies, prices and 
utilization, as well as aggregate values for receipts and costs. 
Commodity specialists in ERS develop the five-year projections used in 
POLYSIM using formal and informal forecasting models tempered with their 
own experienced judgments. The projections contain explicit assumptions 
concerning the rates of change in population, per capita incomes, consu-
mer preferences, export demand, technology (including crop yields and 
livestock gains), and other supply and demand shifters. These projections 
also assume a specific set of Government farm programs. The particular 
baseline used for this study is the July 1977 baseline and assumes continu-
ation of the 1973 Agricultural Act through 1982. 
For the farm programs analyzed in this study, it was necessary to 
provide program participation rates, set-aside payment rates, slip~age 
rates, acreage allotments and farm program yields. Values for these 
policy variables used in this study are presented in Table XIII. 
The participation of feed grain, wheat and cotton farmers in a farm 
program that offers both price and income supports (program No. 1) is 
expected to be quite high, say 95 percent (Table XIII). On the other 
hand, a farm program that requires acreage set-asides to be eligible for 
price and income supports (program No. 2 and No. 4) is likely to have 
lower participation rates. The participation rates for programs No, 2 
and No. 4 are assumed to be: 0.65 for feed grains, 0.80 for wheat and 
0.80 for cotton. The relatively low target prices for corn used in 
programs No. 2 and No. 4 were assumed to reduce participation of corn 
producers to about 0.50. thus reducing the value for all feed grains. 
TABLE XIII 
PREDETERMINED VALUES OF PROGRAM PARTICIPATION RATES, SET-ASIDE 
PAYMENT RATES, SLIPPAGE RATES, ACREAGE ALLOTMENTS, AND 
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1values for 1978, 1979, 1980 and 1981 are equal to the value 
reported here. 
2The set-aside payment rates reported here are for 1978, values for 
1979, 1980 and 1981 are obtained by inflating the 1978 value by two 
percent per year. 
3The farm program yields reported here are the 1978 values for feed 
gr~ins and wheat. Feed grain farm program yields are increased by 0.03 
ton per acre each year to obtain values for 1979, 1980 and 1981. Wheat 
farm program yields are increased 0.5 bushels per acre to obtain values 
for 1979, 1980and 1981. Cotton farm program yields in 1979, 1980 and 
1981 are equal to the value reported in the table for 1978. 
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Set-aside payment rates can be determined several ways, by sealed 
bids from individual farmers, by using the total fixed costs of owning 
the land and machinery to oper·ate it, and by using the total fixed charges 
for the land. In this study, the set-aside payment rate for each crop 
is determined as the sum of total general overhead costs, total machinery 
ownership costs, and 20 percent of the interest and tax charges on the 
land. Using the average cost of production data provided by the Congres-
sional Agricultural Committee (1977) and the formula above, the per acre 
set-aside payment rate for feed grains, wheat and cotton is about $52.38, 
$31.59, and $76.73, respectively in 1977. (The set-aside payment rate 
for feed grains is a weighted average of the payment rate for corn, 
sorghum, and barley.) The per acre set-aside payment rates for 1978, 
reported in Table XIII, are obtained by increasing the 1977 values by 
two percent. 
Slippage is the portion of each acre of set-aside that does not 
actually result in reducing production, due to farmers declaring their 
least productive land as set-aside and farmers using variable resources 
more intensively on the land in cultivation to increase production. 
Tweeten (1970) reports that prior to 1970 the slippage rate for feed 
grains was about 0.40 meaning that for each acre of set-aside, production 
was reduced by only 0.6 acres. Garst and Miller (1975) report the-
slippage rate for wheat at 0.39 during 1960-1970, and being as high as 
· 0.59 between 1971 and 1974. The slippage rates selected for the acreage 
set-aside provisions in programs No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4 are 0.40 for 
feed grains, wheat and cotton (Table XIII). 
Acreage allotments or program acreages for feed grains, wheat and 
cotton are used to calculate deficiency payments. The acreage allotments 
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in the July baseline are at 76.0 million acres for feed grains, 56.9 
million acres for wheat and 10.0 million acres for cotton for farm pro-
grams No. 1, No. 2, and No. 4. The baseline values for allotments are 
used in this study to allow comparisons of deficiency payments in the 
baseline to those calculated for farm programs No. 1, No. 2, and No. 4 
(Table XIII). Farm program yields (or administrative yields) of feed 
grains, wheat and cotton are used in computing deficiency payments for 
programs No. 1, No. 2, and No. 4 (Table XIII). 
Consideration and Results of Applying Optimal 
Control Techniques to Farm Policy 
Each of the farm programs selected for this study are evaluated. with 
respect to the lower range performance measure presented in Table IV. A 
detailed description of how Box's Complex Procedure solves an optimal 
control theory problem is presented in Appendix A. In general, the con-
trol mechanism systematically searches the surface of the performance 
measure for its global maximum, by iteratively selecting control paths 
that increase the value of the performance measure. The solution is at 
a maximum when a change in any control variable results in reducing the 
value of the performance measure. The control path associated with the 
maximum value of the performance measure is the optimum set of values for 
the control variables. 
To insure that the final solution is at the global maximum for the 
given performance measure, the problem should be run several times. Each 
time a different set of initial values for the control variables should 
be used so the procedure is forced to search a different set of control 
paths. If the procedure returns the same answer each time, the analyst 
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can be fairly certain of having found the global maximum. The four farm 
programs evaluated for this study were each run three times to determine 
whether or not a global maximum had been located. 
In the Complex Procedure, the performance measure is evaluated each 
time the control mechanism selects a new control path. To evaluate the 
performance measure, the new control path is used as input data in the 
POLYSIM model, and the model is simulated over the four year period, 
1978-1981. Simulated values of the output variables in the model are 
used in the performance measure to obtain a unique real number for evalu-
ating the new control path. The output variables in the performance 
measure are annual values for realized net farm income, net income for 
livestock producers, consumer's food expenditures, total government 
payments, total Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) interest and storage 
costs, and the ending year carryovers of feed grains, wheat and cotton 
(Table IV). 
The performance measure includes values for the output variables over 
the 1978-1981 period so the control mechanism must consider the immediate 
impacts, as well as the longer run impacts on the output variables when 
selecting values for the control variables. The control mechanism tries 
to raise net farm income as high as possible over the four year period 
while at the same time tryipg to minimize penalties that accrue \vhen 
other output variables go outside their acceptable ranges. The control 
mechanism considers one unit of added income (or penalty) in 1978 equal 
to one unit of added income (or penalty) in 1979, 1980, or 1981 since 
the parameter weights are not discounted for time. The optimal solution 
often results in a trade-off between the added value of net farm income 
and a change i~ one or more other output variables; meaning that net farm 
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income could go higher but only by incurring an added penalty due to one 
or more of the other output variables being outside their respective 
boundary levels. 
For the control mechanism to maximize the performance measure used 
in this study it must select values for the control variables (loan rates, 
target prices and acreage set-aside levels for feed grains, wheat and 
cotton in 1978-1981) with respect to their estimated impacts on the state 
variables in POLYSIM and the output variables in the performance measure. 
Both immediate impacts (one year) and longer run impacts (two or more 
years) are considered by the control mechanism. 
In each of the four farm programs selected for the analysis the 
control mechanism must select optimal values for loan rates of wheat, 
corn and cotton. To select a value for wheat loan rate in 1978, as well 
as the longer run impacts in 1979-1981, on the state variables in the 
model and particularly the impacts on the output variables. The immediate 
impacts on the following state variables must be considered: the market 
price of wheat, quantity of domestic and export demands, and wheat cash 
receipts, as well as, their impacts on the output variables in the per-
formance measure. The longer run impacts that must be considered are 
impacts on state variables such as: harvested acreage and supply of 
wheat, feed grains, cotton and soybeans, wheat yields, market prices of 
wheat, feed grains, cotton and soybeans, the quantity of domestic and 
export demands for the four model crops and cash receipts for all four 
model crops, because of their linkages to the output variables. 
To select a value for the corn loan rate in 1978 the control mech-
anism must consider the immediate impacts (1978) on the following state 
variables: the market price for corn and the other feed grains, export 
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and domestic demands for feed grains, feed grains cash receipts, and 
livestock feed costs, because of the linkages between these state vari-
ables and the output variables in the performance measure. Also, the 
control mechanism must consider the longer run impacts (1979-1981) on the 
following state variables: livestock production, prices and cash receipts, 
harvested acreage for feed grains, wheat, soybeans and cotton, feed grain 
yields, supplies and prices of the four model crops, domestic and export 
demands for the model crops, total cash receipts for crops and livestock, 
and livestock feed costs due to their linkages for farm income, govern-
ment payments, CCC costs, food costs and ending year carryovers ror the 
four model crops. 
The above discussion assumes only the selection of the 1978 loan 
rates to illustrate the linkages in POLYSIM. Actually, the control mecha-
nism simultaneously selects values for the loan rates of corn, wheat and 
cotton in 1978, 1979, 1980 and 1981, after considering the impacts of the 
loan rates on the output variables in the performance measure. The immedi-
ate and longer run interrelationships described above for 1978 thus 
become confused with the immediate and longer run impacts due to selecting 
loan rates in each of the remaining years. 
In addition to selecting values for the loan rates in farm programs 
No. 2, No. 3, and No. 4, the control mechanism also selects the acreage 
set-aside levels for feed grains, wheat and cotton in 1978, 1979, 1980 
and 1981. The immediate impacts that the control mechanism must consider 
are the same as those for changing the loan rate, as well as, the impacts 
on: harvested acreage, production and supply for each of the three crops. 
The longer run impacts considered by the control mechanism in selecting 
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acreage set-aside levels are the same as those considered when selecting 
values for the loan rates of the three crops. 
In farm program No. 1 the control mechanism selects the target prices 
as well as loan rates for corn, wheat, and cotton in each of the four 
years simulated. When selecting target price values, the control mecha~ 
nism considers the loan rates and market prices for the respective crops, 
as well as the resulting values of total government payments and realized 
net farm income in each of the four years simulated. The deficiency pay-
ment rate is the smaller of target price minus loan rate or target price 
minus the market price. Since acreage allotments,·farm program yields 
and program participation rates are fixed for each of the crops, the 
deficiency payment rate is the only degree of freedom the program has in 
determining the level of total deficiency payments. The target prices 
are usually set as high as possible without making total government pay-
ments exceed the $3,700 million upper boundary level in the performance 
-1' 
measure. The reason for this action is that higher government payments 
cause realized net income to increase without increasing food costs, 
changing ending year carryovers for the mcdel crops and without decreasing 
net incomes for livestock producers. 
The control mechanism selects values for all of the control variables 
simultaneously, after considering the innnediate and the longer run impacts 
of its selections on the output variables in the performance measure. 
The optimal control paths for the farm policy variables, in the four farm 
programs selected for evaluation in this study, are presented in the 
following sections. 
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Results for Farm Program No. 1 
For program No. 1, the control mechanism selects the values of loan 
rates and target prices for feed grains, wheat and cotton that maximize 
the performance measure (lower range weights) in Table IV. The optimal 
values of the control variables, and simulated values for selected state 
variables in the final solution, are presented in Table XIV. Given farm 
program No. 1 and the performance measure presented in Table IV, the 
optimal loan rates for wheat are: $2.01, $2.21, $2.43, and $2.68 in 
1978, 1979, 1980 and 1981, respectively (Table XIV). The optimal wheat 
loan rates are higher than the baseline values for 1980 and 1981, but 
lower than the baseline in 1978 and 1979. Corn and cotton loan rates 
selected by the control mechanism are lower than the baseline values in 
all four years. 
The corn loan rates are set just below the calculated corn price in-
all four years, to prevent the CCC loan actions from raising the-price 
of corn and resulting in higher livestock feed costs and lower net returns 
for livestock producers. Also, higher corn prices would have caused an 
increase in the cost of consumer's expenditures for food by reducing live-
stock production and increasing the prices received for livestock. On 
the other hand, loan rates for wheat are used to support the average price 
of wheat in 1980 and 1981 since wheat prices have only minor influence on 
the consumer's expenditures for food, and raising the price of wheat tends 
to increase net farm income. 
TI1e optimal values of target prices for corn, wheat and cotton are 
set at their respective lower boundary constraints in 1980 and 1981 
(Table XIV). Also, the optimal target prices for cotton in 1978 and 1979 
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OPTIMAL VALUES OF CONTROL VARIABLES AND THE SIMULATED VALUES 
OF SELECTED STATE VARIABLES FOR FARM PROGRAM NO. 1 
lueU.na Val- Simulated Values 
Unit 1978 1979 1980 1981 1978 1979 1980 
$/bu. 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.83 1.89 1.91 
ds, 2,3.5 2.3.5 2.35 2,3.5 2.01 2.21 2.43 
$/lb. .51 ,51 .51 .51 .42 .44 .48 
L $/bu. 2.10 2.21 2.34 2.47 2.26 2.27 2.34L 
ds. 3.00 3.16 j,34 3.52 3.17L 3.19L 3.34L 
$/lb • .52 .55 .58 .61 .52 .55 .58 
m. ac. o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ds. o.o o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 
ds. o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 
m.. ac. 107.7 107.7 107.4 107.2 107.7 109.3 109.3 
ds. 70.7 71.1 71.1 71.1 70.7 71.3 71.7 
ds, 11.6 11.4 11.7 11.2 11.6 11.7 11.9 
T,/ac, 2,06 2.09 2,12 2,1.5 2.06 2.09 2.12 
bu./ac. 31.00 31..50 32.00 32.49 31.00 3L48 32.04 
lb./ac. 480,00 480,00 480,00 480.00 480.00 480.00 478.77 
m. t. 50.4 52,2 53.7 55.4 .50.4 52.5 54.6 
m. bu. 1025,0 1070.0 1110.0 1160.0 1033.2 1068.2 1090.9 
m. bales 4.5 4.5 4.4 4.4 4 • .5 4.5 4.5 
m. t. 206.2 213.3 223,0 228.6 206.2 211.5 223.2 
m. bu. 1925.0 1953.0 1991.0 2049.0 1935.2 1950.8 1966.7 
m. bales 11.6 11.7 11.6 11.8 11.6 11.7 11.7 
.. t • 70.4 82.6 87.5 89.3 70.4 87.7 96.1 
m. bu. 1539.0 1827.0 2112.0 2374.0 1528.8 1824.2 2156.8 
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TABLE XIV (CONTINUED) 
Baseline Values 
1978 1979 1980 
0.0 o.o 0.0 
776.0 1130.0 1497.0 
o.o 0.0 o.o 
2.00 2.00 2.00 
2.35 2.35 2.35 
5.60 5.60 5.70 
.54 ,55 .52 
.42 .45 .49 
. 35 ,41 .40 
2.019 3.549 4. 712 
0.150 0,310 0.452 
188.3 196,8 205.0 
17,312 18.844 19.967 
18.118 18.949 18.812 
Simulated Values 
1981 1978 1979 1980 1981 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 
1848.0 28.9 28.9 162.5 693.5 
o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2,00 2.00 1.98 1.94 1.93 
2. 35 2.31 2.37 2.43 2.66 
5.80 4.24 4.68 4.92 4.92 
.55 .54 .54 .51 .53 
.50 .42 .45 .49 . 50 
.37 .35 .41 .40 • 37 
5.850 3.650 3.918 4.862 5.732 
0.599 0.150 0.012 0.012 0.065 
214.0 188.3 196.8 204.7 213.4 
21.289 17.667 18.955 20.005 21.068 
19.550 19.186 18.547 18.283 18.621 
Performance Measure 111,999.0 
1ootimal control variables that equal their lower boundary constraints are denoted by superscript "L" and those that equal their upper boundary 
constraints are denoted by superscript "U". 
2The performance measure for the optimal solution P!esented here is the lower range performance measure in Table IV9 
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are equal to their lower boundary constraints. The optimal target prices 
for the three crops are set to their lower boundaries in an effort to 
reduce deficiency payments, since total government payments exceed the 
upper boundary limit in the performance measure ($3,700 million) in 1979, 
1980, nnd 1981, by $218 million, $1,162 million and $2,032 million, 
respectively (Table XIV). The control mechanism can select control paths 
that result in the output variables exceeding their upper boundary levels, 
if the additional unit increase in the output variable increases net farm 
income by more than the added penalty decreases the value of the perfor-
mance measure. In this particular case, the control mechanism could only 
reduce government payments by increasing the loan rate thus reducing the 
deficiency payment rates. However, such action would have raised market 
prices for the crops, resulting in reductions in the quantities demanded 
for domestic and export use as well as encouraging additional harvested 
acreage. Taken together these factors would have increased ending year 
carryovers, thus penalizing the value of the performance measure by more 
than the high level of government payments. 
Harvested acreage for feed grains, wheat and cotton are slightly 
higher under program No. 1 than the baseline due to the supply response 
from the slight increase in wheat prices, and the decrease in soybean 
prices being relatively greater than decreases in either corn or cotton 
prices (Table XIV). The increase in harvested acreage of wheat and the 
decrease in the exports of wheat causes ending year stocks of wheat to 
increase 3.2 percent over the baseline, for the four year period. (Wheat 
exports are less than the baseline because of higher wheat prices in the 
last three years.) Ending year carryovers for feed grains and cotton 
increase 6.8 percent and 5.4 percent, respectively, over the baseline 
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values due to the increases in production being slightly greater than 
increases in demand for these crops. Production increases over the base-
line values due to increases in harvested acreage of feed grains and cot-
ton are a result of prices for these crops being slightly below the base-
line values. 
Simulated values of realized net farm income for farm program No. 1 
are less tl1an those for the reference baseline in 1979, 1980, and 1981 
(Table XIV). Over the four year period simulated values for realized net 
farm income are less than the baseline by about one percent. The optimal 
control path for farm program No. 1 results in realized net farm income 
being less than the baseline values even though the performance measure 
seeks to maximize net farm income. The .reason for the lower farm income 
is tl1at the program also took into consideration the control path's 
impacts on consumer's food expenditures, the levels of ending.year carry-
overs for the crops, total CCC storage and interest costs and the levels 
of total government payments. 
Results for Faim Program No, 2 
Farm program No. 2 is a price and income support program with a 
voluntary acreage set-aside provision to enable the government to reduce 
harvested acreages for feed grains, wheat and cotton. The control mecha-
nism selects the optimal loan rates and acreage set-aside levels for feed 
grains, wheat and cotton in 1978, 1979, 1980 and 1981. The optimal solu-
tion of the performance measure, in Table IV (low range parameter weights), 
for farm program No. 2 is presented in Table XV. The value of the 
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OPTTI1AL VALUES OF CONTROL VARIABLES AND THE SIMULATED VALUES 
OF SELECTED STATE VARIABLES FOR FARH PROGRAH NO. 2 
Baseline Values Simulated Values 
Unit 1978 1979 1980 1981 1978 1979 1980 
$/bu. 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.80 1.82 1.82 
ds. 2.35 2,35 2. 35 2.35 2.18 2.21 2.39 
$/lb. .51 .51 .51 .51 .47 .49 .51 
$/bu. 2.10 2.21 2.34 2.47 2.10 2.21 2.34 
ds. 3.00 3.16 3.34 3.52 3.00 3.16 3. 34 
$/lb. .52 .55 .58 .61 .52 .55 .58 
m.. ac. o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 9.9u 19.90 19.60 
ds. 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 24.70 24.80 24.8 
ds. 0.0 o.o 0.0 o.o 3.2 3.3 3.0 
m. ac. 107.7 107.7 107.4 107.2 101.8 9i.3 97.8 
ds. 70.7 71.1 71.1 71.1 55.9 56.7 57.6 
ds. 11.6 11.4 11.7 11.2 9.7 10.0 10.8 
T./ac, 2,06 2,09 2.12 2,15 2.06 2.10 -2.15 
bu./ac. 31.00 31.50 32.00 32.49 31.00 31.61 32.42 
lb,/ac. 480.00 480,00 480.00 480.00 480.00 488.69 497.08 
m. t. 50.4 52.2 53.7 55.4 49.3 49.1 49.2 
m. bu. 1025.0 1070,0 1110.0 1160.0 991.0 933.1 910;9 
m. bales 4.5 4.5 4.4 4.4 4.2 4.0 3.9 
m. t. 206.2 213.3 223.0 228.6 204.6 204.6 209.8 
m. bu, 1925.0 1953.0 1991.0 2049.0 1884.0 1786.9 1747.5 
m. bales 11.6 11.7 11.6 11.8 11.2 11.0 10.8 
.. t • 70.4 82.6 87.5 89.3 59.9 59.9 60.3 



























TABLE XV (CONTINUED) 
Baseline Values Simulated Values 
Item Unit 1978 1979 1980 1981 1978 1979 1980 1981 
CCC Inventorz and 
Outstanding Loans 
Feed grains m. t. 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
Wheat m. bu. 776.0 1130.0 1497.0 1848.0 
0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Cotton m. bales o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 
0.0 o.o 
Commoditl Prices 
Corn $/bu. 2.00 2.00 2.00 2,00 
2.09 2.21 2.26 2.27 
Wheat ds. 2.35 2.35 2.35 2,35 
2.51 2.90 3.00 3.03 
Soybeans ds. 5.60 5,60 5.70 5.80 
4.32 4.83 6.00 6.28 
Cotton $/lb. .54 ~55 .52 .55 
.61 .65 .61 .63 
Cattle and Calves ds. .42 .45 .49 .50 
.43 .46 .51 .52 
Hogs ds. .35 .41 .40 .37 
.35 .42 .43 .40 
Total Government Pal!!!!nts B. $ 2.019 3.549 4. 712 5.850 3.180 3.460 
3.680 4.266 
Total CCC Storage and 
Interest Cos!;! B, $ 0.150 0.310 0.452 0.59'} '0.150 0.017 0.0 o.o 
Consumer's Food E~enditures B. $ 188,3 196.8 205.0 214.0 188.3 197.7 207.1 216.5 
Livestock Producer's Net 
Income B. $ 17.312 18,844 19.967 21.289 17.345 18.848 20.668 22.420 
Realized Net Farm Income B. $ 18.118 18.949 18,812 19.550 18.874 18.913 19.926 21.589 
Performance Measure 127,968.0 
1optimal control variables that equal their lower boundary cbnstraints are denoted by supers~ript 11L" and those that equal their upper boundary 
constraints are denoted by superscript "U". 





performance measure for the optimal solution is 127,968. The optimal 
loan rates for corn, wheat and cotton are less than the average prices of 
the respective crops. So the loan rates for the three crops do not in-
fluence the average prices received by farmers and could be set to their 
respective lower boundary constraints without appreciably changing the 
solution. 
Target prices for corn, wheat and cotton are predetermined, at their 
respective levels established in the 1977 Agricultural Act, for this farm 
program. By fixing the target prices, allotted acreage and farm program 
yields the deficiency payment is completely determined once loan rates 
and market prices are known. When the market price is greater than the 
loan rate, as in Table XV, the deficiency payment rate is the target 
price minus the market price. As the market price is brought closer to 
the target price, the deficiency payment approaches zero. This relation-
ship partially explains why acreage set-aside is used to raise the aver-
age market price for corn, wheat and cotton to relatively high levels 
(Table XV). 
Optimal acreage set-aside levels for wheat are equal to the upper 
boundary constraints for wheat (about 24.8 million acres) in all four 
years simulated (Table XV). The optimal acreage set-aside levels for 
cotton equal the upper boundary constraint (about 3.2 million acres) in 
the first two years simulated, 1978 and 1979. While the acreage set-aside 
levels for feed grains (about 20 million acres) are about one half as 
l~rge as their upper limits of 37.7 million acres. High levels of set-
aside for wheat are used in the solution because they reduce wheat pro-
duction causing the average market price of wheat to increase which 
reduces the deficiency payments for wheat. Another reason for the high 
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levels of acreage set-aside for wheat is to decrease the ending year 
carryovers of wheat to the upper limit specified in the performance 
measure (1200 million bushels). 
Acreage set-aside levels for feed grains are sufficiently high each 
year to reduce the ending year carryovers of feed grains to about 60 
million tons, the upper limit in the performance measure for this output 
variable. To achieve this goal the optimal quantity of feed grain acre-
age diversion changes from year to year; it is 10 million acres in 1978, 
20 million in 1979 and 1980, and 18 million in 1981 (Table XV). Higher 
levels of feed grain set-aside are not used since they do not improve 
the value of the performance measure after once reducing carryovers to 
60 million tons. Also, higher levels of feed grain set-aside would 
reduce the value of the performance measure by increasing corn prices 
which result in decreases in net incomes for livestock producers and in 
the following year result in increases in consumer expenditures for food. 
Acreage set-aside levels for cotton cause the ending year carryovers of 
cotton to be reduced to the acceptable range of 2.0 to 4.0 million bales, 
in the performance measure. The resulting prices of cotton are greater 
than the target price for cotton thus reducing the deficiency payments 
for cotton to zero (Table XV). 
Government payments for farm program No. 2 are less than the $3,700 
million limit imposed on the performance measure, in all but the last 
year simulated when government payments are $4,266 million (Table XV). 
Total government payments could not be decreased to the $3,700 million 
limit in the last year simulated because higher wheat set-aside is not 
possible, higher cotton set-aside only increases cotton payments for 
set-aside since no deficiency payments are paid for cotton and higher 
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levels of acreage set-aside for feed grains result in higher corn prices 
which cause an immediate reduction of net income to livestock producers 
and thus reduce the value of the performance measure. 
In the aggreagate, farm program No. 2 tends to increase both net 
income for livestock producers and total realized net farm income over 
the values in the baseline (Table XV). Realized net farm income is 
increased 10.4 percent in 1982 over its baseline value and the average 
increase over the four year period is about five percent. The optimal 
levels of acreage set-aside for feed grains, wheat.and cotton in farm 
program No. 2 result in moderate increases in consumer's food expenditures 
over the baseline. Over the four year period, total consumer's food 
costs are estimated to increase about 0.7 percent over the baseline values. 
Results for Farm Program No. 3 
Farm program No. 3 is a price support and acreage set-aside program 
with a grain reserve provision. The control variables for the farm pro-
gram are loan rates and acreage set-aside levels for feed grains, wheat 
and cotton in 1978, 1979, 1980 and 1981. The optimal values for the 
control variables in farm program No. 3 are presented in Table XVI. Farm 
program No.· 3 includes a grain reserve provision that encourages the CCC 
to hold 20 million tons of feed grains and 500 million bushels of wheat. 
The CCC reserve of feed grains and wheat is assumed to be acquired in 
1977. The objective is to determine loan rates and acreage set-aside 
levels that maximize the performance measure (lower range of weights) in 
Table IV, subject to the added constraint of maint;nining the initial level 
of grain reserves from 1978 through 1981. The CCC release rule used for 
farm program No. 3 is the following: release CCC held reserves if the 
Item 
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OPTIMAL VALUES OF CONTROL VARIABLES AND. THE SIMULATED VALUES 
OF SELECTED STATE VARIABLES FOR FARM PROGRAM NO. 3 
Baseline Va1uea S:Lau1ated Valuea 
Unit 1978 1979 1980 1981 1978 1979 19110 
$/bu. 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.80 1.94 2.10 
ds. 2.35 2.35 2.35 2.35 2.23 2.26 2.44 
$/lb. .51 .51 .51 .51 .38 .38 .42 
$/bu. 2.10 2.21 2.34 2.47 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ds. 3.00 3.16 3.34 3.52 0.0 0.0 0.0 
$/lb. .52 .55 .58 .61 0.0 0.0 0.0 
m. ac. o.o 0.0 o.o 0.0 11.s0 20.90 21.s0 
ds. 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 24.~ 24.~ 24.80 
ds. 0.0 o.o 0.0 o.o 3.2 3.3 3.1 
m. ac. 107.7 107.7 107.4 107.2 100.6 96.3 92.9 
ds. 70.7 71.1 71.1 71.1 55.9 57.7 58.5 
ds. 11.6 11.4 11.7 11.2 9.7 9.9 10.7 
T./ac. 2.06 2.09 2.12 2.15 2.06 2.10 2.16 
bu./ac. 31.00 31.50 32.00 32.49 31.00 31.89 32.71 
lb./ac, 480,00 480.00 480.00 480.00 480.00 488.66 497.21 
... t • 50.4 52.2 53.7 55.4 49.1 46.9 45.9 
m. bu. 1025.0 1070.0 1110.0 1160.0 900.4 854.6 857.8 
m. bales 4.5 4.5 4.4 4.4 4.2 4.0 3.9 
m. t. 206.2 213.3 223.0 228.6 204.2 201.0 201.2 
m. bu. 1925.0 1953.0 1991.0 2049.0 1770,6 1688.6 1681.6 
m. bales 11.6 11.7 11.6 11.8 11.2 11.0 10.8 
m. t. 70.4 82.6 87.5 89.3 57.8 59.5 59.7 




























TABLE XVI (CONTINUED) 
Baseline Values Simulated Values 
Item Unit 1978 1979 1980 1981 1978 1979 1980 1981 
CCC Inventor~ and 
Outstanding Loans 
Feed grains m. t. 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 
Wheat m. bu. 776.0 1130.0 1497.0 1848.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
Cotton m. bales 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Coomodity Prices 
Corn $/bu. 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.11 2.37 2.45 2.49 
\,'heat ds. 2.35 2.35 2.35 2.35 2.92 3.11 3.11 3.09 
Soybeans ds. 5.60 5.60 5.70 5.80 4.32 4.88 6.16 6.49 
Cotton $/lb. .54 .55 .52 .55 .60 .65 .61 .65 
Cattle and Calves ds. .42 .45 .49 .50 .42 .46 .52 .53 
Hogs ds. .35 .41 .40 .37 .35 .42 .45 .41 
Total Government Par!!!ents B. $ 2.019 3.549 4.712 5.850 2.544 3.144 3.359 3.696 
Total CCC Storage and 
Interest Costs B. $ 0.150 0,310 0.452 0.599 0.150 0.253 0.253 0.253 
Consumer's Food E!Eenditures B. 188.3 196,8 205.0 214.0 188.3 197.9 208.7 218.1 
Livestock Producer's Net 
Income B. $ 17,312 18.844 19.967 21.289 17.169 18.425 21.549 23.232 
Realized Net Farm Income B. 18.118 18.949 18.812 19.550 18.641 18.995 21.634 22.911 
Performance Measure 123,162.0 
1optimal control variables that equal their lower boundary constraints are denoted by superscript 11L11 and those that equal their upper boundary 
constraints are denoted by superscript "iJ". 
2The performance measure for the optimal solution presented hen: is the lower range performance measure in Table IV. 
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average market price exceeds the loan rate by 50 percent and release only 
the amount of stocks needed to lower the average market price to 150 per-
cent of the loan rate. 
Loan rates are not used by the control mechanism to support the 
market price in this particular farm program since the support action 
results in the CCC acquiring control of additional stocks. So acreage 
set-aside is the predominate control variable for farm program No. 3. 
The optimal acreage set-aside levels for wheat and cotton are equal to 
the crop's respective upper boundary constraints in each of the four 
years simulate~ (Table XVI). Optimal acreage set-aside levels for feed 
grains range from 12 million acres to 32 million acres over the period 
simulated (Table XVI). So the feed grain acreage diversion levels are 
less than the boundary constraints (about 37 million acres); but are 
larger than the set-aside levels for feed grains in farm program No. 2 
I 
(Tables XV and XVI). 
The high levels of acreage set-aside for feed grains, wheat and 
cotton cause the average market prices for these crops to be greater 
than the respective market prices in the baseline for each of the years 
simulated (Table XVI). The corn loan rate is increased from year to 
year but is never greater than the market price and it is never less 
than the market price by more than 50 percent. So the CCC release and 
acquisition rule for corn is never activated. A similar situation 
exists for wheat. 
The total government payments for miscellaneous farm programs and 
acreage set-aside is less than the $3,700 million upper limit imposed 
on the performance measure, in each year simulated (Table XVI). The 
upper limit is almost passed in 1981 with total government payments of 
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$3,696 million. Additional acreage set-aside of feed grains is possible 
in 1981; however, higher levels of set-aside would increase total govern-
ment payments over the upper limit and penalize the performance measure. 
Realized net farm income for farm program No. 3 is higher than the base-
line values in each year simulated, and over the four years the simulated 
net farm income is nine percent greater than the baseline. 
Results for Farm Program No. 4 
The optimal levels of acreage set-aside and loan rates for farm pro-
gram No. 4 (program No. 2 with increased export demands in 1978) are pre-
sented in Table XVII. The quantity of exports in 1978 for feed grains, 
wheat and cotton is·predetermined at a relatively high level, to reduce 
the ending year carrovers of these crops (Table XVII). The predetermined 
value of exports equals the baseline export value in 1978, plus the per-
' 
centage increase in exports between 1971 and 1972 (86 percent for feed 
~ 
grains, 58 percent for wheat and 57 percent for cotton). Target prices 
for farm program No. 4 are fixed at the baseline levels. The value of 
the performance measure for the optimal solution of program No. 4 is 
131,946.0 as compared to 127,968.0 for farm program No. 2. 
The high level of exports in 1978 reduce the ending year carryovers 
of feed grains, wheat and cotton, thus reducing the need for acreage set-
aside in 1978 for these crops (Table XVII). Optimal acreage set-aside 
levels for feed grains and cotton are less than 1~0 million acres in 
1978. The resulting ending year carryovers for feed grains and cotton 
are approximately equal to the lower levels of these state variables in 






































OPTIMAL VALUES OF CONTROL VARIABLES AND THE SIMULATED VALUES 
OF SELECTED STATE VARIABLES FOR FARM PROGRAM NO. 4 
Baseline Values Simulated Values 
Unit 1978 1979 1980 1981 1978 1979 1980 
u 
$/bu. 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.1ou 2.19 2.20 
ds. 2.35 2.35 2. 35 2.35 3.00 3.14 3.30 
$/lb. .51 .51 .51 .51 .46 .51 .55 
$/bu. 2.10 2.21 2.34 2.47 2.10 2.21 2.34 
ds. 3.00 3.16 3.34 3.52 3.00 3.16 3.34 
$/lb. .52 .55 .58 .61 .52 .55 .58 
m. ac. o.o 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.6 21.1 22.ou 
ds. 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 24.3 24.4u 24.8u 
ds. 0.0 o.o 0.0 o.o 0.8 3.3 3.1 
m. ac. 107.7 107.7 107.4 107.2 106.8 99.9 97.2 
ds. 70.7 71.1 71.1 71.1 57.9 58.7 59.3 
ds. 11.6 11.4 11.7 11.2 11.0 12.1 11.0 
T./ac. 2.06 2.09 2.12 2.15 2.07 2.21 2.21 
bu. /ac. 31.00 31.50 32.00 32.49 31.52 32.50 33.14 
lb./ac. 480.00 480.00 480.00 480.00 480.00. 551.09 515.42 
m. t. 50.4 52.2 53.7 55.4 93.8 64.0 54.2 
m. bu. 1025.0 1070.0 1110.0 1160.0 1617.3 1069.2 884.9 
m. bales 4.5 4.5 4.4 4.4 7.1 5.4 4.6 
m. t. 206.2 213.3 223.0 228.6 243.1 194.2 214.8 
m. bu. 1925.0 1953.0 1991.0 2049.0 2477.4 1890.9 1689.0 
m. bales 11.6 11.7 11.6 11.8 13.4 12.1 11.4 
m. t. 70.4 82.6 87.5 89.3 32.7 59.8 60.0 
m. bu. 1539.0 1827.0 2112.0 2374.0 619.4 637.8 915.4 


























TABLE XVII (CONTINUED) 
Baseline Values Simulated Values 
Item Unit 1978 1979 1980 1981 1978 1979 1980 1981 
CCC Invent~ 
Outstanding Loans 
Feed grains m. t. 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Wheat m. bu. 776.0 1130,0 1497.0 1848.0 122.2 122.2 129.8 314.7 
Cotton m. bales o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 0.5 0.5 
COIIJilOdit;t Prices 
Corn $/bu. 2,00 2.00 2.00 2.00 3.12 2.28 2.23 2.25 
Wheat ds. 2.35 2.35 2.35 2.35 3.45 3.22 3.30 3.43 
Soybeans ds. 5.60 5.60 5.70 5.80 4.46 6.02 6.50 6.01 
Cotton $/lb. .54 .55 .52 .55 1.07 .55 .54 . 59 
Cattle and Calves ds. .42 .45 .49 .so .42 .54 .49 .52 
Hogs ds. .35 .41 .40 .37 .35 .56 .40 .40 
Total Government Pa~nts B. $ 2.019 3.549 4. 712 5.850 1. 755 3.137 3.600 3.707 
Total CCC Storage and 
Interest Costs B. $ 0.150 0.310 0.452 0.599 o.1so 0.049 0.049 0.054 
Consume-r's Food E!,Eenditures B. 188.3 196.8 205.0 214.0 188.3 206.6 205.4 216.7 
Livestock Producer·s Net 
Income B. 17.312 18.844 19.967 21.289 13.501 27.449 19.564 22.728 
Realized Net Farm Income B. $ 18.118 18.949 18.812 19.550 18.800 32.055 20.272 21. 861 
Performance Measure 131,946.0 
1optimal control variables that equal their lower houndary constraints are denoted by superscript "L" and those that equal their upper boundary 
constrajnts are denoted bv superscript "U". 
2The performance measure for the ,Jptimal solution presented her12 is the lower range performance measure in Table IV. 
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Set-aside.for wheat in 1978 is 24.3 million acres, just slightly 
less than the maximum number of acres (24.7 million) that can be set-
aside in 1978 (Table XVII). High levels of wheat set-aside are used in 
1978, in an effort to reduce the large carryin of wheat from 1977 
(1,270 million bushels) in anticipation of the large carryovers in 1981. 
The acreage set-aside levels of wheat in 1979 and 1980 (24.4 and 24.8 
million acres, respectively) are about equal to the upper boundary con~ 
straint for these control variables (Table XVII). An explantion of the 
high set-aside levels for wheat is that they are set high in 1979 and 
1980 in an effort to hold carryovers for 1981 as close as possible to the 
1,200 million bushel limit in the performance measure. 
Acreage set-aside levels for feed grains in 1979 and 1980 are slightly 
higher for farm program No. 4 than for program No. 2; but acreage diver-
sions are well below the maximums established by the upper boundary con-
straints in Table III. The reason for the increase in acreage set-aside 
,.. 
is that to maintain ending year carryover of feed grains at about 60 
million tons, additional acreage set-aside is needed to remove the effect 
of increases in feed grain harvested acreage and yields, that result from 
increases in feed grain price (corn). 
Optimal set-aside levels for cotton are equal to their upper bound-
ary constraints in 1979 and 1980 (3.3 and 3.1 million acres, respectively) 
in an effort to reduce the carryover in 1980 to 4 million bales, the 
upper limit in the performance measure (Table XVII). The complexities 
of farm program No. 4 demonstrate the dynamic properties of control 
theory, i.e., the optimal values selected for the acreage set-aside con-
trol variables in 1979 and 1980 are selected due not only to their 
immediate but also their longer run impacts on the performance measure. 
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The average market prices received for the model crops are consider-
ably higher under farm program No. 4 than their respective values in the 
baseline and in program No.2 (Table XVII). The higher prices are due 
in part to the increase in export demands for feed grains, wheat and 
cotton and to the high levels of acreage set-asides selected by the con-
trol mechanism. Also, loan rates for wheat and cotton are used to support 
the average market prices in 1980 and 1981. The selection of the loan 
rates for cotton are interesting in that the 1978 and 1979 values are 
the lowest possible values that permit a loan rate of $0.55 per pound in 
1980 (Table XVII). A constraint on the annual increase in loan rates 
. prohibits increases of more than ten percent a year and this is the, rate 
of increase between 1978 and 1979 and between 1979 and 1980. 
Prices of beef cattle and hogs increase six percent and eleven per-
cent, respectively, over the baseline values for 1978-1981 for farm pro-
gram No. 4 (Table XVII). The increases in livestock prices are,due to 
lower livestock supplies in response to increases in feed costs. The 
higher livestock prices are passed on to the consumer in the form of 
higher food costs --(Ta-ble- XVII). Over the four year period, total expendi-
tures for food increases 1.6 percent over the baseline values and for the 
last three years, food expenditures increase about three percent. The 
impacts on food costs due to increases in the feed costs in 1978 primarily 
accrue in 1979 and 1980. 
Realized net farm income for farm program No. 4 increases about 
23 percent over the baseline between 1978 and 1981 (Table XVII). The 
primary increase in net farm income is in 1979 when net farm income 
increases from $18.9 billion to $32.1 billion. This 70 percent increase 
is due primarily to the livestock sectors response to the higher feed 
costs in 1978. 
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Sensitivity of the Optimal Solution to Changes 
In the Performance Measure 
The final solutions for farm program Nos, 1, 2, 3 q.nd 4 are optimal 
for the lower range performance measure in Table IV. A change in the 
upper and lower boundary levels used in the performance weights associ-
ated with the boundary levels may cause changes in the optimal solution 
for the farm programs. A sensitivity analysis could be done for each 
farm program to determine the sensitivity of the optimal solution to 
changes in parameter weights and boundary levels for the critical vari-
ables in the performance measure. To demonstrate the type of information 
that a sensitivity analysis can provide, farm program No. 1 is solved a 
second time using the higher range of Y.!eights for the P•-"rformance measure 
in Table IV. 
The higher range performance measure has higher parameter weights 
(in absolute terms) for the boundary levels of consumer's food expendi-
tt 
tures, total government payments and total CCC storage and interest costs 
(Table IV). For example, the upper boundary parameter weight for total 
government payments is changed from -1.5 to -4.0, implying that for each 
unit of expense over the upper boundary level ($3,700 million) the dis-
utility is $4 to 2.66 times more disutility than when a weigh-.: of '-1.5 
is used. The increased penalty (disutility) associated with government 
payments exceeding the upper boundary level causes the control mechanism 
to s1· values for the control variables that tend to hold government 
payments closer to the acceptable range. The optimal solutions for farm 
program No. 1, using both performance measures in Table IV are presented 
in Table XVIII. 
TABLE XVIII 
OPTIMAL VALUES FOR CONTROL VARIABLES AND THE SIMULATED VALUES OF SELECTED STATE VARIABLES 
FOR FARM PROGRAM NO. 1, USING BOTH THE LOWER RANGE PARAMETER WEIGHTS AND THE HIGHER 
RANGE PARAlfETER WEIGHTS IN THE PERFORMANCE MEASURE 
Sl~ul~te~ Values Using LQ~et Ban~c Simulated Values Usins Higher Range 
Ite• Unit 1978 1979 1980 1981 1978 1979 1980 1981 
CONTROL VARIABLES 
Price SuEEDrt Levels 
1. 75L 1.90 2.03 Corn $/bu. 1.83 1.89 1.91 1.91 1. 78 
Wheat ds. 2.01 2.21 2.43 2.68 2. 39 2.62 2.89 3.17 
Cotton $/lb. .42 .44 .48 .so .51 .54 .58 .61 
Income SuE2ort Levels L L 2.10L 2.21L 2. 34L L Corn S/bu. 2.26 2.27 2.34L 2.471 2.47L 
Wheat ds. 3.17L 3.19L 3.34L 3.52L 3.47 3.47 3.47L 3.52L 
Cotton $/lb. .52 .55 .58 .61 .56 .57 .58 .61 
Set-Aside 
Feed grains m. ac. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Wheat ds. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 
Cotton ds. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
STATE VARIABLES 
Harvested Acreage 
Feed grains m. ac. 107.7 109.3 109.3 108.6 107.5 108·. 7 108.3 107.7 
Wheat ds. 70.7 71.3 71.7 72.7 71.2 72.5 73.6 74.4 
Cotton ds, 11.6 11.7 11.9 11.4 11.6 11.7 12.2 12.1 
Yield 
Feed grains T,/ac, 2.06 2.09 2.12 2.14 2.06 2.09 2.12 2.15 
Wheat bu./sc. 31.00 31.48 32.04 32.74 31.10 31.70 32.50 33.30 
Cotton lb; /ac, 480.00 480.00 478.77 477.34 480.00 480.03 483.72 494.27 
EXJlort Levels 
Feed grains .. t. 50.4 52.5 54.6 56.6 50.4 52.4 54.2 55.2 
Wheat m. bu. 1033.2 1068.2 1090.9 1077.2 972.6 991.7 962.4 914.4 
Cotton m. bales 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 li.2 4.1 
Total Utilization 
Feed grains m. t. 206.2 211.5 223.2 230.5 206.1 211.2 222.6 227.9 
Wheat m. bu. 1935.2 1950.8 1966.7 1945.8 1859.2 1853.6 1805.2 1842.3 
Cotton m. bales 11.6 11.7 11.7 11.9 11.6 11.7 11.3 11.4 
Ending Year Carriovers 
Feed grains m. t. 70.4 87.7 96.1 98.1 70.0 86.5 96.6 97.6 
Wheat m. bu. 1528.8 1824.2 2156.8 2590.9 1625.6 2073.3 2660.0 3396.2 




TABLE XVIII (CONTINUED) 
Sirmll.lteQ Value~ ~~in~ Lowe* BMD~~ Simulated Values [sing Hi&her Range 
Item Unit 19711 1979 1980 19111 1978 1979 1980 
CCC Invento~ and 
Outstanding Loans 
Feed grains m. t. 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Wheat m. bu. 28.9 28.9 162.5 693.5 375.0 554.7 1201.1 
Cotton m. bales 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o 0.0 2.7 
Commoditr Prices 
Corn $/bu. 2.00 1. 98 1.94 1.93 2.00 1.99 1.96 
Wheat ds. 2.31 2.37 2.43 2.66 2.59 2.62 2.86 
Soybeans ds. 4.24 4.68 4.92 4.92 4.24 4.71 4.92 
Cotton $/lb. .54 .54 .51 .Sl .54 .54 .51 
Cattle and Calves ds. .42 .45 .49 .so .42 .45 .49 
Hogs ds. .35 .41 .40 • 37 • 35 .41 .40 
Total Government Parments B. $ 3.650 3.918 4.862 5.732 2.969 3.724 3.824 
Total CCC Storaae and 
Interest Costs B. $ 0.150 0.012 0.012 0.065 0.150 0.150 0.277 
Consuaer's Food E!Eenditures B. $ 188.3 196.8 204.7 213.4 188.3 196.8 204.8 
Livestock Producer's Net 
1!!.£2.!!!!. B. $ 17.667 18.955 20.005 21.068 17.609 18.915 19.983 
Realized Net Farm Income B. $ 19.186 18.547 18.283 18.621 18.862 18.916 18.425 
Performance Measure 111,999.0 
1optimal control variables that equal their lower boundary constraints are denoted by superscript "L" and those that equal their upper boundary 


















As hypothesized above, total government payments for farm program 
No. 1 are less for the optimal solution using the high range of weights 
than for the optimal solution using the low range of weights (Table 
XVIII). The reduction in total food costs due to shifting from the low 
~et of weights to the high set is about $0.3 billion over the four year 
period, given farm program No. 1. Total CCC costs are higher for the 
hi~l range of weights, however the costs do not exceed the $600 million 
upper limit established in the performance measure. 
TI1e optimal levels of the control variables for farm program No. 1 
are slightly different for the two performance measures. Loan rates for 
wheat with the higher weights on the three output measures in the perfor-
mance measure are $2.39, $2.62, $2.89 and $3.17 for 1978 through 1981, 
with $2.01, $2.21, $2.43 and $2.68 for 1978 through 1981, with the lower 
set of weights (Table XVIII). The higher loan rates for wheat are used 
to support the average market price of wheat to higher levels and thus 
result in larger accumulation of stocks by the CCC (2,017.6_ million 
bushels in 1981 versus 693.5 million bushels in 1981). An explanation 
for the control mechanism using the wheat loan rate to support the price 
of wheat, is that the higher penalty on total government expenditures 
makes the use of large deficiency payments to raise net farm income less 
desirable. Since higher market prices reduce the deficiency payment rate 
for a given target price and increase net farm income the control mecha-
nism uses the loan rate to increase the price. The same explanation can 
be used to explain the high support prices of cotton in 1980 and 1981 
that cause the CCC to acquire stocks of cotton (2.7 million bales in 1980 
and 1.3 million bales in 1981), 
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The higher ranges of parameter weights on government payments leads 
the control mechanism to select values for the target prices that are 
closer to the market prices for the respective crops than the target 
prices for the lower range of weights (Table XVIII). As mentioned before, 
the reason for this action is to reduce the deficiency payment rate. 
The target prices of wheat for farm program No. 1 are $3.17, $3.19, $3.34, 
and $3.52 in 1978, 1979, 1980 and 1981, respectively when the low range 
of weights are used for the performance measure and the target prices 
are $3.47, $3.47, $3.47 and $3.52 in 1978, 1979, 1980 and 1981 when the 
high range of weights are tised (Table XVIII). However, the deficiency 
payment rates for wheat are less for the targ~t prices associated with 
the higher range of weights, than for the target prices associated with 
the lower range of weights. 
The two solutions for fcirm program No. 1 in Table XVIII indicate 
that changes in the parameter weights in the performance measure can 
result in changes in the optimal values of the control variables, and 
the state variables. The sensitivity of the optimal values for the 
control variables, to changes in the parameter weights for the perfor-
mance measure is a critical factor in using control theory and requires 
attention. In application, analysts can obtain estimates of the para-
meter weights directly from the decision makers to reduce the uncertainty 
surrounding these parameters. And as Rausser and Freebairn (1974) indi~ 
cate a range of parameter weights may be used in the analysis rather 
than using single valued estimates of the parameter weights. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
Problem Statement 
The commercial farm problem in the U. S. was brought to the atten-
tion of decision makers by dissatisfied farmers in the early 1920's, 
following drastic decreases in farm prices after World War I. The symp-
toms of the commercial farm problem at that time included: chronic over-
production, depressed prices for agricultural outputs and low rates of 
return for the factors of production. The same symptoms of the farm prob-
lem have persisted over most of the last half century. 
Several factors have been identified as contributing to the commer-
cial farm program; these are: 1) rapid technological advancements that 
increase agricultural productivity faster than the growth in demand for 
food, 2) the competitive nature of agriculture that essentially requires 
farmers to adopt new technology to remain in the industry, 3) resource 
immobility or fixity in agriculture, 4) the price inelasticity of short-
run supply of agricultural products and the inelastic demand for food 
with respect to both price and income (Heady, 1962; Tweeten, 1970; 
Brandow, 1977). 
Farm programs have been used to deal with the symptoms of the farm 
problems in the past and as long as the farm problem exists, there will 
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be a need for economists to analyze the alternative farm programs and to 
make recommendations to the decision makers involved in developing farm 
policies. The primary interest groups involved in developing farm pro-
grams have been farmers, consumers and taxpayers. Farmers want high 
incomes with minimal governmental interference, while consumers want a 
stable supply of food at low prices, and taxpayers want low treasury 
costs. Since these interests are conflicting and since the political 
potcers of each group have changed over time, farm programs have been 
developed in a piecemeal fashion (Tweeten, 1970). With the added interest 
in government costs and the growth in political powers of consumer groups, 
farm policy analysts in the future must be prepared to incorporate the 
interests of all three groups into their analyses more precisely than 
they have in the past. 
Objectives 
The general objectives of the thesis were to demonstrate the use of 
optimal control techniques for analyzing farm policy. The specific ob-
jectives were to: 1) demonstrate the benefits from using optimal control 
techniques in conjunction with a simulation model; 2) develop a conceptual 
performance measure for evaluating farm policies, given the goals of the 
three interest groups involved in policy decisions; and 3) indicate the 
type of results one can obtain from using control theory techniques to 
select values for farm policy variables, such as, loan rates, target 
prices, and acreage set-aside levels. 
The objectives of the thesis were accomplished by adapting a control 
theory procedure to a national agricultural policy simulation model. The 
model selected was the National Agricultural Policy Simulator (POLYSIM), 
a computerized model developed by Daryll E. Ray and the author at 
Oklahoma State University (Ray and Richardson, 1978). 
Methodology 
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Control theory is a mathematical technique that can be used to 
determine the levels of control variables that cause a particular system 
to satisfy a given set of boundary constraints and at the same time cause 
a given performance measure to be at a maximum (or minimum) (Jacobs, 1975; 
Kirk, 1970; Sage, 1968). In application the control mechanism selects 
values for the control variables, determines their impacts on the system's 
output variables and evaluates the performance measure based on the values 
of the relevant output variables. This process is usually repeated in an 
iterative fashion until any change in the control variables results in a 
reduction in the value of the performance measure. 
The system being controlled in this study is the agricultural eco-
nomic system in the United States. The control variables in the system 
are the farm policy variables - loan rates, target prices and acreage 
set-aside levels - for feed grains, wheat and cotton. The state variables 
in the system are commodity supplies, prices and utilization, as well as 
aggregate values for production expenses, government expenditures and 
cash receipts. 
The performance measure for control theory is similar to the objec-
tive function for programming models. For farm policy analysis the per-
formance measure is a mathematical statement of the trade-offs, both 
explicit and implicit, between the primary interest groups - farmers, 
consumers and taxpayers. The variables included in the performance mea-
sure are: realized net farm income, net income for livestock producers, 
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total consumer's expenditures for food, Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) 
expenditures for storage and interest charges, and ending year carryovers 
for feed grains, wheat and cotton. 
The functional form of the performance measure developed in the thesis 
is a complete generalization and improvement of the quadratic preference 
function introduced by Theil (1965). The quadratic preference function 
assumes constant weights for positive and negative deviations from the 
targeted value for each output variable. The new functional form allows 
the analysts to target output variables in the system within acceptable 
ranges and provides a weighting procedure that differentiates between 
positive and negative deviations from the acceptable range. Parameter 
weights and upper and lower boundary levels (acceptable ranges) for the 
output variables in the performance measure are synthesized from various 
sources to demonstrate the use of control theory for analyzing farm 
policy (T~ble IV). 
Results 
Four different farm programs are analyzed using the Control Theory 
Option in POLYSIM, to demonstrate the uses of the technique for selecting 
values of particular farm policy variables. The farm programs analyzed 
are the following: No. 1, a price and income support program; No. 2, 
a price and income support program with voluntary acreage set-aside; 
No. 3, a price support and acreage set-aside program with a grain reserve 
provision; and, No. 4, a price and income support program with voluntary 
acreage set-aside and increased export demands for feed grains, wheat and 
cotton during the first year simulated. Each farm program is analyzed 
for the four year period of 1978-1981. 
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Target prices and loan rates for corn, wheat and cotton in 1978, 
1979, 1980 and 1981 are the control variables for farm program No. 1. 
The control variables for farm programs No. 2, No. 3, and No, 4 are loan 
rates and acreage set-aside levels for feed grains (corn), wheat and 
cotton in 1978, 1979, 1980 and 1981. Farm program No. 3 has in addition 
to these control variables, a requirement that the CCC must hold 20 
million tons of feed grains and 500 million tons of wheat as a grain 
reserve. 
The results from analyzing the four farm programs, identified above, 
with an optimal control technique indicate that the technqiue can be used 
for farm policy analysis. The optimal values of the control variables 
appear to be realistic with respect to the prevailing economic conditions 
for the farm program being evaluated and the performance measure used in 
the analysis. The optimal loan rates for corn in farm program No. 1 are: 
$2.26, $2.27, $2.34 and $2.47 per bushel for 1978, 1979, 1980 and 1981, 
respectively (Table XIV). The optimal target prices in 1980 and 1981 for 
corn, wheat and cotton in farm program No. 1 are set at their respective 
lower boundaries in an attempt to reduce the deficiency payments for 
these crops since total government payments ,exceeded the upper boundary 
level of $3,700 million for the last three years simulated. 
The opt:i,.mal values for the acreage set-iaside levels of feed grains, 
wheat and cotton in farm program No. 2 are set with respect to several 
constraints. The acreage set-aside levels for wh~at are set equal to 
the upper boundary constraints in the first three years simulated in an 
effort to reduce ending year carryovers, and to raise the average market 
price of wheat, The result is to increase the value of production for 
wheat and to reduce government deficiency payments for wheat farmers. 
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A similar explanation can be used to explain the optimal levels of acre-
age set-aside for cotton. However, the optimal acreage set-aside levels 
for feed grain in program No. 2 are set at about two thirds of their 
upper boundary constraints (Table XV). Higher levels of set-aside for 
corn would have caused corn prices to increase, thus leading to reductions 
.in livestock production and increases in consumer food costs. 
Farm program No. 3 includes a hypothetical grain reserve provision 
that requires the CCC to hold 20 million tons of feed grains and 500 
million bushels of wheat. The control mechanism is used to determine the 
optimal values for loan rates and acreage set-asides of feed grains, 
wheat and cotton that maximize the performance measure and encourage the 
CCC to hold exactly the desired reserves. The acreage set-aside levels 
for wheat and cotton are set to their maximum levels (24. and 3.2 million 
acres, respectively) in all four years in an attempt to increase market 
prices and reduce the ending year carryovers for these crops. The set-· 
aside values for feed grains (12, 21, 28 and 32 million acres in 1978, 
1979, 1980 and 1981, respectively) are set just high enough to hold 
ending year stocks within the acceptable range specified in the perfor-
mance measure (Table XVI). The optimal loan rates for corn ($1.80, $1.94, 
$2.10 and $2.18 over the 1978-1981 period) and for wheat ($2.23, $2.26, 
$2.44 and $2.46 in 1978-1981) are set at· levels that do not invoke the 
release or acquisition rules for the CCC, thus causing the CCC to hold 
exactly the desired level of reserves. 
The provisions in farm program No. 4 are the same .as those in program 
No. 2; however, the excess supply situation in the latter is reduced by 
predetermining exports for feed grains, wheat, and cotton at relatively 
high levels during the first year simulated. The carryovers for the 
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three crops are reduced in 1978 due to the high export levels thus re-
ducing the need for acreage set-aside. The acreage set-aside levels for 
feed grains and cotton are less than 1.0 million acres in 1978, for farm 
program No. 4 while they are set at 10 million acres and 3.2 million 
acres, respectively, in 1978 for program No. 2 (Table XVII). The acreage 
set-aside levels for feed grains in 1979, 1980 and 1981 are set higher 
for program No. 4 than No. 2 in an effort to maintain carryovers within 
the acceptable ranges in the performance measure by removing the effects 
of the supply response for feed grains to the higher corn prices in 1978. 
Farm program No. 4 is quite interesting in that the complexities of 
the program demonstrate how the longer run implications of the control 
variables are considered in selecting values for the farm policy variables. 
The acreage set-aside levels of wheat in 1978, 1979 and 1980 are about 
equal to the upper boundary constraints even though ending year carry-
overs for these years are about equal to the lower level of the accept-
able range for wheat carryover. The reason for this is that the maximum 
level of wheat set-aside in 1981 is not large enough to hold carryovers 
in 1981 to the acceptable range of 1200 million bushels. So by restrict-
ing harvested acreage in 1979 and 1980 the level of beginning year stocks 
in 1981 is reduced, thus reducing the penalty in 1981 for carryovers 
greater than 1200 million bushels (Table XVII). 
Farm program No. 1 is solved a second time to demonstrate the sen-
sitivity of the optimal solution to changes in the parameter weights used 
in the performance measure. The parameter weights for consumer's food 
expenditures, total government payments and CCC storage and interest 
costs are increased in absolute terms. The results of the analysis 
indicate that the optimal values of the control variables are quite 
sensitive to the value of the parameter weights in the performance 
measure. 
Limitations of Using Control Theory 
for Farm Policy Analysis 
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The primary limitation to using optimal control techniques for farm 
policy analysis is the need for a performance measure that incorporates 
the goals of farmers, consumers and taxpayers. Hopefully the functional 
form for the performance measure, developed in this study, provides a 
framework around which policy analysts can develop more meaningful per-
formance measures in the future. The problem of selecting values for 
the parameters in the performance measure may be eased in the future as 
control theory is used more widely for farm policy analysis. 
Another limitation to using optimal control techniques for policy 
analysis is that the analyst must have a mathematical model of the parti-
cular farm sector to be controlled. This limitation-may be an asset 
since the analyst must become very familiar with the system to be con-
trolled to build a mathematical model of the system. So the analysts may 
be able to more accurately identify the variables to be controlled and 
the critical output variables to be included in the performance measure. 
Limitations to the present application of control theory are the 
following: the weights used in the performance measure are not the true 
values but feasible values that demonstrate the technique, the parameter 
weights in the performance measure are not discounted for time, the 
POLYSIM response parameters (elasticities) may not be the true values, 
and the July 1977 CED, USDA baseline may not be correct with respect to 
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the projectiohs of supply and utilizations for the commodities in the 
model. In view of these limitations, the values of the control variables 
reported in the study should not be considered to be the optimal values 
for the policy variables but examples of the type of information one can 
obtain 1y applying control theory techniques to farm policy analysis. 
Conclusions 
In conclusion, this study demonstrates that an optimal control 
technique can be used for analyzing farm policy. The values of the farm 
policy variables selected by the control mechanism appear to be reasonable 
with respect to the prevailing economic conditions, economic theory, and 
the performance measure used in the analysis. Results reported in the 
study indicate that the control mechanism selects values for the control 
variables in a simultaneous fashion, with respect to the short-run and 
longer-run effects on the state variables. The ability of the control 
mechanism to account for the total impact on the performance criteria 
over the planning period can not be duplicated with the use of simula-
tion alone. 
Future Uses for the Control Theory 
Option in POLYSIM 
In the future, work needs to be done to improve the parameter weights 
used in the performance measure. This is an important area since the 
results of solving farm program No. 1 using two different sets of para-
meter weights for the performance measure indicate that the optimal values 
of loan rates and target prices are sensitive to the values of the para-
meter weights in the performance measure. The values for the parameter 
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weights may best be developed from working directly with farm policy 
decision makers. The policy makers could specify a set of parameter 
weights, and after evaluating the results of the analysis modify the 
parameter weights and repeat the analysis. The process could be repeated 
several times until the policy maker fully understood the meaning of the 
parameter weights and felt certain of the values for the parameter weights. 
Another area for future applications of the Control Theory Option 
in the model is to use the model as a one (or two) year planning model. 
The model would determine the optimal values for the farm policy vari-
ables in the following year, based on the prevailing economic environment 
in the current year and the farm policy variables available for the 
Secretary of Agriculture to adjust. Also, the control theory model could 
be stated in a stochastic mode by selecting random values for crop yields 
and export demands and then determining the optimal values for the farm 
policy variables. Probability distributions could then be constructed 
for tl~ optimal values of the control variables selected by the control 
mechanism and for the state variables in the model. 
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APPENDIX A 
LISTING AND DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES ADDED 
TO POLYSIM FOR THE CONTROL THEORY OPTION 
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The Control Theory Option in POLYSIM uses the Complex Procedure 
introduced by Box (1965), to find the set of controls (farm policy vari-
ables) that maximize a given performance measure. A Fortran computer 
program of Box's Complex Procedure (COMPLEX) is available in Kuester and 
Mlzc (1973). To incorporate the procedure into POLYSIM, minor changes 
were made in COMPLEX to simplify data input, output and storage. The 
individual computer subroutines in COMPLEX are described in this Appendix. 
(The computer subroutines for POLYSIM are described in Appendix B of Ray 
and Richardson (1978).) To append the control theory program to POLYSIM, 
an additional "call" statement is necessary in the POLYSIM MAIN. As 
described in Appendix B of this study the COMPLEX algorithm is called 
only when the user specifies the Control Theory Option as part of the 
usual coding for a POLYSIM run. A listing of the POLYSIM MAIN is pre-
sented at the end of this Appendix. 
The computer program for using COMPLEX includes the following sub-
routines: COMPLX, CONSX, CHECK, CENTR, CONSTT, C0718, C0719, C0720, 
C0721, C0722, C0723, C0724, OBJT, and RANG. POLYSIM is linked to the 
Complex algorithm through subroutine COMPLX. The data files are passed 
from POLYSIM to COMPLX by way of the commoned dimension statements in 
POLYSIM. Subroutine COMPLX has two functions; they are to read the 
Control Theory Data Cards and to print an output table of the optimal 
values for the control variables. 
The Complex Procedure begins each problem by setting up the initial 
values for the m control variables. A control problem with m controls 
has m+l or k control paths to identify the performance measure. Each of 
the k control paths has values for each of the m control variables and 
is considered to be a coordinate for one point on the surface of the 
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performance measure. The control paths are stored in a k by m matrix 
(X), with th~ rows containing the k different control paths and the 
columns containing the values for the m different control variables. 
The initial control paths can be user supplied or they can be random 
values, uniformly distributed between the respective lower and upper 
boundary constraints. The source of the initial control paths is deter-
mined by the user, depending upon the data input option specified on the 
I-0 Card (see Appendix B). 
Once the X matrix is initialized with starting values for the control 
variables, each control path is checked to be sure it is admissible (sub-
routine CHECK). The value of each control variable is compared to its 
respective lower and upper boundary constraints, provided by the user 
in subroutine CONSTT and C0718 - C0724, to be sure the control is admis-
sible. If a value is inadmissible, the value is moved inside the vio-
lated boundary constraint by a small amount DELTA, say 0.001. 
After determining that the control paths are admissible, the per-
formance measure is evaluated for each of the k control paths. The OBJT 
subroutine contains the performance measure and the call statements for 
the POLYSIM subroutines so it is called each time a control path is 
evaluated. To evaluate the initial control paths subroutine OBJT is 
called k times, each time a different control path is used as input in 
the POLYSIM model. Simulated values of the output variables are used in 
the performance measure (Table IV) to obtain a unique real number for 
evaluating the particular ~ontrol path. The values of the performance 
measure are stored in the F array which is a kxl array. 
After evaluating the kth initial control path, COMPLEX begins the 
iterative procedure that leads to the optimal control path for the given 
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performance measure. The first step in each iteration is to identify 
the control path (row of X) associated with the minimum value of the 
performance measure, say row i. The control mechanism then replaces 
the rejected row, i, with a control path that is associated with a higher 
point on the surface of the performance measure. 
New values for control path i are calculated by the following 
formula: 
x .. (new) = x. + a(x. 
1] JC JC 
X .. (old)); 
1] 
j = 1, 2, ... , m 
where X .. (new) is the new value of control variable j in coordinate or 
1] 
control path i, a is the reflection factor (Box (1965) recommends 1.3), 
-
and X. is the centroid for control variable j. 
JC 
The centroid, X. , is 
JC 
the average difference between the rejected control variable X .. (old) 
. 1] 
and the other k-1 values for control variable j. The centroid for each 
6f the m control variables is calculated in subroutine CENTR. The 
reflection factor, a, is greater than one to insure that the control 
mechanism searches both sides of the centroid in its approach to the 
optimal control values. 
The new values for the control variables (X .. (new)) are then checked 
1] 
against the lower and upper boundary constraints to insure that the con-
trol path is admissible. The value of the performance measure for the 
ith control path is obtained by using control path i as input in POLYSIM 
and simulating values for the endogenous variables in the model. If the 
ith control path is no longer associated with the minimum point on the 
performance measure the first iteration is complete. However, if the ith 
control path repeats as the lowest point, new control values are selected 
checked and evaluated until the ith path is no longer associated with 
the minimum point on the performance measure. 
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At the end of each iteration the convergence criteria is checked to 
see if the performance measure is at a maximum (subroutine CONSX). A 
maximum is declared if for y iterations the highest and lowest values of 
the performance measure remain within B units of each other, (Values 
for y and B are provided by the user on the Control Theory Data Cards, 
see Appendix B.) 
By rejecting the control path associated with the minimum value for 
the performance measure and replacing it with a control path that has a 
higher performance measure, the procedure will ultimately find the maxi-
mum value of the performance measure. The control path associated with 
the maximum point on the performance measure is considered to be optimal 
for the- given performance measure. To insure that the final solution is 
at the global maximum for the performance measure the problem should be 
run several times. Each time a different set of initial control paths 
should be used so the procedure searches a different set of values for 
the control variables. If the procedure returns the same answer several 
times, the analyst can feel fairly certain of having found the global 
~>ximum. The four farm programs evaluated for this study were each run 
three times to determine whether or not a global maximum had been located. 
For each run the model used a different set of initial control paths and 
each time the same answer was returned, The number of iterations required 
to locate an optimum varied from 600 to 1000, depending upon the com-
plexity of the problem. 
The boundary constraints for the control variables are critical to 
the use of the Complex Procedure. The user must provide values for the 
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boundary constraints in the user provided constraint subroutines: C0718, 
C0719, C0720, C0721, C0722, C0723, and C0724. Based on the farm program 
being simulated, subroutine CONSTT calls the appropriate constraint sub-
routine. The names of the farm programs available in the Control Thoery 
Option and their respective constraint subroutines are presented irt 
Table XIX. For example, when a price support program is being simulated 
subroutine C0719 is called, or when a price and income support program 
is being simulated subroutine C0721 is called (Table XIX). The constraint 
subroutines listed in this Appendix use the boundary constraints pre-
sented in Tables I, II, and III. The lower boundary constraints are in 
array G and the upper boundary constraints are in array H. For each farm 
program the order of the control variables in arrays G and H is the same 
as tile order in array X, where the values of the control variables are 
stored. The names of the control variables, used for each of the seven 
constraint subroutines (farm programs) are presented in Table XIX. The 
order of the control variables in Table XIX is the order used in array G, 
H, and X for each of the constraint subroutines. 
The order of the control variables for each farm program (Table XIX) 
is stored on a direct access disk to reduce the data cards needed for the 
Control Theory Option in POLYSIM. A Fortran program, BOXFILE, is used to 
store information for the order of the control variables on disk. A 
listing of BOXFILE is included at the and of this Appendix. Coding 
instructions for BOXFILE are included as comment cards at the beginning 




































THE ORDER OF THE CONTROL VARIABLES ~SED IN 
SEVEN FARM PROGRAMS IN POLYSIM 
Farm Program and Variable Name 
Voluntary Acreage Set-Aside Program 
(Subroutine C0718) 
Feed grain acreage set-aside m. ac. year 
Feed grain acreage set-aside m. ac. year 
Feed grain acreage set-aside m. ac. year 
Feed grain acreage set-aside m. ac. year 
Wheat acreage set-aside m. ac. year 1 
Wheat acreage set-aside m. ac. year 2 
Wheat acreage set-aside m. ac. year 3 
Wheat acreage set-aside m. ac. year 4 
Cotton acreage set-aside m. ac. year 1 
Cotton acreage set-aside m. ac. year 2 
Cotton acreage set-aside m. ac. year 3 
Cotton acreage set-aside m. ac. year 4 
Price Support Farm Program 
(Subroutine C0719) 
Wheat loan rate $/bu. year 1 
Wheat loan rate $/bu. year 2 
Wheat loan rate $/bu. year 3 
Wheat loan rate $/bu. year 4 
Corn loan rate $/bu. year 1 
Corn loan rate $/bu. year 2 
Corn loan rate $/bu. year 3 
Corn loan rate $/bu. year 4 
Cotton loan rate $/lb. year 1 
Cotton loan rate $/lb. year 2 
Cotton loan rate $/lb. year 3 
Cotton loan rate $/lb. year 4 
Income Support Program 
(Subroutine C0720) 
Wheat target price $/bu. year 1 
Wheat target price $/bu. year 2 
Wheat target price $/bu. year 3 
Wheat target price $/bu. year 4 
Corn target price $/bu. year 1 
Corn target price $/bu. year 2 
Corn target price $/bu. year 3 





































TABLE XIX (CONTINUED) 
Order Variable Code 
Number Farm Program and Variable Name in POLYSIM 
9 Cotton target price $/lb. year 1 53 
10 Cotton target price $/lb. year 2 53 
11 Cotton target price $/lb. year 3 53 
12 Cotton target price $/lb. year 4 53 
Price Support and Income Support Program 
(Subroutine C0721) 
1 Wheat loan rate $/bu. year 1 55 
2 Wheat loan rate $/bu. year 2 55 
3 Wheat loan rate $/bu. year 3 55 
4 Wheat loan rate $/bu. year 4 55 
5 Corn loan rate $/bu. year 1 54 
6 Corn loan rate $/bu. year 2 54 
7 Corn loan rate $/bu. year 3 54 
8 Corn loan rate $/bu. year 4 54 
9 Cotton loan rate $/lb. year 1 56 
10 Cotton loan rate $/lb. year 2 56 
11 Cotton loan rate $/lb. year 3 56 
12 Cotton loan rate $/lb. year 4 56 
13 Wheat target price $/bu. year 1 52 
14 Wheat target price $/bu. year 2 52 
15 Wheat target price $/bu. year 3 52 
16 Wheat target price $/bu. year 4 52 
17 Corn target price $/bu. year 1 51 
18 Corn target price $/bu. year 2 51 
19 Corn target price $/bu. year 3 51 
20 Corn target price $/bu. year 4 51 
21 Cotton target price $/lb. year 1 53 
22 Cotton target price $/lb. year 2 53 
23 Cotton target price $/lb. year 3 53 
24 Cotton target price $/lb. year 4 53 
Voluntary Acreage Set-Aside With Price Supports 
For Participating Farmers 
(Subroutine C0722) 
1 Wheat loan rate $/bu. year 1 55 
2 Wheat loan rate $/bu. year 2 55 
3 Wheat loan rate $/bu. year 3 55 
4 Wheat loan rate $/bu. year 4 55 
5 Corn loan rate $/bu. year 1 54 
6 Corn loan rate $/bu. year 2 54 
7 Corn loan rate $/bu. year 3 54 
8 Corn loan rate $/bu. year 4 54 
9 Cotton loan rate $/lb. year 1 56 
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TABLE XIX (CONTINUED) 
Order Variable Code 
Number Farm Program and Variable Name in POLYSIM 
10 Cotton loan rate $/lb. year 2 56 
11 Cotton loan rate $/lb. year 3 56 
12 Cotton loan rate $/lb. year 4 56 
13 Feed grain acreage set-aside m. ac. year 1 1 
14 Feed grain acreage set-aside m. ac. year 2 1 
15 Feed grain acreage set-aside m. ac. year 3 1 
16 Feed grain acreage set-aside m. ac. year 4 1 
17 Wheat acreage set-aside m. ac. year 1 3 
18 Wheat acreage set-aside m. ac. year 2 3 
19 Wheat acreage set-aside m. ac. year 3 3 
20 Wheat acreage set-aside m. ac. year 4 3 
21 Cotton acreage set-aside m. ac. year 1 6 
22 Cotton acreage set-aside m. ac. year 2 6 
23 Cotton acreage set-aside m. ac. year 3 6 
24 Cotton acreage set-aside m. ac. year 4 6 
Voluntary Acreage Set-Aside With Price and 
Income Supports-The Agricultural Act of 1977 
(Subroutine C0723) 
1 Wheat loan rate $/bu. year 1 55 
2 Wheat loan rate $/bu. year 2 55 
3 Wheat loan rate $/bu. year 3 55 
4 Wheat loan rate $/bu. year 4 55 
5 Corn loan rate $/bu. year 1 54 
6 Corn loan rate $/bu. year 2 54 
7 Corn loan rate $/bu. year 3 54 
8 Corn loan rate $/bu. year 4 54 
9 Cotton loan rate $/lb. year 1 56 
10 Cotton loan rate $/lb. year 2 56 
11 Cotton loan rate $/lb. year 3 56 
12 Cotton loan rate $/lb. year 4 56 
13 Feed grain acreage set-aside m. ac. year 1 1 
14 Feed grain acreage set-aside m. ac. year 2 1 
15 Feed grain acreage set-aside m. ac. year 3 1 
16 Feed grain acreage set-aside m. ac. year 4 1 
17 Wheat acreage set-aside m. ac. year 1 3 
18 Wheat acreage set-aside m. ac. year 2 3 
19 Wheat acreage set-aside m. ac. year 3 3 
20 Wheat acreage set-aside m. ac. year 4 3 
21 Cotton acreage set-aside m. ac. year 1 6 
22 Cotton acreage set-aside m. ac. year 2 6 
23 Cotton acreage set-aside m. ac. year 3 6 
24 Cotton acreage set-aside m. ac. year 4 6 
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TABLE XIX (CONTINUED) 
Order Variable Code 
Number Farm Program and Variable Name in POLYSIM 
Voluntary Acreage Set-Aside 
With Income Supports 
(Subroutine C0724) 
1 Feed grain acreage set-aside m. ac. year 1 1 
2 Feed grain acreage set-aside m. ac. year 2 1 
3 Feed grain acreage set-aside m. ac. year 3 1 
4 Feed grain acreage set-aside m. ac. year 4 1 
5 Wheat acreage set-asl.de m. ac. year 1 3 
6 Wheat acreage set-aside m. ac. year 2 3 
7 Wheat acreage set-aside m. ac. year 3 3 
8 Wheat acreage set-aside m. ac. year 4 3 
9 Cotton acreage set-aside m. ac. year 1 6 
10 Cotton acreage set-aside m. ac. year 2 6 
11 Cotton acreage set-aside m. ac. year 3 6 
12 Cotton acreage set-aside m. ac. year 4 6 
13 Wheat target price $/bu. year 1 52 
14 Wheat target price $/bu. year 2 52 
15 Wheat target price $/bu. year 3 52 
16 Wheat target price $/bu. year 4 52 
17 Corn target price $/bu. year 1 51 
18 Corn target price $/bu. year 2 51 
19 Corn target price $/bu. year 3 51 
20 Corn target price $/bu. year 4 51 
21 Cotton target price $/lb. year 1 53 
22 Cotton target price $/lb. year 2 53 
23 Cotton target price $/lb. year 3 53 
24 Cotton target price $/lb. year 4 53 
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If ID I VAC.Nf. C. AND .LCAN. cO.J. AND. TOR GET. 'it .01 KN8=7 24 
PEAC( l.J' Kt"d J {NeFILE(Ll ,L=l ,90) 
oRITE!6.3l K~B 
PEAD THE I-C CARD 
F1EA0(5,l.J IK(, ANAR, 
IF ( lKO.NE.1J GO TO 29 
READ THE PARI~ETER CARD. 
IPR.J.".iT, NOEoUG, IBA5E 
REAC)(5,l1 JK(, ALPHA, bETA, DELTA, GAMMA, lf,'"\AX 
IFUKO.NE.dl GO TG 29 









00 0162 00 
00016300 
E'D~~EFILEI11-2 
N IS NO. Of EXPLICIT 1ND. VARIABLES. 
'~END 
~ IS NC. OF SETS OF CONSTRAINTS IMPL. & EXPL. I~ G&H. 
M=NBFILEI21-2 
8EG2=END•1 
IC IS ,0. [Jf I~PLICIT CGNSTRAINTS 1C=M-N. 
IC=M-N 
K IS NO. OF POINTS GN THE COMPLEX. 
K=END• 1 
PRINT THE PARAMETER SUMMARY 
~RITE INC,OlOI 
WRITE ( 6, ll.t t., IC ,M,K,l TI'I'AX ,GAMMA, ALPhA,tSETA, DELTA 
ZERO OUT THE X MATRIX 
00 41 II=1,K 
DO 31 J=BEG, ~ 
XIII,Jl = O.C 
CC~T lNUE 
PUT THE BASELINE DATA IN THE FIRST POINTS ARRAY STGkAGE, 
IF! IBASE.NE.CI G[J TO 40 
DO 35 J=8EG.; 
IO=~BFILElJ•21 






. 0001 bSOO 
JODI 6900 
M-N 












0 0 01 82 00 
00018300 
0001 b400 
READ THE USER SUPPLIED VALJES FOR X FOR POINTS 1 THROUGH K, 













1F!IeASE.NE.1l GO TC 450 
~R!TEI6.BI 
DO 425 L=1,K 
READI'5,4) (X(L,JI,J=BEG,ENUI 
~RITE(6,3) L, IX(l,J),J=BEG,.ENDI 





02 2:J J=d[~ ·"'~ 
t=J+2 
REA~!1J' ;,cXC~I.<BfiLEIL II I A9, IA'IAM(Llloll= 1, 51 
250 .,RJTU6,6) J ,(A'1.\I'I(LU ,Ll=l,51, X(l ,JJ ,G(J),H(JI 
IF! IEASE.E~.!I GO TC 218 
~C-l.CCII=l,K 
r.o lCO JJ:::E.f:G,E'-~0 
RA"1 = RA"<Gl~ARI 
t.(II.JJJ = R~r-..1 
1 co cu··n I-'-<~UE 
•R ITE ('10,0121 
•Rl1Eit>o181A>AR 
DO 2CO J=l,K 
wRITE (NO,Ol.?l (J, L, RlJ,lJr L= BEG,ENOJ 
2CO CCNT INUE 
210 CONTINUE 
CALL CCNSX 
IF l Jo-I TMAX l 2J,-20o30 
20 .;RifF (N0,014) FIIEV2l 
"RITE INO,Ol5} 
GO TO S~~ 
30 wRITE INO,Olll ITMAX 
DC 85J l•1,K 
00 SCC J=BEG .r-1 
l=J+2 
READI!D' NEXCGi~BFILElLll I A9.!ANAMtllloll~1,5l 
WRITE (NQ,016) J,(ANAM(LU,ll~l,5), XCltJl ,1 
900 CONTINUE 
8~0 CCt.TI~UE 
C STuRE THE PUINTS CN DISK FOk COLD START .•0003' 1:. CC Zo-32 I-0 
DO 075 J=l,M 
f"i5 ... RITE( lb' Jl (X( l ,J) ,l=l,Kt 
gs9 CONT H< UF 
CO 300 J=BEG,M 
L~J•z 
REACI1C' NEXC\>lNBFILEILll I A9,(ANAM!Llloll•1,5l 
WRITE IN0,01tl J,(ANAM[LlloL1=Lo5l, Xt1EV2,Jl 
3CO CGNTI"lUE 
C PUT THE VALUES OF THE OPTIMAL SGLUTION !NT~ THE EXOG AR<AY 
I=2 
DO 11C lCOL=BEG.M 
lOJ=NBfiLEIICOL•1l 
IC=NBF IL E 1.1 CCL•Z I 
1Ft1C.NE.IOJI 1=2 
I= 1•1 














oo 02 c~oo 
•JJ 02 0~ OJ 
00021000 
JOOZllOO 
OJ02 12 OJ 









0 D 02 22 00 
J0022JO·O 
J00224Q0 






0002 31 OQ 
"D023200 
0002 3J OJ 
0002340U 
0002 3?00 
00 0236 00 
0002 370J 








SUORDUTINE CCNSX 00024600 
c• • • *., * ••• '* *** **** •• *>:r*** ::r.•* • ***** ******** **** ** ** •• •• •• ** • *""= ** ** **>:<"* *#OO oz 47 oo 
COMMCN /CMAIN3/ SIMNAM(2Q), NEX0Gll8J), NflLE(3JJ), 0"1(7,7), ):J024t>OO 
1'EI2CGI . OOC2,400 
INTEGEK FTI9Cl, fiTLEUOo20lo LABELl84d3l, SKIP(bl 00D25DOO 
CUMCN /CMAINS/ FT, TITLE, LABEL. SKIP, JU<P OJOZ510C 
HHEGER DIVA(, -TARGET, FRF_,.r1KT, SUPFG, SUPWI-11, SUPCQT, ~JPSOY, A73 :J002520U 
CC~."1CN /(MAINo/ Cli/AC, TARGET, F_REI-'.KT, SUPrU, SUP~HT, SUPCLiT, JJLlt::~30J 
lSUPS(Y, A73, IKtYl, IKEY2 J,J0?540·) 
l:l~MUN /CI<A II'<C/ LF~, I,OS1M, NPRB, NOBSo NP,C, NtH, NH2, l<H3, ~<tl4 JOJ25501 
C:fJI-1"'1Gt\i /(MAINO/ LOAN, FGEXP, FPKIC, _.jtJLCPl.r. IE\1, LlU~( L4,JJ JJQj_~bOJ 
CC,..f"l(f\1 /CMAif\H/ NCPCL, t-.E:POL, NI<O, ICK(JP,.L\STYK ,A.C.HE(l4,lL) 00025700 
CJn-4u;·j /01Alf\l/ V(ELD(lb,4),IAJLOT, AOJTC., (l, IT, IX, IST J0025t00 
CC~~CN /C~UVS/ ADJI6'>), CONSTI!lOl, AYI16l, Ct14o30JJ,bl14o30Dl,OJ02590J 
lF.XOGII4,100l, 0U)EXCil4.180l, E(200), EXG, !FLAG, JJ, Jl-l, [(,, IE, ')00.?6000 
21S, LlJ, J, I, IHOLDl, I11r1LD2. AHOLOl, AHGLJl, Ad0LlJ3, ArlOLUtt OJ02.6l00 



































1Ar".::.U3~J, Pt:;lCicO), J),:,T.'Il3,10Ji ,C)ATAU4tlJ01 ,J~T E:K-, ~TER,A.,.,H..:X(IJ·JQLt.:3·JJ 
28.::!1 ,JEt..Jl, JE't.J2.lSTl,IST2.,1EX2 )J026't0J 
1\T!:CER: CAI"!"l 1)002t.5Crll 
(i"I'-"'Cr<~ /e•-t.:.I'd/ [Tio!.A)-. .IJ, F(6J,b8) , t-.;C, ~u::., ... L4, oi:fA, C.~'<~MA. J002660.J 
INT::Gfk a~(, E·,J, ~'=U2 JOJ2t70J 
[(!"'to>C"\ /:3."'1AI->12/ Iat:>Et UELf.~ .• Kf"JDE, 1Pr(I"4T ,IC ,dEG,E:~J,dEG2 30C2t.3GO 
.:,s,.._..._.,l:r-.~ /BI"\~1~3/ X(60,99l .~,..,,K,l~'./l,l'::V2, Kl,f(O(J),U.(9')),rl(CJ'7)J.J02b':i0J 
1,X((6Joi,N)f::iuG ,,c~o,N:i.Z,r ... ljJ,r~Ol JJJ27JJIJ 
Cr~"'(N /.:~~".li"~4/ l\c~FlLE<99l JJG21l00 
fJq~t.Tl' '•' Got:-.::; TC.: 170 FCR Tl.-1~ :,G, •,I4,3fl'J.51 JJ02720J 
FC::<~AT( 1 '•' STCRCJ K PGINTS oJ;-,~ D!SK FUP ITERATIJo~ "tU. 1 ,14} :JJC27300 
F·JilMAH' '•' D.:\TA FORK ?DINTS R~AO FPL""r U~II 16' I 30027400 
FJ"-'-IAT t//,2J:,3JHCCCK01t.ATES OF I~ITIAL CJ'-',t1 LEXI J'J0275JO 
FOI'MAT (/,5{1X,2HXlri2,1H,,I2r4rl) =, ElJ.uJ) O.J027b0U 
F('""AT I/,2X,Z2HVALcES CF THE FcNCTION I 00027700 
F':i-<'-~~T { /,~:1X:,21-1FI.I2,.4Hl =, El3.6lJ OJ027:30J 
FCJ::~.H (l/,2)1.lfr-dT~RATICN I'IU"1BER ,15) 00027900 
FD••aT I/,2Xo3JHCCORO!'ITES OF CORRECTED PCINTI 00028JOO 
F·,if~~T f/,2X,27HCOJKDL~ATES CF THt CENTl-<OIDI JJ0281JO 
FJR"1AT (/,51 lX,2HX( ,I2,bH,CJ = , E:l3 .. 6l) 0002.ti200 
F;R•HI' '.L>, 'SLBRJUTINE CGNSX'I JOOZb300 
IFP-.CEdU~.NE.Jl .,-RITEI;),l234) QJ02-84-00 
10 ITE.H!CN I~OcX 00028500 
lEVI IND~I DF POINT •ITH Ml~IMUM FUNCT!8N VALUE. 00028b00 
li:Y2 Ir...Ut:'- GF FGli-.T iotlTri MAXl.'-1U~ FUNLTIU:~ y_ALUE. OVJ28700 
l POINT I~OEX. 00028800 
KODE CONH8L KEV USED TO DETE~~INE lr I"PLICIT CONSTRAINTS 00028900 
IRE FRJV I EED. 00029000 
Kl 
[~ 
DO LCCP LIMIT 00029100 
Kf:GE = 0 
IF 1~-NI 20.20.10 
KCDE = 1 
CC"INUE 
CALCULATE CO~PLEX PCINTS AT RANCUM FRCN 
NOS. o THE BCUNDARY CO~STRIINTS. 
IF(leASE.E~.l .J.R. IBASE.E0.31 Gn TO 61 
l ROW I = 2 
1Ft !eASE.E0.21 I ROW! = 1 
DO 65 ll=IROI<l,K 
DO 5C .!=BEG, END 
l = ll 
CALL CCNSTT 
Xlll,JI = Gl JJ t Rl I 1 ,JI*lHl JJ-;;IJII 
CONTINUE 
CHECK THE VALUES EF EXPLICIT VARIABLES 
DC 3 5C J.=BEG ,ENi) 
iFIXII,JI- (,(JJI 3LJ.J20.3JJ 
XII,Jl = GIJI t DELTA 
GO TO 350 
IFI HIJI-X(I,JII 34~,34u,J5J 
XI l,JI = HIJI- DELTA 
CONTINUE 
CALL CCNSTT 
Kl = II 
CALL ChECK 
IF I 11-21 51, 51, 55 
IF CIPRINTl 52, 65, 52 
WRITE INU,Ol !I 
lQ = 1 
U~lFURMLY DISTRIBUTED 
"RITE INU,JISI I IE, 
IF llPRl~TI ~6, 65, 
wRITE INC,Ol9J I I!, 
CONT l NUE 
J, XIJQ,J), J= BEG,E:NDJ 
56 
J, XI ll,JI, J= ~EG,FNOI 
GO TO b9 
E~TfR tiERf IF T~E USER H"S Pi<UVIOEO X VALUES F3R I THROUGH K 















































CALL LJ~~l TLl CALCULA[~ QTHE~ X V~LU~S ~ET REAJY T~ CALL 
61 CC~T INLJ.t. 
!FliEASE.E-J,ll GU TO 63 
RE.'.l) THE K. PCJ.'o~TS FRLM i){S,!(, u~.rr lt:. 
C~· 6 2 L = 1, ~ 
t.?. CE~J(l6' ll (X(fKK,Ll.IKr-.=l.K) 
"~ITEit.,lll 














oR IT E I NO, J 1 81 




"!'(RITE- (NU,Jl9) I I r J, X( I ,JJ, J= ~EG,ENOJ 
CONTINLE 
K l = K 
DO 70 1=1.~ 
OLL CBJ T 
cc~.n J."~UE= 
KCUNT = l 
lA = D 
IF I IPKINT) 12, -SC, 72 
W~ITE INO,J211 
oKITE !NC,0221 [J, FIJI, J:l,KI 
TH PROGR~M WORKS BETWEEN HERE AND '240 RETL.kN' 
UNTIL ~N (PTIMUM IS REACHED. 
lEVI = 1 
Fl~O THE INuEX FOR THE Mil'< I MUM CF Fl !I ,I=l.K 
OU 100 ICM=2,K 
IF lf!IEVLI-FIICMII IOJ.!00,40 
lEVI = !EM 
CONTINUE 
FINO PC!NT WITH HIGHElT FUNCTION VALUE 
IEV2 = 1 
DO 120 ICM=2,K 
IF (FilEV2l-FIICMil 110,110.!20 
IEV2 = ICM 
CC~T!NUE 
CHEC~ CCNVERGENCE CRITeRIA 
IF IF I I EVZI- IF I I EV li+BETA I I 140,[30, 130 
KOUNT = 1 
GO TO 150 
KCUNT = KOUNT t 1 
IF IKOLNT-GA•~AI 15C,24C,240 
REPL~CE PU!Nl wiT~ lOoEST FUNCTION VALUE 
CCNTINUE 
CALL CENTR 
DO 160 JJ=BEG,ENO 
XI IEV1,JJI = I !.O+ALPHAI~I XCIJJII_-ALPHA* (X(l[Vl,JJ II 
I = lEVI 
[ILL GrECK 
CALL U8JT 
lfV3 = !EV2 
ICCL~T=O 
1 7C (.l,H p, uE 
FINC Tt--[ lr.Ji.JEX -FOH: THE Fll 01lTrl THE MINIMU 1~ VALUE. 
ICO~'T=!t !CCUNT 















OJ 03 43 OJ 
00 03 44 0') 
) J J3 4'> 0.1 
00034t:.JJ 
JJ03470:J 




























00 0376 Oll 
:no3 n oo 






oo o3 u40J 
JJ038500 







ou 03 <,,j Q,') 
0':.1039400 
CO 19J ICM=2 ,K JJ03950J 
IF IF( IEVZI-fl IL~-'H l9J.l9J,l&O J003C,6:JO 
160 I~V2 = ICM OJ0397JO 
19J CC'-T II>I~E OJ03'i80J 
IF llEV2-IEVll 22Jo2J0,220 0}039900 
2CJ CO 210 JJ=SEG,E'.U JJ04000D 
l=K/4 OJ04010J 
(f(K.GT.2 .~-~.~U. ICCL~..:T.~E.LJ X((JJI=-X«IEV3,JJ) OV0402-J:1 
XI lCVhJJ)=l X( I:::vl,JJ) + XC(JJI l/2.0 JJ0403QJ 
210 CC~TI,UE J0040400 
I = lEVI OJ040500 
CALL LrECK JJO<,OOOO 
CAlL uBJT 00040700 
lF(lPRINTJ 4EJ,485,480 0·:>040800 
480 WRITE!6,1) ICOUNT,Fl!EV!I,F!IEV21 ,f(!EV31 00040900 
oRlTE !N0,0221 I I, f(IJ, l=BEG,KI 00041000 
485 CO~T INUE 00041100 
IF!ICCUNT.EQ. Kl GO TO 220 00041200 
GO ·TO 170 00041300 
22C CCNT INUE J004l400 
IF I !PRINT I 230, 228, 230 }0041500 
230 loR ITE IN0,0231 I(; 00041600 
WR I TE I NO , 02 41 J 0 04 17 00 
WRITE IN0,019l !lEV!, JC, XllEV1,JCI, JC= SEG,E~DI 00041800 
WRITE I'W,02ll 00041900 
wRITE IN0,02<1 !I, F! II, I=~EG,~I 00042000 
WRITE IN0,0251 00042100 
~RITE IN8,02fl lJC, XCIJCI, JC•2EG,ENCI 00042200 
226 IC = I~ • 1 ~0042300 
C STCRE THE X ,_,fe!X ON OISK AT THE ENO OF eVeRY TENTH I HRATION 00042400 
C FOR A COLO START, '0003' IN CC 28-32 OF 1-G CARD, OD042500 
IF!~OC!IQ,!OI.NE.CI GO TO z;q 00042600 
00 238 L=loM 00042700 
23d WRITEI16' Ll IXIIKK,LJ,!KK=1,KI 00042800 
,. WiUTH6.!61 I~ 00042900 
•RITF IN0,0221 llo Fill, 1=8EG,KI 00043000 
239 IF 110-ITMAXI 80,80,240 00043100 
240 RETlJ!<N 00043200 
END 00043300 
r••••••••••••••••••••$***************************************#**********00043400 
SUERCUTINE CI-ECK 00043500 
c••~~~****~**************************••••*******************************000436oo 
COMMON /CMAIN3/ SIMNA.~l20I, NEXOGl1801, NFILEI3001, DM(7,7J, 00043700 
lEEIZOOI 00043800 
INTEGER FT(9CJ, TITLE!20o201, LA8ELI84,331, SKIPIHI 00043900 
CO~MCN /CMAIN5/ FT, TITLE, LABEL, SKIP, JUMP 00044000 
INTEGER OIVA(, TARGET, FREMKT, SUPFG, SUPWHT, SUPCOT, SUPSOV, A73 00044100 
COMMON /CMA IN6/ Dl VAC, TARGET, FKEHKT, SUPFG, SUPwHT, SUPCOT, 00044200 
1SUPSOY, ATJ, !KEY!, IKE¥2 00044300 
COMMCN /CMAINC/ LF,_., NOSI:'-1, NPPB, NOBS, f'\4PRC, NHl, NH.2, NH3, NH4 00044400 
COMMON /CMAIND/ LOAN, FGEX"' FPRIC, >IPLCP!, lEN, OUM!l4,31 JJ044'>00 
CC~MQN /CMAI~H/ NCPOL, MPOL, NRO, !DROP, LASTYll ,ACRE!l4,121 00044600 
COMMON /CMAI~I/ YIELOl16,41oiAJLOT, ADJTG, IZ, IT, IX, 1ST 00044700 
CUMMCN, /CGliVS/ ADJ!651, CONSTlllOI, AV!16J, Cl 14,300I,~!L4,3001,00U44BOO 
lEXOGt14,li:JOJ, 0LDEXOtl4,lt:IJJ, EC200), EXG, IFLAG, JJ, IP, IG, IE, 00044900 
215. LC, J, It IHOLOl, IHCL02, AhOLDl, AHOLD2, AHOLD3, AHOLD4 00045000 
CO~MCN /CSTCC/ YIELOX(4,41, EXPORT(4,41, AMI~ISOI, MmDElbO), 00045100 
!AMAX(dOI, PlPCidOio !OATA!3,1001,CDATA(l4,100I,INTER, NHq,AMATRXI00045200 
28,81 ,IFN~l, TEN02,lSTi,IST.<.IEX2 OJ045300 
INTECE~ Gl\'MM~ J004540J 
CC,../IICN /RMAlNl/ ITMAX. ,10, R(60,oOJ , NG, ALPHA, dE::TA, GAMMA OJ045~00 
INTEGER REC,E~O, l\EG< J004560J 
CC~MC~ /H~AIN2/ lbA5E, DELTA, KDDE, !PRINT .JC ,BEG,ENO.,REGZ J0045700 
CCH~M(N /dMA l~J/ X(6\l,'191 ,N,r~.K,IEVltl!:.V2, K!,F(6~)),G(99J,H(9910004~800 
l.XCI601,NOEOLG tKN~rNB2tNB3,NBl J0045~00 
CU~C~ /RMAIN'd ~efllE-lg91 OOG46000 
c 
FCPMt.T( I 1 ,.(I4,3Fl5.4i 
i234 F.:::R"''AT( 1 •,2x, 'SLBROUTH.E CHECK'I 
lF(~CEBUG.~~.J) ~~IT~(b,l234J 
tCCI,..~T-=0: 











ICCU,\T=l+ IC CdNT 
UlL CCN$TT 
C~ECK AG~INSf EXPLiCiT CUNSTWAI~TS 
:)C 50 J=df-:1, EI\;SJ 
lF (Xtl.Jl-ldJ}) LC,20,J0 
X[[,JI = clJI +DELTA 
GO TC 50 
IF (H(JJ-Xl t ,J)) 40,40,50 
XI I,JJ = H(J I - llELTA 
CC~TINLE 
IF (KODEI l!C,11C,6C 
CHECK AGAIN>! TliE l~Pl!CIT CONSTRAINTS 
f\N = t: f\0 + 1 
Oil lCC J=I\,IN,,.. 
CALL CCNSTT 
IFfNCEb:.JG.N.:: .Ol WRITEtO,ll J,l,Xti,JJ,GtJl, H(J. 
If IXII,JI-GIJII BC,/0.70 
IF ( ... IJ)-X(l,Jl) SQ,lOO,lOJ 
IE<! = I 
K T ~ 1 
CALL CENTR 
On 9C JJ=BEG ,EN[) 
X( I,JJ) = (X(!,JJI • XC!JJII/2.0 
CC~T l"-UE 
CCNTINUE 
IF !KT I 110, 110, 10 
RETUPN 
END 
3) C.4 C.l ()';) 
J·JO<t t.t' -~::: 
~J~6;.:::. 
JOJ4&4CJ 


























:jJ ~':12 J) 
)104~3-J.J 
c•••~•••~•••~••******~******••••••*******•**************************•~~~JJ~q4~1 
SUeRCUTINE CENTR 000495GJ 
c••~•~t•••~****************************~*********************~**********0~04960:l 
(Q,~MON /CMAIN3/ SIMNA~!201, NEXOGI180I, NFILE(3001, 0'<17,7}, JJ0<~7Jl 
lEE 12001 J')04S,>OJ 
INTEGER FT!9CI, TITLEI20,20I, L~BELI84,JJ ), SKIPIB I 0004~',QJ 
CC~MCN /CMAIN5/ FT, TITLE, LABEL, SKIP, JU~o' JJ050cJJ 
INT~GER OIVAC, TARGET, FREMKT, SUPFG, SUP~HT, SUPCUT, SUPSOY, ~73 J:l0501DO 
COMMON /CMA!Nb/ DIVAC, TARGET, FREMKT, SUPFG, SUPWHT, SUPCCT, :10050200 
1SUPSOY, A73, IKEY1, IKEY2 ODJ:1G3QJ 
COMMON /CMAlNC/ lF~. ~OSIM, NPRB, NOBS, NPRC, NHl, ~HZ, NH3, N~l4 J0050400 
COMMON /C~AIND/ LUAN, FGEXP, FPRIC, WPLCPl, lEN, JUMC1.4,3) ):)0505.)3 
CCMMCN /CMAI~H/ NCPCL, NEPOL. N~O, !DROP, LASIYR ,ACREI!4.1Ll JJJ>G&J~ 
COMMON /(MAl"l/ YIEL0(16,4).IAJLOT, ADJTG, ll, IT, IX, IST J'JV507;)') 
COMMLN /CG0\15/ ADJ(05l, CDNST[ll\.H, AY(l6), Cll4,300),~ll<t,3JO),JJ050:JJ 
1EXCG(l4,1<30}, OLOEXDI14,180l, E(2()1)), EXG, IFLAG, JJ, {P, IG, 1::, .JJJ')c..,.;;.:: 
215, LQ, J, I, IHCLOl, lHOLDl, Ai-OLOl, AHGLtJZ, AHOLDl, At1•)UJ4 OJOSlJ~'"' 
COPMCN /CSTCC/ YIELOX(4,4}, EXPORT(4,4), AMINIBJ}, A~LOt:,dJ), JJJ':dl:::• 
lA~~Xl801, PEPCI60I, IDATA13,100J,COATA! 14,lclOI,INTER, NTE>\,AMAT~~!GJO;lcOJ 
28,8} .. IENOl, IEND2,lSTl,ISTZ,IE·X2 J~h)513JO 
INTEGER REG, END, dEG2 JJOI:Il4JJ 
CC~MCN /BMAIN2/ IBbSE, L.lELT4, KOOE, lPf<lr-...tr, JL .~EG,END,dEG2 OJC:,l5VV 
COMMO;.J /AMAir>J3/ XI60,99J ,N,M,K,IEVl,IEV2, Kl,FioOJ,GI99) 1 H(99JJJ05l&OC 
l,XC(60l.~DEbUG ,KNB,N82,NB3,NB1 Jl~~l70J 
C1~MCN /a~AI~4/ ~8Fllf(g9) OJG51600 
1~34 FORMAT{' •,zlt, 1 St.;tiRUUTINE: CENTR. 1 } JJChlJJJ 
lf(NCEtlUG,:·<E.OI oR! TE!6.1<341 OJC'>2J~J 
DO 2C J=dEG,ENJ J10S21JJ 
XCIJ I = 0.0 JJu?220J 
DD 10 IL=i, Kl JJv)230J 
10 XCIJI = XUJI + XIIL.JI OJ0>24J,-
PK = K l JJJ5ZJ.J: 
20 XCIJI • (XC(JI-XliEvl,JII/IRK-1.)1 J ·JG'i 26 J·J 
RETuRN 30052"700 
E~D 00052d00 
C**>!: #f ** *>e< ~~ <1: "'.!Co~.,.,,., •~~...:: * ** :c:t•o ;:#¢*~' =:::* :;:~:;:.:;.t='(::;:.e:. ::=:e: ** ** ** ** **'******"''"' **** ..-~ JJ :)') 29JD 
SL~~CL1lt.IE CtJT QOOS3DOJ 
(Oot~***•~·e·6~•:t-e:c•••**•~····~:C=:¢$*0t*=~~-*~**C*~$$··~······~···=•*•*****JJQ5310J 
co,..·~c~ t::.:.tAI:-.'3/ SIH~ ... A~t2ol, !\::xuGtLBJJ, .'\iFILEt.lOJJ, J~oA.I7,7J, 3JJsJzoo 
lE~{2CCI i);)G53300 
~~~TEGl:k FT(l,-(1, TITLEl2C,2lH. LA:3ELC84,.331, SKit-)!dl ):l053400 
(CP.I"'C~t /C~.:..Ir ... :>/ FT, TITLE, LAdEL, S!C.IP, J:.J...,P OJ053500 
INTEG::P DIVAC. T.t.R.;ET, F~EMI<T, SU~">FG, SJPWHT, SUPCCl, SJPSJY, A73 JJ0~3600 
CC""M(" /C,..Alt.Jt>/ CliJA(., TA~U.ET, F~P-IKT, SUPFG, SUP\IlHT, SUPCGT, OJ0~37JJ 
LSlJFSCY, AT3, IKEYl, h.::Y2 000538()0 
CUMMG:~ /~MA lf>..C/ LF~, ,,.JSr'-1, r-.iP·H:I, ~JOBS, f\PRC, ~Hl, NH2, ~HJ, "'H4 .)3053900 
CC~MQN /("1Al~U/ LOA~, FG:xr>, FPKIC, WPLCPl, IE.\1, JUM(l4,3J 3JJ54)0£) 
CC"'~Cr-.. /C"1AI~H/ t>ICPCL, htPOL, N~O, lOROP, LASTVR ,ACRE(l4tl2) 00054100 
CD~-1MC:-.1 /C'4Aif\I/ YIELDtlt:,4J,IAJLQT, AOJTG, ll, IT, IX, IST 00054200 
CO~HCN /CGJIIS/ A0Jib51, C'JNST!llOI, AY!l61, Cll4,3JJI,Gil4,3DOI,00054300 
1EX0G(l4,lBOI, ULDEXC(l4,13QJ, El200J, EXG, (f-LAG, JJ, fP, IG, IE, 3:)054400 
2IS, LO, J, I, l!1GL.H, [HQLD2, AHOLDL, A.HOL02, AHOLD3, AHOL04 3'J054SOO 
CC~"C~ /CSTCC/ YIELJX(4,41, EXPORT(4,41, A~!NI6JI, AMCOEI80), JJC54000 
l.A"1AX(80)., -PERC{00), IDATA{3,lOOI,COAl'A(l4,.lOOI,INTER, NTER..,A~ATRX(OQ054700 
28,81 ,JENO!, lE·~D2.1ST!.lST2,1EX2 00054800 
CCfo'M(N /CRLU/1--d FGEAPl, SYEXPl, ... HEXPl, C.TEX.Pl 0005'4900 
INTEGER BEG,E-~0. BEG2 :)J055:)00 
COMMCN /rlMAI/'12/ [3.!1SE, 'l.JELTA, i'-.JDE, IPKINT ,IC ,t)EG,~ND,BEG2. JJJ55l0:::1 
CO,..MCf'ot /BMAIN3/ X(bu,99) .~,M,K,IEVl,IEV2, Kl,f(6;)),G(99~,H(99.00055200 
!,XCI fO),NDEBLG ,K~B,I<B2,N83,NBl 00055300 
CO!<MCI'< /oMAIN4/ NBFILEI99l O<JOS5400 
1 FORMAT!' •,!C( ?Fl2.2,3X, 5Fl2.2,/ll 00055500 
2 FCR"1AT( 1 •,• TH!: VALUE OF THE PEFORMANCE MEASURE 1 ,JZ,F20.1J OJ055&00 
1234 FQR"''.AT{' •,zx, 1 SU3ROUT1NE OSJT'J 00055700 
IFI~OEBUG.Nc .01 WRITEI6,1234l 00055600 
!B= 1 JOOS 5900 
C ~C;E THE POL ICY VARIABLES' VALUES INTO EXOG • 00056000 
1=2 00056100 
DO 110 !GlL=EEG,H 00056200 
!CJ= ~BF 1 LEI I COL•ll 0005 63 00 
IO=NBF !LEI ICCU21 00056400 
!Fi !C.NE .[UJ l !=2 00056500 
l=IH 00056600 
110 EXDG!!.IOJ = Xlld.!COll 00056700 
DO 95 !=3,NOES 00056800 
FXCG(!,6ll EXOG(!,541 * IOLDEX0([,6ll OLDEX0[!,541 00056900 
EXOGII,621 EXJGI[,541 * (0LDEXQ(I,621 OLDEXOtl,541 00057000 
EXOG!I,591 = EXOG!I,5ll # WLDEXOII,591 I JLDEXD!l ,511 00057100 
FXOG!!,60l = EX%1I,5ll • !11LOEX0[!,601 I OLOEXO!I,5ll 00057200 
S5 CONTINUE 30057300 
Sl~ULAT!CN LCOP I~ POLYS[M. OOOS7400 
DC lCCO I= J ,NORS ()0057500 
J= I-I 00057600 
CALL SETUP 00057700 
CAlL L vSK 0005 7800 
CALL TGTP77 00057900 
CAll ADJLOT 00058000 
CALL CROPU 00058100 
CALL FDGR 00058200 
CALL WrEAT 00058300 
CALL SCYB 00058400 
CALL COTTOrl 00058500 
CALL FEU2 O~O'>BSOO 
CALL RECPTS 00056700 
CALL uOVP 3J058800 
CALL TOTALS Jv058~00 
CALL CCNS 0005<;000 
11CC CCNT I~uE 0005noo 







Y' S 1\ 211 - 2ld 
l3. s lhi 225 - 23S 
..,FP.> p, 226 - 2 .. 0 __ , s 
u' 251 2e: 5 
I'S. l . 2 52 - 266 
Jl 1 s " 271 - 27d j·._. I 5 1 N 2H - 2e d 























0~ 110 J=l.a ooo6otoo 
JL:::27C+J J.J()6020J 
J0;2JO+J JJ0b03JJ 
J"=~ 'i.J+J IJJ06 04 C:> 
Cl I , J >I = J. C 00 Of 05 00 
C( [,JLI = Q.C JJOSiY>OJ 
115 CC l.JUl = 3.C u-J060700 
C MOllE ThE OUTFUT V~R!AdLES INTO FILES 211 - Llo )0060800 
CS 120 [:3,NCBS JJOt.OgJ.; 
((1,2l--U=C(J.,93) OJOtdLI00 
CI!,2I21= Ctl,sal- Cti,S6l J10t.t1oo 
Ct 1.213J:: (( [,100) JJ061C0:) 
CC 1.,214)=- C{ I,C96) OJOol3'J,) 
Cl {,.£15)= C( 1,2021 OJ06l4CJ•,: 
Cl I,2lol: C! 1.0'>11 JJJ(.[500 
C ( J , 21 7J = C ( I , 04 2 J 0 a 0& 16 \lC.i 
Cl I.il81= Cl 1,0441 JC%170~ 
12~ CC~T !~uE J l06ld00 
C CIJ<~PLTE THE JL'S A~O JU'S J006l900 
OJ 140 !=3,NCBS 3J0~2000 
J2=223 OU0c21 DO 
J3:?4'1 0JOC2200 
K2=224 JJ06230 1J 
K3-==250 JJ0~2'1-00 








PENALTY FOR THE LOWER 80U~OARY HE!NG VIOLATED, TH~ JL'S OJ0633JO 
IFIC! I,Jll .LT. CII,J2ll Cl I,JL I:C( [,J3l*IA~S !CI I,Jli-CII,J211 00063400 
C PENALTY FOR THE UPP~R BCU!<DARY BE!NS VIGLAfEC, THe JU'S 0006350•) 
!FICII,Jll .GT. C!!,K211 CII,JUl:C( 1 ,K31*1A>JS ICI! .Jli-C([,K211 J00&3tOJ 
IFI~C£EUGI 130,130,129 OJObJlOO 
12q WRITE(6,U C([,JlJ.Cti,J2J,C(f,JU,L(f,J3J,CII,Jll,Ctl,l<ZJ,CO,JU.aJ063dJ0 
[,(([,K3l JJOSJ;Q) 
13C CCNT!NLE 00064000 
140 CONTINUE JJ0>4l00 
C PNCV!SICN FnR A STOCK R~SERVE P•OGRA~ Of 2J M.T. JF F~' ~00 ~ •• U.)JJ0420l 
C OF io~EAT 30064300 
IFIK~B.NE. 7"-21 GG TO lH 000b44JU 
DO 142 1•3,NCBS UJ0b45JJ 
C(!,29ll =-!COOO.O* IA6S!C!!,l5JI ~ C!I,2091- 20.01 l 00064600 
Cl 1,2921 =-!COOG.O* IABSIC!l ,l~ll • C( 1,2101 - 500.01 l 3JOc47Jv 
142 CC•TINUE 0JG6480U 
141 CCNT !NlJE JO 06 4900 
PENALTY FOk CORN PM!CE GETTING GUT OF LINE o[TH oHE•T. OJQG~OOO 
DO 143 1=3,NC8S OJ0t.5!00 
IF!C! I,l02l.Gf,{ C,SC90'J*Cl I ,26111 C!l ,2Y31 = -lJOOOiJO.J 03065200 
l!ABSICII.l02l -!0.~0909 * C! !,261 Ill OJ06?JJ~ 
143 CC~TI~LE 00065400 
C SUN THE PE~ALTY VALUES, J00b5500 
su~ • o.o JOJc?cO•J 
DO 145 !=3,NCBS 000o5700 
su.~ = C!I,27ll +C(!,2721 •CII.273l +C("l,274l +C(I,2751 + 01065800 
1((1,276) +C( 1,277) +CCJ,Z7tH +C(I,281) f-C(I,L:tsn f-((1,2ts3J -t-
2C( 1.284) •.:t 1,285) •Cfi ,286) +C(l,2:J7J f-({ lt2b8J + !:,IJM 
3 + ((1,29l). ((1,.2~2) + ((1,2931 
145 C:f\TII"wl.E 
'I I d I • SUM 
"Q:ITEt6.2) 1'\, F(IBJ 
IFllPRl~~TJ o5tb5,6J 
tC. CC/IiT IN.L.t: 
en 150 J•l.R 
JL•270+J 
JU• 2 EG+J 
150 hRITEl6.l) ( (( I,JL), l=3,NObSJ,(C(L.JUt ,L=J,,'II..JBS) 
lE"G OUT THE C MAT<IX FCR THE ~EXT TIME 
ts OJ ac J=l,zzc 
CO 75 1=3,NOES 
15 C( I,J)=O.O 
8C CC~T INUE 
IF I~CPOL.Eu.Ol GO TO 81 
DO N J•l,NOFGL 
KOO= !DATAl I, Jl 
!START•ICATAI2.J) 
!E~D•IDATA{] ,Jl 
Du 76 I•!STAH.IEND 
L = ( I - I S T AR Tl + 1 
76 C' I,r<.DDJ=CJAlA(L,J) 
79 CCNT INUE 
81 co•TINUE 
C RESTAdLISH E)JG TO THE BASELINE VALUES AND USER SUPPLIED VALUES. 
D090J•l,UC 
oo es t•3,•mes · 
E5 EXOGI !,J I=GLGEXOI loJI 
<;O CCNT!NUE 







0006 62 00 
00066300 
000661+00 






























c ** :t * * >¢********* ** ** ** ******* *** ** *** ***** **** ** ** ** ** ** ** ******** **** **00 06 9500 
SUeRCUT I NE CCNSTT 0006 9600 
(*****~*********************~*******************************************0006~700 
C SUd CDNSTT C~LLS THE RELEVA~T SUBROUTINE FOK THE B~NOARY CONSTRA-00069800 
C INTS C~ THE CGNTROL VAR IAALES, ~ASED ON THE FAR~ PROG. SIMULATED. 00069900 
CC"MC~ /CGO,S/ ADJI65l, CO~STI!IOI, A¥1161, Cll4,300l.~ll4,3001,00070000 
lFXOGI14,ldOJ t OLOEXO(l4,180), EtZOOJ, EXG, If-LAG, JJ, JP, IG, IE. 00070100 
21$, LO, J, 1, IHOLDl, IHOLDZ, AHOLDl, AH0l~2, AHOLDJ, AHOLD4 00070200 
COMMCN /oMAIN3/ Xl60,99) .~,M,K,!EVl.IEV2, KI,FI601,GI99l,HI99l00070300 
l,X((6Q),ND!:BLG ,KNB,NB2,NB3,NB1 00070400 
l FOMHI' ',!4.!JI l0FL0.4,/,5Xll 00070500 
1234 FORMAT(' ',2.X, 'SUB~OUTIN£ CONSTT') 00070600 
!FINCEHUG.NE.OI WR!TEI6,12341 00070700 
IFIK~B ,EQ, 1181 CALL C0718 00010800 
IFIK~B .EQ. 1191 CALL C07l9 00070900 
!FIK~B .Eu. 7201 CALL C0720 00071000 
IF(K~A .EQ, 7211 CALL (0721 00071100 
IFIKNB .E~. 7221 CALL C0722 00071200 
IF IK~B .EQ. 7231 CALL C0723 00071300 
IFIK~A .EQ, 72.41 CALL C0724 00071400 




'SUeRCUTINE CC7ld J0071900 
c * * :< ~ *. * :<: * ** **** *# **** "' *llr**** ***** *** * ******** **** ** •• ** **¢******* *#****00 07 20 00 
C BOUNCARY CJNSTR.I!NTS FJR CIINTRIIL VARIABLES IN THE J0072100 
C ICREIGE StT-IS!UE PROGRAM ONLY 0~072200 
C l< 14 l l l l 3 3 6 00072300 
Cf,_.i'~CN /CI~l;\oS/ AlJJ(U5), CUNST,llOl, AY(l6), C( ~tt,JQ()),rlll4.3"J:H,000724UO 
c 
lEXOG(l4,UDl, OLJEXC.(l.,,l50l, t(2JO), EAi,;, lfLA~, JJ, 1~, IG, IE, JOU72:..oJ::J 
2"[S, LO, J, [, IHCLDl, lr.CLD2. Arl:JLOl, AHCLDZ, ~:-IOLC3. AHCL04 0:>072601) 
CCMMC-'\1 /B~AIN3/ Xl6J,gq) ,r.;,~.K,IEVl,IE:V2, Kl,FCCOJ,G('J9),H(99)-JJJ727J'J 
l.XC(6C).~~-0E'HU ,KN~,I\o2,NtH,t\.dl OJ072&0Q 
1.234 j:QRHATt• ',2):, 1 SLB~JUTI\E C.J7l:J'J JJCJ72'::lJO 
IF(~CEfuG.~.t~JJ ~RITf(o,ll3~) J00730QJ 
L~wER f~U~JA~Y CC:JST~~~~T~. T~ciLE 3, FG~ SET-ASI~E 
DO 10 L = 1.!2 
1.1 GILl = J.J 
LJP PCt< 
DO 1 L=l,4 
LW=L+4 
LC"=L+B 
HILl = 0.35 
HILWI= 0.35 




t:JU~4DAKY (.LJ~STk4.[NT5, T<\iJLE 3, FOR 5ET-AS[D!: 
Bl I, 11 
91 I .Z I 














C * * lC • • * * ** •~ •••$~* •* •• *•"' • **~ *** c:::: ** * ***** **** **** ** *~~< *111 *** • t::!!< **** $**t: ** OQ 074<tOC 
SUeRCUTlNE CC7lq 00074500 
C***t*****************************b*~**V************f****~***$******~***00074600 
C HOUNOARY CJNSTRA!NT.> FJk CO'lTROL VAKIABLES IN THE JJ0747JO 
C P~!CE SUPPOKT PROGR~M "~LY OOC/4800 
C 14 14 55 55 55 55 54 54 54 54 56 56 56 56 JD074900 
CCNMCN ICGO>SI ADJI651, CONSTillO), 4Yil61, Cl l4,30Jl,Bll4,:JOD),OJ075000 
1EXOGU4,18JJ, OLDEX0(14rl80J, E(200), EXG, lFLAG, JJ 1 IPr IG, IE, OJ075100 
2IS. lOt J, I, IHOLOl, lHOLDZ, AHOLDl, AHCLD2, AHOLC'3, AHOLD4 :J007~200 
COMMCN /BMAIN3/ Xl60,99l ,N,~.K.IEV1.1EV2, KI,FI60I,G(99l,H(99)JJ07530·J 
l.XCC6C) tNDEBlG .KNti,NB.2,NB3,N~l 000754QQ 
1234 FORMATI' ',2X, •SUBROUTINE C0719'J JJ075500 
!FINCEBUG.'<E.OI •RITEI6.!2341 OJ0/5600 
C ~HEAT LOWER BOUNDARY LJ'<STRAINTS, TABLE 1, FOR LOAN RATES 00075700 
Gl 11 • 2.0 OJ07580C 
G( 2 l • 2.0 00075900 
Gl 31• 2,0 00076000 
Gl 41 = 2,0 J0076100 
CCR~ LOWEH EOUNCARY CONSTRAINTS, TABLE l, FUP. LOAN RATES 00076200 
Gl 51 = 1,75 00076300 
Gl 61= 1.75 0007b40J 
Gl 71• 1,75 00076500 
Gl 81= 1,75 00076600 
COTTCNLOWER BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS, TABLE 1, FOk LOAN KATES OJ07670J 
Gl 91= 0.37 00076800 
Gl lCl= 0.37 00076900 
Gl111= 0.37 00077000 
Gll2l= 0.37 00017100 
C WHEAT UPPER eOUCWARY CJ~STRA!NTS, TABLE I, FOR LOA~ UTES 00077200 
HI II= 3.00 0007730J 
HI 21• 3.16 00077400 
HI 31= 3.34 00077500 
~~ 4l= 3.52 00077LOJ 
COPN UPPER EOUNOARY CU~STRAINTS, TAHLE l, FOR LOAN RATES 00077700 
HI 51= 2.10 JOOI7o00 
HI 61• 2.21 00077900 
HI 71• 2.34 OJ07b000 
HI 81= 2.47 000/8100 
CCTTCNUPPER EOU~CARY CU~STRA!NTS, TABLE l, FOR LOAN RATtS OJ0/8200 
HI ~I· 0.520 OQ07!i300 
HI 10 I = C.5'•E 
Hill)• 0,579 
Hl121• 0.610 
CO l L•l,4 
LC =l+4 
IF I X I I, L C I. G I. I J. SC<;O<;• XI I; Ll I I X I I , LCI 
l CCM!NUE 









OD G7S2 00 
c•••••~•****~•·•·~·~~*•••••••••••~•~•••••••••~•*******~•••••*********~••JJ079300 
SUERCUTl~E CU2J vJ079<o00 
c••~••t~***~***r-**•••~•••••~*;*$*~~•••******~*****¢***~****~*~**#*•~•***OJ07~5oo 
C PGu~DAi<Y CtJt;5HAl~T> F}'< CJ>;Tf<uL vA'<!Aik~5 I~ HE OJ079b~O 
C !~CUE Sui'P;JFT IT•i'GET ?KICEI P~OGRA~. OJC797DD 
c 14 14 ~2 52 ~2 52 51 51 51 51 53 53 53 :;3 0007'>800 
((f"'"'[PI. /CU2'v~/ AJJlOSl, CC~STfllOJ, AYllO), C(l4-,300) .. 8(1_.,30Q),Q\)J79~JO 
lFX.OGtl-..,ldJl, JLDEXOlltt-,ldJ), E(200J, EX.G, lfl~G, JJ, !P, IG, [E" :)OOBOOOO 
215, l:J, J. J, lHOlDl, IH0t02, AHOLOl, AHOLU2, ~tiOLC3, AHC!L04 00080100 
CC>~CN /BMAII.i3/ XlbJ,991 ,N,~,K,IEV1olEV2, Kl,F l6JI,GI99I,,f991JJOo0200 
l,X((60! .. NDEDLG .~hd,NBZ,N03,NBl 00080300 
1234 FO~•.HI' ',z,, 'SLBRO\JTINE C072C'I 00060400 
lFIN[E61JG.~E .Ol .. ~!TEf6,12341 Jil080500 
C oHEAT LOwE~ i:OU,,JARY CO~>TRAINTS, TAtlLE 2, fOR TARGET PP ICES 00080600 
Gl II 3.00 OODB07DO 
Gl 21 = J.lo 00080800 
Gf 31 = 3.34 OOO!ID'>OO 
Gf 4 I = 3. 52 000~ IOOD 
COR~ LOwER EOU';()ARY CJNSTR~It;fS, TABLE 2, FOR TARGET PRICES 00081100 
Gl 51 2.10 00081200 
Gf 61 o 2.21 :J:J081300 
Gl 71 o 2.34 J008l400 
Gl Sl = 2.41 J0081500 
C COTTCNLOWER EOU'<[AR¥ CJ~STKA[>HS, TABLE 2, 1-0k TAkGET PI<ICES J008HOO 
Gl 91 0.52 00081700 
GIICI = .548 J00818DO 
GC Ill = 0.57S 0008l9DO 
Gf 121 = .610 00082000 
C wHEAT UPPER eOUNOARY CUI\STiiAINTS, TABLE 2', FOR TARGET PRICES J~D!IZLDO 
H( II 4.00 J008 2200 
HI 21 = 4.21 00082300 
H( Jl = 4.45 00062400 
Hf 41 = 4.69 JOOS2500 
CORN UPPER eouNDARY (.Of\STRAINTS, TA6LE z, FOR TARGET PRICES 00062600 
HI 51 3.16 OOOB 2700 
HI 61 = 3.26 00082800 
HI 71 = 3.45 000829DD 
H 81 = 3.1>4 JOD830DO 
C COTTCNUPPER EJUNCARY CJNSTRAINTS, TABLE 2, FOR TARGET PRICES 00083100 
HI 91 .75 000832DD 
~[ !0' = .79 00083300 
HI !II = .835 00063400 
Hf 121 = .881 000835.00 
DC 2 l=2,4 00063&00 
LW = L- l 00083100 
IF!Xli.LI.LT.X!I.Lwll Xll,ll = Xli,LWI 00083800 
2 IF!Xll,ll.i;T.II.IC • Xf I,LIIlll Xll,ll = 1.10 *XI I,LWI J0083~00 
DC 3 L=&,a OOOM4000 
LW = l - I OJOB4100 
IFIXfl,U.LT.XI!,UI1 XII,Ll = XII,LWI 00084200 
IF!X(I,U.GT.Il.IO * X!l,L•IIl Xli,LI = 1.10 *XI l,LWI 00084300 
00 4 L=10.12 00084400 
LW = L- l OJ084>00 
IFIXII,LJ.LT.Xfi,L~II XII,Ll = X!I,LWI 00084600 
4 1FfX{I,LI.GT.f1.lC * Xll,L•lll XII,LJ = 1.1J * X!l,UI) J0084/00 
DO 1 L=l,4 )0084300 
LC=L<4 00084900 
IF1Xli,LCI.GT.(O.YO\i09 * Xfl,lll I X[l,LCI = Xfi,Ll * 0,90~09 00085000 
CC~TINUE 00085100 
RE l~iiN 0008 5200 
~NO 0008 5300 
f**IC.'O:****'(I; (:"*:t * *'¢ *.(.; 4~ ** * .o**.:(i<* ****:(: .(<*********** **** ** ** ** ** ******** *****• Qi) 08 ~4 OJ 
S~~RGUTINE ((721 OOOB55JO 
C*•4•~4*~*•*******•*•~••~****t******************************************OOOB5600 
t.Ju~ti:t;,:.y :::..Jr...STr.::Al~TS fJ-< C...;:~il-\i.ll V.\C>flt>LE~ l'• T-1'::- JJJciS/JJ 
P~ ICE £. i"~:c IrE .:)UFP[i<T ?Rr'(;~A~. :JJGd5SOJ 
CC!oCMC't /C.-;J~S/ ADJ(65J. C.JN::llfllO), AY(l6J .. Ctl4,jOJt,O(l4,30J),JJOb5;oo 
lF.-::c:;u~.l~.)t, ::;LUf=X.C(l4,l.o.11, i:t2JJJ, EX.(,, iFlAv, JJ, IP, IG., lt., UJUOb·JO'J 
!iS, L.";, J, I. JH[l:.Ji, IHCliU, ~HJLOl, AHGLDl, .AHJL:J3, AH8ll:4 :-tJOBOiO·:' 
CL"!II!C:" 13"':.1.'~31 X(6.J,<;'i) .~,""l,K,lEVl,l =:vz. ~l,F(cJ) ,~(491,H(99HlJDti(;2CJ 
l.XC(6QJ,~D~~LG ,K:~d.~S2,NS~.~~l OJU~b30J 
1234 f-JR'4lT( 1 •,t:;x, 'SL~:t.CilJilNE ..:.C72l'J ::JJ\)661"t.)V 
lFt~rffhJG.'·of .}) wR(Tf(V,li-34) 1\JU:;t?-OC.. 
C CC:.fSTR.O.P.tT5 F(R 721 Q.10ti660;J 
( ,..r.EAT LOi~~E~ eou.-.tOA~'y C.~·\STK~INTj, TABLE l, FQR l'JA~ RATES 
Gf ll = 2 .J 
Gf 2 I = 2.0 
G! 31= 2.0 
G!;l=2.J 
C COR~ LO•ER ~OU~CARY C~~STRA!hTS, TAbLE 1, FCR LOA~ ~ATES 
Gl 51= 1.75 
Gl b)= 1.75 
Gf 71= 1.15 
Gl a I= 1. 75 
C COTTCNLO~ER EOLI~OARY CJ~STRAihTS, TABLE 1, FGR LOA~ RAT"S 
G! 91= 0.37 
Gl 101" 0,37 
G!111= J,31 
Gf 121= 0.37 
•Hf6.T LC .. CR eouNCARY CCt-.!STRt.INTS, T~BLE 2, f-OR TARGET PR[CES 
Gf l3l= 3.00 
Gf 141= 3.16 
Gfl51= 3.34 
[;( 161= 3.52 
C CORN L:hb< EOU,..UARY Cu~STRA!NTS, TABLE 2, FOR TARGET Pk!CES 
Gll71=2.10 
Gl 181=2 .21 
G!191= 2.34 
GIZO 1=2.47 
C COTTCNLOwER EOU~OARY CO~STRAINTS, TA~LE z, FOR TAKGET P"ICES 
Gf n I= o.szo 
GI2ZI= 0,548 
Gl 231= J.579 
Gl241= 0.610 
C oHEAT UPPER eou;;OARY CONSTRAINT>, TABLE 1, f-OR LOAN RAES 
HI 11= J.OO 
HI 21: 3.16 
H{ 3)= 3.3tt 
Hf 41= 3.52 
C CORN UPPER EOUNCAkY CJNSTRAINTS, TABLE 1, FuR LUAN RATES 
H( 51= 2.10 
H tl= 2.2l 
~~ 71= 2.34 
H( 81= 2.47 
C COTTO,..UPPEi< 2JU~DARY CU~STRAINTS, TABLE 1, rOR LOA~ i<AHS 




C ;.HFAT uPPtR O:OU•WARY VJ~STRAINTS, TABLE 2, HlR TARGET P'<ICES 
1--t( t~) == .:..Q.J 
}'<( 141= 4.21 
HI 151= 4,4, 
f<( 161= 4.6<; 
C CCRN U?PER EUU'~CARY CC~·•STK.Air~TS, TABLE 2, F~JR TA~GtT PRICES 
H( 171= J,(b 
"' 181 = 3 .2<> 
Ht 1 'i l == 3 .'i':) 
H( 2C)= 3.64 
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0009 IJ 00 
0009ll00 
JOO'i 1200 













HI <1 I= ll.75J 
~I J2 I= 0.79iJ 
t-1231= a.o35 
h!241= J.Bol 
Dt:J 2 l = z., 4 
Uo=L-l 
IF lX(!,Ll.Gl,(l.lJ *XI I,Lrilll 
Jf(X(J.L).L_!.Xtl,Llol)l X(I,LI = 
2CCt--TI\i...:E 
OG 3 L= tH ti 
LW=L-1 
IF!X(J,L).GT,Il.lO < XlioL•III 
IF l X II , L I, L T.X I I , L~ ll X ll, U = 
CCNT INUE 
DO 4 L= 1J.l2 
LI<=L-1 
JFlXII,LJ.LT .X(l,LW)) l..(l,l) = 
IFtX(l,L).GT.tl .. lO * Xlitlllli)H 
4 C::JNTI~IJE 
C8 5 L= 14, !1 
to=L-1 
Xt I rl l : l.lJ • xt r.un 
X(I.UO 
XI! oll = l. IJ • X( I rl\olli) 
X( I ,uo 
X ( I ,L '.ol I 
XI I,LJ ~ 1. lJ . XI lo LW I 
lFlX(l,LJ.GT.(L .. LC::: X(i,lWJJJ X(l,LJ = l.lJ * X(f,Lrl) 
fFCX(I,L).lT.XII,L'ril) X(l,LJ = XCI,LW) 
CO~Tl~LE 
DD 6 L= 13,2( 
L~=L-1 
lFIX!I.LI.GT.Il.lO * XII,L•III Xlloll = 1,10 *_Xl I,UO 
IF!XIl,LI.LT.XII,Udl XII,LJ = XIIolWI 
6 CCNTINUE 
DO 7 L= 22.Z4 
LW=L-l 
IF!XII,U.LT.X!I,Loll Xlloll = XIJ,LWI 
IF!XI!,LJ.GT.Il.!O * XIJ,LWIIl Xl!oll = 1.10 * XlloLol 
CONT H<Uf 
00 1 L=l,4 
LC =L + 4 
Ll=L +12 
L2=L+l6 
IF! XII,LCI.GT,(0,90909*XIIolll I XlloLCI 0.90909 * Xll,LJ 
IFI XII.L21.Gl,( 0.9C909*Xl IoLli II XII,L21 0.~0909 * XI Iolli 
C:~TINUE 
R E TU~f~ 
END 
OOO'i2) JiJ 









































0009 65 00 
C****************~***o*****************~********************************00096600 
SUBROUTINE C C722 0009 6700 
c•••••~*******~***~*****************************************************00096&oo 
C ~CU~OAPY CGNSTRA!~TS FOR CONTROL VARIABLES I~ TrlE 00096~00 
C ACREAGE Sf!- ~SIDE ~ PRICE ~UPPOiH PRGGRA.• 00097000 
CO~MCN /CuOVS/ ADJI6'>1, CnNSTtl!Oio AYil61, Cl l4,300),8114,3JJI,00097100 
lEXOGU4,160) • Ol-lJEXC(l4.1801, Et2001, EXG, !FLAG, JJ, IP, Ir., I~, 00097200 
21Sr LO, J, 1-, lHOLDlr lHOLD2. AHOLOl, Ati0Li)2, Ari0LD3, AH0l04 JJ097300 
CCI'MCN /llHAIN3/ Xl60,991 ,N.~oKoiEV1olEVZ, Kl 0 F(6JI,GI99I,H!99IOJC97400 
l,XCI60ioNOEBlG .~NB,NoZoN33,N8l J0097500 
1234 FLlRMAT!' 'o2X, 'SUBROUTINE [0722'1 00097600 
IFINOEBUG.NE .01 WRITEt6.!2341 30097700 
C CCNSTRAINTS FOR 722. 00097600 
C WHEAT LOWER HOU~DARY CONSlRA!NTS, TABLE l, FOR LOAN RATES JQ0<;7900 
Gl 11= 2.0 00098000 
Gl 21= 2.0 00098!00 
Gl 31= 2.0 000~8200 
Gl 41= 2.0 0009 8300 
C CORN LOWER BOUNDARY CJ~STRA!NTS, lABLE !, FOR LOA'< RATES JJOg8400 
Gl 51= 1.75 00098500 
Gl 61= 1.1~ 00098600 
Gl 11= 1. 75 000~8700 
G I 8 I= 1 • 7> 0 0 09 88 00 
t~<TC~LO•ER eOJNCARV CO~STRO!NTS, TAbLE lo FOR LOAN RATES 





C ;.t.fEAT LO'tltP. t:Ji.J'~LiAK.Y CJf\STRAINTS, TAt1LE 3, FOR S.ET-ASIUE 
C CCHi11 Llil'i=K. eUU'tCARY CJNST~!di\;T.i, TABLE 3, FOil SET-ASIDl 
C CJTTC.\LJo1Eq fOJ-'l[llPY CJ"--STRAINTS, TABLE 3, FOR S~T-ASIOE 
f)fl 1 c l = 14. 2 4 
lG Gill = 0.0 
C WHEAT UPPER WU~CA"RY CLNSTO.AINTS, TABLE lo FQR LOA·< RAl':S 
H{ 11= 3.00 
HI 21= 3.16 
Ht 31= 3.34 
H( 41= 3,52 
C CCR.~ UPPER EOUNCARY CJI';STRAINTS, TABLE 1, FOR lGA~ ll.ATES 
HI 51= 2.10 
H cl= 2.21 
H( 71= 2,34 
HI 8 1~ 2.47 
COTTONU•PEO. EOUNOARY CO~STRA!NTS, TABLE l, FOR LOAN KATES 
HI 91= J.52 
HI !CI= 0,548 
Hll!l= 0.579 
H(l21= 0,610 
C CORN UPPEReOU.~CARY CONSTRAINTS, TABLE 3, FOR SET-ASiilE 
Hll31= 0,35 4107.7 
Hll41=0,35 *107.7 
HI 151= 107.4 * 0.35 
HI 161= 107.2 * 0.35 
C WHEAT UPPEREOU'<GARY CONSTRAINTS, TABLE 3, FOR SET-ASIIJE 
H!l71=70.7 *0,35 
H( 181= 71,1 < 0.35 
HI 191= 11.1 * 0.35 
Hl201= 71.1 * 0.35 





DO 2. L=2,4 
Lh = L - l 
IF!XI!,LJ.LT.XII,Loll XII,LJ ~ 
2 IFIXI!,LJ.GT.ll.lC * X!I.L><III 
DO 3 L=6,8 
u. = l - l 
IFIXli,LI.LT.XIIoLwll XII,LJ = 
!F!Xli.LI.GT.Il.!O * XII,L•III 
on 4 L=lOoll 
LW : L - l 
IFIXII,U.LT.Xli,Lwll Xlloll = 
4 IF!XII,U.GT.(I.!O • X(I,Lolll 
00 1 L=l,4 
LC = L +4 




X I I oLW I 
XI!, L1 = 
XI I .un 
XI I oll = 
XI I ,LW I 
X( loll = 
X l!, LC I 
l. lJ * XI I, LW I 
l. lJ * XI lo Lol 
l.lJ * XI I, L Iii 
















OJ 10 0'• OJ 
OJ 10 05 00 
0010 0600 









































C * :t t * :t * * ~ * ~ * *~ ** *~ ** ** * •***** **$ ** *** c**** **** ** ¥::- !.t* ** ** ******#*>!:*a***** :JO 10 4~ 00 
SUERCUTINE CC7l3 <JJ104900 
c••*******************************************************~********¥****OOl05ooo 
r. BOUNCAeY CJNSTRAI~TS FJt< CONTRJL VARIABLES IN T.iE JJIJ51QJ. 
[ ACREAGE SET-tSiiJEo PRICE~ INCtl"E SUPPORT ?~UGRA'I 00105200 
COMMO~ /CGO>S/ AUJ!&'>Io CONSTI!IOio AYll61, Cll4dOOJ,Bil4,300ioOJl05300 
lEXOGil4ol801, OLDEXCI l~.loul, El20UI, EXG, !fLAG, JJo IP, !Go IE. J0!054JJ 
215, LC, J, [, lHCLDlt lt-0Li)2, A.hOLDl, Arl0LJ2, Ali0LG3, tHOL04 O·JlO~jQJ 
CC~,.,.~:-~ /3MA IN3/ XI6J,S9J ,l\:,!o\,K,IE\Jl,IEV2, Kl,F (60) ,G('99J,H(99JlVlJ5600 
l,X((6JJ,"<DE1LG ,K"tfhNd2,'Hn,~dl JJL)570J 
l?3~ FC'~~Al(' ',2:«, 'SLof<CJTI~E CC723') JJ10_5800 
IF(~cCEBUG.'lE .Cll WRl TE(6,1234) JJlOS~·IJ.J 
Cl,STPAINTS f(P 723 O·Jl06000 
WME.\T L.J .. ER ~Cu,·~uAKY t..J~STPAINTS, Tl...i?LE 1, 1--CR LOA:,_ t<.AT=:S )JlJ6l00 
Gl 11= 2.00 JJ1062JO 
:>1 Zl= 2.~J JJ106300 
S( 31= 2.00 0)106400 
Gl 4~ 2.00 JJ!Ob~OO 
C CCR~ lu~ER EGliNGARY CONSTRAINTS, TABLE 1, FOR LOAN RATES JJ106600 
Gl 51= 1. 75 O<JI06700 
Gl 6l= 1.75 00106800 
Gl 71= 1.75 00106900 
Gl 81= 1.15 oo1oiooo 
CJTTCNlO .. ::R EOUNCARY CJNSTk~l~TS, TABLE 1, FGk LOA"' RATES J01J7l00 
Gl 91= 0.31 00107200 
GI1CI=0.37 00107300 
Gl 111= 0.37 00107400 
G( 121= 0.31 J0107500 
C WHEAT LOWfK. EOUNDARY C'Jf\STRAINTS, TAI1LE 3, FOR SET-ASIOE JJ1)7b00 
C COR~ LD~ER EDU~CARY CJNSTRA!NTS, TABLE 3, FOP. SET-ASIDE OJlJ7700 
C COTTCNLDWER WUNOARY Cu~STRAINTS, TA~LE 3, FOR SET-AS IIJE 00107000 
DO 10 L=13.Z4 J010BOO 
10 GILl = J.O 00lu8000 
C •HEAT UPPER BOUNDARY CONSTPAitHS, TABLE 1, fOR LOAN RATES 00108100 
hi II= 3.00 00108200 
H( 21= 3.16 00108300 
H( 31= 3.34 00108400 
HI 41= 3.52 00108>00 
CORN UPPER EOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS, TAeLE 1• FOR LOAN RATES J0108o00 
HI 51= 2.10 00108700 
HI 61= 2.21 00108800 
HI 71= 2.34 00108900 
HI 81= 2.47 00109000 
C CCTTCNUI'PER BOUNDARY CJNSTHAINTS, TABLE 1, 'OR LOAN RATES 0Jl09100 
HI Sl= 0.52 00109200 
el 101= 0.54 00109300 
Hill)= 0.579 00109400 
Hl121= 0.610 00109500 
CQRN UPPER BOUNDARY C<JNSTRAINTS, TABLE 3, FOR SET-ASIDE JJ109b00 
Hll31= 0.35 • 107.7 00109700 
Hl141= 0,35 * 107.7 00109800 
Hl15l= 107.4 * 0.35 J0109,00 
Hl161= 107.2 * 0.3> 00110000 
WHEAT UPPER~OUNDARY Cli~STRAINTS, TABLE. 3, ~OR SET-ASIDE OOllOlOO 
Hll71= 70.7 * 0.35 00ll0200 
H( 1~1= 1!.1 • 0.35 00110300 
H(l~l= l!.l • 0.35 00110400 
Hl201= 11.1 • 0.35 00110500 
CCTTC~ UPPE~EOU~DARY CU~STRA!NTS, TABLE· 3, f'OR SET-ASIDE 00110600 
HUll= 3.2 00110700 
rl22l= 3.3 ~ollosoo 
Hl23)= 3.1 0Jll0900 
HI 241= J.Z JJll1000 
DO 2 L=Z.~ JJllll 00 
LW = l- [" JOlll200 
IF(XII.U.LT.Xll,Udl XII,ll = X(l,LW) 00111300 
!FIX(I,LI.~T.I1.1G * XII,Loll) Xll,ll = 1.1J *XI I,lwl JJll1oOJ 
no 3 L=6.d 00111500 
Lw = l - l JO ll1600 
IFIXII.li.LT .XI l ,Lwll X(l,l) = XII,LWI 0Jll1700 
IFIXI!,li.Gf.l1.10 * X(!,LWII) X(l,Ll = l.lJ *XI !,LWI 00111800 
Od 4 1.=10, il JJll BOO 
L• = l - l 0Jll2000 
lf,X{I,L).lT.X{l,LWU .((l,Ll = X(J,Ud OCHl2100 
4 1FIXI!,L).ST.~l.lC o XII,UOII Xl!,ll = 1.1J * X(!,LWI OOllZZOO 
OJ l L=l,4 J)ll2JOJ 
lC=L+·4 )Jll2400 
IF(X{J,L().GT.(J.9C909*X(I,LlJ) Xti,LC) =- 0.90'9JCJ * X(I,LJ JJll.Z?OO 
CC\T INUt 0Jli2CO:.J 
RE ILR'\1 JtJll2'70U 
tr~C: JJ ll2c0) 
($ **- .$ * * t: ~ * * * *-:< *1; ~;.~ ,c~ ** * * * '¢t::¢::::: ***** *~* t:::r * !;.:';:. "¢- ~~ ** *~ ¢.C: *-* <r::C< ~*- >:::: ¢: >;:t:" C*'** **::jl:~ -*•-- JQ ll 2.lJ ::JJ 
Sc8'0LT!NE CC724 J0ll300·} 
c••• * * 11: ~ •* • ••••• •* •**""** * ***'* *'1).**4<-**c:: •••••••*~ •-•$• •• •• •• ••t:*** ***o:•••• ••oJ 11 Jloo 
C BOUN[AMY CONSTRAihTS FJA CO~TROL VAOIABLES IN THE OJ113200 
C ACREAGE SET-ISIUE ~ INCC.•E SUPP['U PRCGPAM JOll3jQC 









CC~MCN /CGOVS/ .0Jib5), CC'I'<STI110I, AYI16), Cll4,300!,B(14,300I,OJll3SO:; 
lfXUG{l4,180l. OLOEXG(l4.1HOJ, Et2'00l" EXG, IFLAG, JJ, IP,. IC, IE, J:Jl1360·J 
ZIS~ LC, J, I,. [HOLOl, lhCLD2, AHOLDl, ArlClLD2, ArlOLr:)), At10LD4 0Jll37J:: 
CCMMC~ /BMA[N3/ X,b\l-,99) .N.~,K.,ItlilrlEV2, Kl,F{OO),G(99!,.H{g9)J0ll3o0::..1 
l,XC(f:OJ,NOEBlG ,KNB,Ntl2,NB3,NiH 0Jll3~CJ 
1234 FO~MAT(' •,zx, 'SUB~OUTINE C012'i 1 ) JJll4000 
IFINCE8UG.NE.O) WRITE1&,12341 JJll4100 
\oiHEAT LOWER BOUNDARY :::JNSTKAI!'IiTS, TA8LE Zr FUR TAKGET Pri.ICES )Jll420C 
Gl 1 l 3 .OJ JJI143.J~ 
G( 2) = 3.16 OH1440C 
Gl 3 I = 3.34 JJll450J 
Gl 4) = 3.52 00ll4&JJ 
COPN lO,.ER eou.,C.RY C l~STRAINTS, TABLE 2, fOR TARGET PRIUS JJ114700 
Gl 51 2.10 JJll4BOO 
Gl .61 = 2.21 00ll4900 
Gl 7l = 2.34 UilllSOOO 
Gl 81 = 2.47 JOll5lOJ 
CCTTCNLOWER EOUNCARY CUr-.STRAlr'<TS, TABLE 2, FOR TM\·..;ET PRICES JOll ?200 
G( g) 0.52 Q.)ll5300 
GllOI = .548 JJll54JJ 
Gill l = 0.579 00115>00 
Gl12l = .&10 JOll5&0'l 
WHEAT LOwER BOUNDARY CONSTKAINTS, TABlE h FOR SET-ASIDt JJll570J 
CCR~ LOWER EOUNOARY CJNSTRAINTS, TAblE 3, FOR ;ET-ASIOE 0Jll5BOJ 
COTTOi~LOWER eoU"DARY C<lNSTRAINTS, TABLE 3, FOR SET-ASIDE JJll5>0•} 
DC 20 !I=l3.24 GO!l6JQJ 
<CGI!ll=J.O 0Qll6100 







= 3.00 00ll6300 
= 2.10 00116400 
= 0.52 }0116'>0J 
UPPER EOONO~RY CO~STRAINTS, TABLE 2. FOR TARGET PP.!CES 
4.00 
= 4•21 
HI 31 = 4.4o 
H( 41 = 4.69 
CORN UPPEk EOUNOARY CJNSTi<~INT;, TAtlLE 2, F~F< TAKGtf Pf<ICES 
HI 51 3.16 
It( 6) = 3.26 
HI 7l = 3.45 
HI Sl = 3.64 
CClTTGWPPER P-'JU"JOARY C.Jf'II::,TRAit-.TS,. TABLE 2, 1-JR TAKGET PRICF.S 
HI 91 .75 
HI1CI = .79 
Hll11=.835 
Hl121 = .881 
CORN UPPEReOU~tOARY lJ!\jSTRAlNT:), Tt.tiLE 3, ~Ok ,:,i:T-AS·IOE 
H( 13): 0.35 • 107.1 
H(14l= 0,35 # 107.7 
Hl151= 107.4 * 0.35 
tH161= 107.2 • J.J5 





JO ll 7000 
JOll7iOJ 
0011720J 










DOll BJ 00 
00118400 
JJllB>OJ 
OJ ll BOOU 
c 
H(l7)=70.7 *J .. 35-
H(ldl= 71.1 4 J.35 
M( 19}= H. I • J.35 
hf2CJ= ll.1 • 0.35 





UPP!:!{ EcJU·"'l~t.RY CJii.SH''~lr,TS, TA6lf 2, FJK TA~GET Pf.lCES 
Hl25l = 4.00 
Hl26l = 3.16 
HI 271 = 0. 75 
CIJ 1 L =I • 4 
LC ==L .. 4 






















DO 12 0400 
JJ1~0500 
(# *:C *** C<:t:* ***** *' * * -"~*"" * ***** 0: * *~' ""* *** * * *"'* *;: **;:::.: *4: ;::.:;;:: ** 16:* '!t->::;:(1 *-o;c** ** ~*** ** J J 12 06 DO 
FUNC Tl GN KANG I N•RGl 00 1< 0100 
c••oe ~ .. :t>e: • .tlt:O **'** •.:r. ....... *******-«*>:<4 *** *****:C:*** ** ;.;,.1!<. ** ** •=*-*e:.:..t.t$.:< ***'* **00 12 08 00 
C GENERATES PSEUOC-RA:'4DGM t~UMKE:RS, Jt\jlfJIH1LY ::JISTid8LlF::J J~ (0,1). 0')120900 
C THS vERSICN I> FGR ThE IH 36J. 001<1000 
<OJIVALENCE !i<A•<.JRAN} 0012ll00 
01.Ef\SICN Nll2dl 00121200 
DATA ~F!R>T/I/,Ul6543illoll314l593/ ,•l.c1ld2J183/ 00121300 
DATA ~K/231525/. ~L/2826£9/,'1~/253125/ 00121400 
IF INARG} 20,1 C, 20 00121500 
10 IFINF!KSTI30.6C.3C J0121600 
20 KLM=IABSt2*'Ul~G+l) JJ12l700 
K= KL ~ 0012 1800 
·L=KLM JJ 12 1900 
M=Kl~ 00122000 
NARG=J 00122100 
~C NF IRS T=O 00122200 
ND!V=167772lt 00122300 
RDIV=32768.*t553o. 00122400 
QG 50 J=1o12f 00122500 
o<=K*•K OJ122600 
50 f\IJ}=K 00122700 
60 L=L•ML OJ122800 
J=l+IABSILI/f\OIV OJ122'<0J 
~=•*MM 0012 3000 
NR= I AdS{ Nl Jl +l+Ml 0012 3100 
RAf\=fLCATINR )/KDIV 00123200 
152 
Lilli/ tlfJXf-ILE IS A FORTftAN PROGKAM Tll PUT ON CISK THE FILE: '.lOS. THAT 00123900 
C/1111 MAP THE EXCG FILES IN POLYSIM INTO THE X, G, H, ~XC IlLES IN 001£400J 
C/1111 !-'OX'S COMPLEX PROCEUURE:. 00124100 
U//11 CIJIJI: THE DATA CAKilS AS: 3 CA~OS t'EI< FfiRM Pi<.UGRAi~, USING 2014 ::JJ124<'00 
Cl/11/ Hll<i~AT, Th: IJKDEJ.: UF THE 7 SUS IS THt- S"-MI:: AS fiilc llP..DFk OF 00124300 
C/1111 rHF "C07lt-CU724" ~UllROUTINES. J01<.'4400 
Cl/111 EXAMPLf:: CUOE ::;c. 1-4 TWU PLUS TtiC:: t-.0. Cl" CO!\.TRflLS :JJl24':>00 
C/1111 EXAMPLE: CUDE CC. 5-d TWO PLUS THE 1'.0 •. )F CU'!TRljLS ::J01Z't60J 
Cll/11 EXAMPLE: CUOE LL. 9-12 EXOG FILE NO. FUR FIRST CCNTk~L ::J0124700 
(//Ill EXAMPLE: CLJDE CC. 13-16 E:XOG f'l Lt .~J. FOi< StCCND Clii';TROL 00124~'00 
C/11/1 EXAMPLE: CUUE CC. 17-20 EXUG FILE NU. FUR THIRD CCC.TROL 00l24'70J 
C/1/// EXAMPLE: CUDE CC. Zl-,-24 EXUG FILE ·~o. FOk FLJlJRTH Ct:NTRt..ll 'JJl25000 
C/11/1 EXAMPLE: CllDE CC. 25-2tl EXOG FILE NO. FOK FifTH CJNTROL JOl25lO~ 
r/1111 EX~MPLE: Ci..lDE CC. h-J2 EXDG FILE >'lO. FOR SIXTH CC·Hkill 00125230 
C/1111 FXAMPLE: CUlJE C.C. 33-i:lO IN THE SAMt: MAI~Nt:t<, ClJNTlNIIF LIN JOl25300 
C/1/ll FXAMPLE: A SECll"..D f. THIRD CAfltJ TO ClJMr'LETEJOL:'5<tOJ 
rtll/1 EXAMPLE: THE 3 CARD ~ET. US~ 3 CA~OS EVEN JJlZ55JO 
Ul/11 UA~PLf:.: IF THE LAST 2 ARE l3LAN"-• JJU5b00 
C/1111 ~KITTEN HY JWR tl/77. 10125700 
Lllr-'FI\SillN Nf ILE('10l ,NFI'JO),~~bt90.10l J\1125800 
liEf'!NE FIL~ lJ("J9'J,'10,l),JrJl'XTl 1Cl1Lr>'IOO 
fi':PMAT(2JI4l 001<"00\JU 
2 r J ·<!~AT< • ' , .i 11 4 l 
J Fr'R'1AT( 1 1 ,[4,i0X,/II't,JXll 
D<J lOJ 1=1,48 
M ILE(ll = 0.0 
100 f\:Flll = o.O 
fJll ?CJ L=1, 7 
P[Ail(5,ll (NF!Lf,( llol=l ,60) 
"i{ 1 T E I o , C. I I 1\ f- I L E ( 1 l , I = 1, b 0 I , l 
KF=l+ 717 
WKITE(IO' KFI (NFILHII.I=l,'JOl 
UCJ l':>:J K=l ,9 C 
15C NFILEIKI=NFI~l 
2CO CC:IH INUE 
8<1 300 L=1, 7 
Kt'=L ~ 117 
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APPENDIX B 
DESCRIPTION AND LISTING OF DATA CARDS FOR THE 
CONTROL THEORY OPTION IN POLYSIM 
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The POLYSIM User's Manual describes the data cards required to run 
the model, as well as, the coding instructions for the Core Data Cards 
(Name Card, Simulation Card, and Farm Program Card) and the Optional bata 
Cards (Richardson and Ray, 1974a). The additional data cards required to 
use the Control Theory Option in POLYSIM are described in this Appendix. 
Changes in POLYSIM Data Cards 
The Control Theory Option is activated by coding a '1' in card 
column 77 of the Simulation Card. Other than the '1' in column 77, the 
coding instructions for the Simulation Card are the same as those pre-
sented in the POLYSIM User's Manual. It should be noted that the policy 
programs coded on the Farm Program Card determine the control variables 
(farm policy variables) the model uses to maximize the performance mea-
sure. If an acreage set-aside program is selected, the set-aside levels 
for feed grains, wheat and cotton are the control variables. Similarly, 
when price and income support programs are used, separately or together, 
the control variables are respectively, loan rates and target prices for 
corn, wheat and cotton. 
Performance Measure Cards 
To generalize the Control Theory Option, provisions are available 
that allow the user to provide the upper and lower boundaries of the 
output variables used in the performance measure and their respective 
parameter weights. The values for the performance measure are provided 
by the user on the Performance Measure Cards, a new set of Optional Data 
Cards created for the Control Theory Option. 
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The performance measure described in the text is: 
If lower bound level is violated -
JLij H .. IY .. - LB .. I lJ lJ lJ 
If upper bound level is violated -
JU .. == I .. IY .. - UB .. I 
lJ l] lJ lJ 
4 n 
Maximize: J == L: L: (JL .. + JU .. )] 
j=l i=l lJ lJ 
where Hij is the weight for output variable Yi violating a lower boundary 
level LB. in period j; I .. is the weight for output variable Y. violating 
l lJ l 
an upper boundary level UB. in period j. Values for variables LB .. and 
l ~ 
UBi]. and parameter weights H .. and I .. used in this study are presented 
lJ lJ 
in Table IV. 
A list of the output variables in POLYSIM associated with variables 
LB .. and UB .. , in this study, are presented in Table XX. Also, Table XX 
lJ lJ 
includes a list of the parameter weights, H .. and I .. , in the performance 
l] lJ 
measure. Each data series (LB .. , UB .. , H .. , I .. ) is entered on a separate 
lJ lJ lJ lJ 
Performance Measure Card, using the variable code in Table XX to identify 
the particular series being provided. For example, the boundary level 
for feed grain ending year carryover is identified by code number 235, 
and the lower boundary param~ter weight for the variable is identified 
by code number 261 (Table XX). 

















. B 230 
B 231 
TABLE XX 
VARIABLE CODES FOR OUTPUT VARIABLES, BOUNDARY LEVELS, AND PARAMETER WEIGHTS 
USED IN POLYSIM FOR THE PERFO~~CE MEASURE 
Output Variables 
Ouq~ut Variables in Performance Measure (J) 
Realized net farm income m. $ 
Net income to livestock producers m. $ 
Total u. s. consumer expenditure for food m. $ 
Total government payments to farmers m. $ 
Total Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) storage and interest costs 
Feed grain ending· year carryover m. t. 
Wheat ending year carryover m. bu. 
Cotton ending year carryover m. net bales 
Lower and UEEer Boundary Levels for OutEut Variables 
Lower boundary level of realized net farm income m. $ 
Upper boundary level of realized net farm income m. $ 
Lower boundary level of net income to livestock producers m. $ 
Upper boundary level of net income to livestock producers m. $ 
Lower boundary level of total u. s. consumer expenditure for food m. $ 
Upper boundary level of total u. s. consumer expenditure for food m. $ 






















LB4j lJ1 0'\ 
TABLE XX (CONTINUED) 
Variable Abbrevaited 
Codes Output Variables Variable Name 
B 232 Upper boundary level of total government payments to farmers m. t. UB4j 
B 233 Lower boundary level of total CCC storage and interest costs m. $ LB 5j 
B 234 Upper boundary level of total CCC storage and interest costs m. $ UB 5j 
B 235 Lower boundary level of feed grain ending year carryover m. t. LB6j 
B 236 Upper boundary level of feed grain ending year carryover m. t. UB 6j 
B 237 Lower boundary level of wheat ending year carryover ·m. t. LB 7j 
B 238 Upper boundary level of wheat ending year carryover m. t. UB 7j 
B 239 Lower boundary level of cotton ending year carryover m. net bales LB8j 
B 240 Upper boundary level of cotton ending year carryover m. net bales UB8j 
Lower and UEEer Boundary Parameter Weights for OutEut Variables 
B 251 Lower boundary parameter weight for realized net farm income Hlj 
B 252 Upper boundary parameter weight for realized net farm income Ilj 
B 253 Lower boundary parameter weight for net income to livestock producers H2j 
B 254 Upper boundary parameter weight for net income to livestock producers I2j 
B 255 Lower boundary parameter weight for total U. s. consumer expenditure for 
food H3j 
B 256 Upper boundary parameter weight for total U. s. consumer expenditure for 
food I3j 
B 257 Lower boundary parameter weight for total government payments to farmers H4j 
I-' 
B 258 Upper boundary parameter weight for total government payments to farmers I4j Vl -...! 
TABLE XX (CONTINUED) 
Variable Abbreviated 
Codes Output Variables Variable Name 
B 259 Lower boundary parameter weight for total CCC storage and interest costs H5j 
B 260 Upper boundary parameter weight for total CCC storage and interest costs I5j 
B 261 Lower boundary parameter weight for feed grain ending year carryover H6j 
B 262 Upper boundary parameter weight for feed grain ending year carryover I6j 
B 263 Lower boundary parameter weight for wheat ending year carryover H7j 
B 264 Upper boundary parameter weight for wheat ending year carryover I7j 
B 265 Lower boundary parameter weight for cotton ending year carryover H8j 














Enter a '6'. 
A user specified name for the data series being pro-
vided, for example: 'LB GOVT PAYMENTS'. 
The variable code in Table XX associated with the 
data series being provided, for example: enter '231' 
for the lower boundary level of government payments. 
The last two digits of the first calendar year to be 
simulated, i.e., '78' if the first year simulated is 
1978. 
Blank. 
The number of years of data being provided '4', since 
the study period is four years. 
The value of the data series for the first year to be 
simulated. Punch all values with a decimal point 
(say, 2.0), if the value is negative enter it as a 
negative (say, -1.5). 
.The value of the data series for the second year to 
be simulated. 
The value of the data series for the third year to be 
simulated. 
The value of the data series for the fourth year to 
be simulated. 
Blank. 
The user may use as many Performance Measure Cards as necessary to 
enter all of the boundary levels and parameter weights for the performance 
measure. (Upper and lower boundary levels for the farm income variables 
(225-228) are ignored by the model in its current form; but, are provided 
in Table XX for completeness.) Following the last Optional Data Card 
(the last Performance Measure Card) the user must provide the data cards 
for the Control Theory Option. 
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Data Cards for the Control Theory Option 
Data cards for the Control Theory Option are separated from the 
POLYSIM data cards by one blank card. The first data card for the Control 
Theory Option is an I-0 Card. The I-0 Card provides a means for the user 
to indicate the type of input to be provided and the type of printed out-
put desired from the model. The second card or Parameter Card is provided 
for the user to input parameters necessary for the optimization routine. 
The Parameter Card is the last data card unless the user selects the 
input option of providing the starting values for each of the m control 
variables. In such a case, m+l (or k) Starting Values Cards follow the 
Parameter Card. 
I-0 Card 
The I-0 Card is the first data card for the Control Theory Option; 
it provides four options for entering the initial values for the control 
variables (policy variables) and three options for printing the output. 







Punch a '7'. 
Punch 'II-0 CARD'. 
An odd, six-digit number, to be used as a random num-
ber generator seed (punched with decimal point) as 
'999991.0'. 
Code '00000' if a minimum amount of output is desired 
until the maximum value of the performance measure is 
found. Code '0001' to print the value of the control 
variables, and the performance measure on each itera-
tion. 
Code '0001' to use the de-bug option for locating 





The option to indicate the source of the k initial 
values for them control variables. 
A '0000' indicates the program will use the baseline 
values for one point, and select values for k-1 points 
at random. 
A '0001' indicates the user will provide data cards 
for the initial values of all control variables. 
A '0002' indicates that the initial values for all 
k points are to be selected at random. 
A '0003' indicates that initial values for all k 
points were stored on a direct access disk (unit 16) 
in a previous run and are to be used for this run. 
Blank. 
The computer program used in this study to execute Box's Complex 
Procedure requires values for five parameters. These parameters are 











Punch an '8' . 
Punch 'PARAMETER'. 
The reflection factor ALPHA, Box (1965) suggests 
using '1.3'. 
The convergence parameter BETA, as '0.50'. 
The within bounds accuracy for the constraints, DELTA, 
as '0. 001' . 
The number of iterations to continue searching after 
finding an optimal, GAMMA, as '0005'. 
The maximum number of iterations the search program 
can go through in trying to locate the maximum of the 
performance measure, as '0400'. 
Blank. 
When a control path (a coordinate on the surface of the performance mea-
sure) is rejected the new values for the control variables are moved 
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ALPHA units closer to the centroid. By using a value greater than one 
(1.3) we are assured of searching both sides of the centroid for the 
optimal control path. The Complex Procedure assumes convergence when 
the value of the performance measure for the k points on the surface is 
within BETA units for GAMMA iterations. When control values are selected 
that lie outside the boundary constraints, the control value is moved 
inside the violated boundary by DELTA units. More detailed descriptions 
of the parameters are available in Kuester and Mize (1973). 
Starting Value Cards 
The Starting Value Cards are used when the user chooses to provide 
the m+l (or k) starting values or control paths for the m control vari-
ables (option '0001' in card columns 28-32 of the I-0 Cards). The 
starting values are stored in a k by m matrix, X. Each Starting Value 
Card provides values for m control variables, so k different Starting 
Value Cards must be provided. The order of the control variables on the 
Starting Value Cards depends upon the farm program being simulated, since 
each program has a different set of controls. The order of the control 
variables is indicated in Table XIX for each of the seven farm programs 
available in the Control Theory Option. For example, the storage loca-
tions in the X matrix, for an income support program, are: columns 1-4 
for wheat target prices, columns 5-8 for corn target prices, and columns 
9-12 for cotton target prices (Table XIX). To input data for the X matrix, 
the position of variables on the Starting Value Cards must follow the 
order pf control variables in Table XIX. 
The initial values for the first eight control variables in any of 
the seven farm programs are coded as: 
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Card Column 
1~10 Value for X(l,l), punched with decimal point. 
ll-20 Value for X(l,2), punched with decimal point. 
21-30 Value for X(l,3), punched with decimal point. 
31-40 Value for X(l,4), punched with decimal point. 
41-50 Value for X(l, 5), punched with decimal point. 
51-60 Value for X(l,6), punched with decimal point. 
61-70 Value for X(l, 7), punched with decimal point. 
71-80 Value for X(l,8), punched with decimal point. 
This same format is used for the next set of eight control variables if 
necessary for the program being sinulated or X(l,9) through X(l,l6) in 
Table XIX. If more than 16 control variables are being used, continue 
on a third and fourth card, until reaching control variable X(l,M) in 
Table XIX. Then repeat the process for the second point or X(2,i), 
i = 1, 2, •.• , m. The process is complete after coding k sets of the 
Starting Value Cards. 
As new values for the control variables are calculated, during the 
solution of the Complex Procedure, they are stored in the X matrix. The 
X matrix is stored on a direct access disk (unit 16) every tenth itera-
tion, so if the programs stops prematurely the calculations can be resumed 
at the last solution set stored on disk. Calculations can be resumed by 
re-submitting the program with option '0003' specified in card column 
28-32 of the I-0 Card. The process of re-submitting the program can be 
repeated as many times as necessary to get the program to a maximum value 
for the performance measure. 
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To reiterate, the cards needed to activate the Control Theory Option 
for POLYSIM, in the order in which they must appear, are: 
One Blank Card, 
The Name Card, 
The Simulation Card (with '1' in column 77), 
The Farm Program Card, 
Optional Data Cards: 
Elasticity Cards, 
Policy Data Cards, 
Predetermined Data Cards, 
Performance Measure Cards, 
One Blank Card, 
The I-0 Card, 
The Parameter Card, 
The k Starting Value Cards (these are optional). 
A listing of the data cards used to evaluate farm program No. 4 are 
presented in this Appendix to aid the user in understanding the different 
cards described above. 
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